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ABSTRACT 

This study develops a model of criticism based on European, 

American, and Latin American structuralist and semiotic research using 

the point of view of the lyric speaker to study and classify the texts 

in Poesxa no eres tu, 1972, the collected poetry of the Mexican poet 

Rosario Castellanos, 1925-1974. 

The lyric speaker is considered in this study as one of the 

basic ordering structures of the text. The perspective of the lyric 

speaker, that is the ideologically given "vision" with which the poet 

imbues the text, functions as a linking device to the author's world 

vision. 

The lyric speakers in the texts of Rosario Castellanos form 

the following typology: 

1. The lyric "I" as poet. The lyric speaker reflects on her 

poetic beginning, on the craft and creation of poetry, on the 

significance of the poem, and on the poet's relation to 

society. 

2. The lyric "I" as personae of women. The lyric speakers are 

historical, mythic, and actual voices of women who are con

figured by their role in society. 

3. The lyric "we" as collective memory. The lyric perspective 

traces the evolution of collective alienation to personal 

alienation and the integration of self into the collective. 
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4. The lyric "I," "you" as double. The perspective of the lyric 

speaker is displaced as she speaks to herself in self-

examination and self-confrontation. 

5. The personal lyric "I." The lyric speaker delineates herself 

without a mask or other configuration. 

These lyric voices express a perspective which is more compre

hensive in its extension and more powerful in its impact than a single 

narrative voice. The relationships of the many voices are structured 

to represent a world vision illustrating clearly and poignantly the 

complexity of human problems, not only those of the poet but of the 

society around her. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Rosario Castellanos, a Mexican poet, died a tragic death on 

August 7, 1974, at the height of her creative maturity. She left an 

extensive body of work since she not only wrote poetry but also novels, 

short stories, drama, and literary criticism as well as journalistic 

commentaries. However, she has not been widely studied until recent 

years. In 1965 Dylvig published Rosario Castellanos, Biografia y 

noveilsbica, and in 1972 Baptiste published La obra poetica de Rosario 

Castellanos, a work based on his doctoral dissertation, a study of the 

stylistics in Castellanos' poetry based on the theories of Carlos 

Bousono. Joseph Sommers has also commented on her narrative, especially 

her novels which he has termed part of "el ciclo de Chiapas." 

Since the death of Rosario Castellanos, there has been a flurry 

of critical studies of her work, so much so that at a conference at 

Arizona State University, Tempe, in 1976, a section devoted to her work 

produced some twenty papers."'" Among those more recently studying 

Castellanos, Eliana Rivero has analyzed the lyric speaker in her poetry 

to see how it represents her social vision; Naomi Lindstrom has studied 

Castellanos as a feminist critic; and Beth Miller has written several 

papers on her works in general. Maureen Ahern has done a much needed 

1. Several of the articles presented at the conference are 
shortly to be published in a volume of Estudios de Hispanofila. 

1 
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task in translating many of Castellanos' poems into English. In Mexico, 

Maria del Carmen Millan has written some of the best critical articles 

on Castellanos' novels. Despite this newly awakened interest in Rosario 

Castellanos and her work, there is much to be done. 

Critical attention given to poetry has taken on varying and 

complex forms because poetry itself often is ambivalent and complex. 

Literary critics have attempted to analyze poetry from many different 

perspectives, many of them extremely useful in opening up the dynamics 

of the poetic process. Yet no one method has proven entirely satis

fying nor exhaustive. Given these considerations, the purpose of the 

following stucfy is twofold. The first is to develop a model of 

criticism based on the structuralist and semiotic research of many 

European and American literary critics. The second is to apply this 

model to the poetry of Rosario Castellanos in order to stucfy and 

classify the texts. 

There are important differences between what I will call the 

French structuralists- and the semioticians, even though semiotics is 

basically an outgrowth of, and has important parallels to the various 

forms of structuralism. Many structuralists, in their search for a 

unifying underlying structure for all genres of art have focused so 

strongly on the intrinsic stucfy of the text, insisting on its autonomous 

nature, that they have often ignored the important fact that a work of 

art has to be created by a particular author in a particular culture 

and time. In their search for the universality of the structure they 

seem to have ignored the uniqueness of the product; for instance 
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consider the work of Vladimir Propp in the folktale and Claude Levi-

Strauss in anthropology. 

In order to reconcile the idea that the artist envisions his or 

her world through his or her creation, and that this creation is indeed 

an individual manifestation of his/her particular social and historical 

surroundings, I have found useful many of the theories of the early 

Russian Formalist School, of Lucien Goldmann, of the Soviet School of 

Semiotics as well as those of Anglo-American New Critics, Latin American 

"vanguard" critics, and of those thinkers who believe that a work of art 

is an aggregate of signs, a secondary modeling system made up of 

meaningful social, psychological, and historical elements, and based on 

the primary modeling system that humans vise for communication: language, 

the basis of all literature. 

Structuralists and semioticians have contributed significantly 

to a systematic, scientific, more objective study of literature. We 

must recognize moreover that the literary text is, as Lotman (1976:30) 

says, "the entire sum of structural relations that have found 

linguistic expression." If we agree that the work of art is a vision 

of an individual and of the cultural system which engendered that 

individual, then how does one study as objectively as possible the 

vision the individual artist is expressing? This is precisely one of 

the problems this study would like to address. It is my contention 

that the narrator or, as I will refer to it, the lyric speaker, is one 

of the basic ordering structures of the text. The study of perspective, 

as defined by structuralists and semioticians (i.e., the ideologically 

given "vision" with which the poet imbues the text) functions as a 
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linking device to the author's world vision. This stucfy proposes to 

apply inportant research on this aspect which until now, with a few 

exceptions, has been focused mainly on the narrative. 

This study will examine the poetry of Rosario Castellanos using 

as a method the model of criticism mentioned above and detailed in 

Chapters II and III. In applying a systematic method to a study of the 

literary text, I will attempt to analyze Castellanos1 world vision and 

then pose the following questions: Who are the lyric speakers in her 

poems? How do they function? These basic questions will hopefully lead 

us to an answer for the larger question of the poet's perceptions of her 

world. By analyzing the perspective of the lyric speakers .in .her poetry, 

her attitude toward the object she chooses to describe and its function, 

it is my hope that Castellanos' conception of her particular world will 

be clearly identified and illustrated. 

Poesia no eres tu (Castellanos 1972b), the work to be studied, 

is conprised of 14 different collections of poetry published between 

1948 and 1971 and several poems published elsewhere. There is a 

definite evolution in the poetry as would be logical in the work of a 

poet which spans 23 years of reflection and change, and, in discussing 

the various significant categories, some attempt has been made to keep 

the chronology of these poems in mind. The later work is less cosmic in 

language and shows more preoccupation with the social role of women. 

There are many main themes which persist through Castellanos' work. 

She was always concerned with the underdog: those deprived by society 

because of race or sex, the Indian, and women. She was always searching 

for the meaning of life: sometimes it was having a sense of dignity or 



individual worth, sometimes it was being able to stand up for one's 

beliefs or for oneself, sometimes it was something she called happiness. 

Castellanos was a woman immersed in the happenings of the 

society around her—and she observed and commented. As she said in one 

poem, "no pienso, pues pensar no es mi fuerte; ni siento/pues mi 

especialidad no es sentir, sino solo/mirar, asi que digo:/(pues la 

' 2 
palabra es la mirada fija).'1 The world she commented upon, especially 

in En la tierra de en medio and Otros poeraas, 1971, was an increasingly 

contemporary world with all its social and political implications. There 

are poems about the political problems at Tlatelolco, about the neces

sity for taking tranquilizers, about the dangers of a consumer society. 

At the same time the poet takes the reader into her confidence with a 

direct approach, vising poetry written in an informal, almost confes

sional manner (a technique arising from her attempts at dramatic mono

logue in earlier poems) where she described, with considerable irony, 

the little details of life which pile up and which can have a devas

tating effect. While Castellanos' earlier poems tend to more symbolic 

levels, the later poems dwell on the insignificant details: the fabric 

of which most lives, and especially the lives of most women, are made. 

Even in a dialogue with death, the poet protests that she cannot yet 

die: 

no, todavia no. 
Tengo una sopa a medio cocinar, un sueter 
al que aun no termino las mangas, un as unto 
pendiente de sentencia en el juzgado (Poesia:325)i. 

2. Castellanos (1972b:338). All poems of Rosario Castellanos 
cited are from Poesia no eres tu, hereafter referred to as Poesxa. 
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In examining the role of the lyric speaker in Castellanos' 

poems, it seems appropriate after an extensive study of the poetry, to 

group the poems into divisions which would span the chronological time 

in which they are written. In addition, since there are over 171 poems 

in the collected works, not every one of them will be analytically 

studied. A few will be selected to be discussed in detail and others 

to be studied as they better illustrate the various categories. The 

divisions of her texts will be as follows: 

1. Ars poetica/ars genetica. The lyric speaker reflects on her 

origins as a poet, on the craft and creation of poetry, on the 

significance or function of the poem, and on the poet's rela

tion to society. 

2. The lyric speaker in the personae of various women as follows: 

women from classical mythology or from the Bible seen as proto

type for a new societal myth; the historical personae re

evaluated; and the abstract persona whose life is configured 

according to the role society e:q?ects of her. 

3. The lyric speaker as collective memory. This section traces 

the evolution of collective alienation to personal alienation 

and the integration of self into the collective. 

4. The lyric speaker as double. The perspective of the lyric 

speaker is displaced as she speaks to herself in self-

examination and self-confrontation. 

5. The personal lyric "I": the early poems. The lyric speaker 

is directly configured and the collections of poems in Livida 

luz and Materia memorable are studied. 
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6. The personal lyric "I": the later poems. The poems written in 

the 1970s are studied for their change in poetic expression and 

world vision. The texts studied are from En la tierra de en 

medio, Otros poemas, and Viaje redondo. 

In all the poems the lyric speaker is a quester: one who 

searches for answers in the contenplation of experience and its meaning. 

It is in this contenplation and in its ultimate significance that we 

shall find the world vision of Rosario Castellanos. 



CHAPTER II 

A STRUCTURALIST SEMIOTIC APPROACH: 
ITS DEVELOPMENT 

It is not expected of critics as it is of poets that they 
make sense of our lives; they are bound only to attempt the 
lesser feat of making sense of the ways we try to make sense 
of our lives (JCermode 1975:3). 

For centuries varying methods have been used by literary critics 

to examine, interpret, analyze, and explain the literary work of art. 

These methods have covered the spectrum from impressionistic value 

judgments to detailed studies of each linguistic sign, attenpting to 

search into basic language components for a clue to the meaning of the 

work as a whole. Historically these methods can be broken down into two 

basic approaches: deterministic and immanent criticism. Generally 

speaking, deterministic criticism is one where the literary work is 

examined to see the way in which exterior factors such as historical, 

cultural, biographical, and even psychological aspects of the life of 

the author would influence the creation of a text. Immanent criticism, 

largely propounded by New Formalist Critics, Russian Formalists, and 

French Structuralists, approaches the text as an autonomous entity to be 

studied for and in itself without reference to outside factors. By 

considering only the text, the groundwork was laid for a more thorough 

and objective evaluation of it. Immanent and deterministic approaches 

are not only almost diametrically opposed but are also obviously self-

limiting. Recent theoreticians have come to recognize that the creative 

8 
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text arises from a process evolved "against the background of the actual 

artistic tradition and in relation to the everchanging cultural and 

social context" (Wellek 1970:178). The text is, as Lotman (1976:xi-xii). 

has emphasized, a set of complex signs—a system of meaning which is an 

ideological model of the world and which is inserted in the larger 

cultural system which engenders it. 

A long history of different linguistic breakthroughs, mostly 

attributed to the work of Ferdinand de Saussure, have influenced this 

contemporary literary theory,^ The work of linguists who established a 

model on which to study language itself was a major factor in analyzing 

how language is constructed and how it reflects the world around it. 

For these linguists, language was a system of signs determining the 

primary modeling system. The artistic text which is a work of com

munication, of information about the surrounding world and culture, 

1. Ferdinand de Saussure was one of the first to study 
linguistic phenomena and to distinguish between speech acts and the 
system of a language. Members of the Prague Linguistic Circle, the 
best known being Roman Jakobson, studied actual speech sounds to 
determine what aspect was functional in a particular language. This 
study of phonetics was iitportant because it demonstrated the systematic 
nature of language and concentrated on differential features or con
trast which could be defined in "relational" terms. Louis Hjelmslev 
and the Copenhagen School insisted on the formal nature of linguistic 
systems and suggested that linguistics provided a framework which 
other humanistic disciplines, could use to be more objective. Emile 
Benveniste provided accounts of the sign and of various levels and 
relations in linguistics. His analyses of a nuntoer of sub-systems and 
verb tenses were directly adopted by structuralists in their studies of 
literature (Culler 1975:6-7). 
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then forms the secondary modeling system. From this knowledge literary 

2 
critics then logically viewed the literary work aa a language construct. 

The results of this new perspective for literary artists was the 

eventual formulation of a new approach which would bridge the gap 

between immanent and deterministic approaches. Of the critics who have 

studied this problem, the endeavors which seem to have come close to 

finding a more harmonious approach can be seen in the varying per

spectives of the French Structuralists and in the work of the Soviet 

School of Semiotics (also known as the Moscow-Tartu Semiotics Group) 

where a sort of "equilibrium between the autonomous and the dynamic 

3 
approach was restored" (Wellek 1970:180). 

In order to more clearly define the systems and goals which 

comprise these two contemporary approaches to literary theory, struc

turalism and semiotics, some of their central ideas will be summarized 

here. This will not be an attempt to give an historical introduction 

to structuralism and its outgrowth, semiotics, since there are already 

2. As Culler (.1975:4) states, "The notion that linguistics 
might be useful in studying other cultural phenomena is based on two 
fundamental insights: first that social and cultural phenomena are 
not sinple material objects or events but objects or events with 
meaning and hence signs; and second, that they do not have essences, 
but are defined by a network of relations, both internal and external." 

3. The Soviets go even further to state that literature is 
just one of many channels in which to communicate information, and 
Yuri Lotman, one of the School's principal theoreticians, character
izes literature as a sign system which is socially functional in that 
it creates as well as preserves such information. Thus for him, the 
literary work of art is inseparable from its cultural content (Shukman 
1977:291. 



many conplete studies of the history of criticism, but rather to point 

out those factors pertinent to this study which have come from these 

critical endeavors. 

The question presents itself: what is structuralism? and, how 

does semiotics expand or differ from the basic tenets of structuralism? 

Structuralism is an umbrella term which houses varying critical per

spectives, including that of some theoreticians who would not label 

themselves structuralists. In general, however, structuralism is a 

method of analysis in which the literary text is considered to be a 

multi-layered or multi-structured work. In order to explain the text, 

it is broken into component parts, analyzed for its common or dis

tinctive features, and then reassembled into its aesthetic whole. This 

approach attempts to uncover the "internal relationship" which gives the 

text its form and function. It does not center upon the content of the 

text, but upon the system or relations inherent within the text."' Once 

the main theories e^qpounded by the structuralists are accepted (that 

structuralism should be an analytical discipline, that there is a fixed 

coitplex of knowledge which can be discovered by scientific procedure) 

it is natural to progress to the idea that interpretation is not just 

"the recovery of some meaning which lies behind the work and serves as a 

4. The main books which trace the historical development of 
formalism, structuralism, and semiotics are, in chronological order, 
Erlich 1969, Wellek 1970, De George and De George 1972, Broekman 1974, 
Culler 1975, Fokkema 1976, and Shukman 1977. 

5. The concepts of content and form, as used by New Formalist 
Critics and others, which reflect a dichotomy between the "internal" 
and "external" aspects of the text, have been discarded for a united 
conceptualization of the work as inseparable in its inner and outer 
components. 
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center governing its structure; it is rather an attempt to participate 

in and observe the play of possible meanings to which the text gives 

access" (Culler 1975:247). 

As Broekman (1974) notes, Moscow and St. Petersburg, Prague, 

and Paris were the main centers of stucty in the development of struc

turalist thought. He comments, however, that the actual word 

"structuralism" did not appear until later. It was so named in Prague 

in 1935 when the Prague Linguistic Circle met to distinguish its 

activities from earlier Russian Formalism and to focus clearer atten

tion on the basic concept of "structure." "The .limits, within which the 

cultural-historical continuum of structuralist thought is set, coincide 

chronologically with the present century and spatially with the European 

cities mentioned above" (Broekman 19 74:19). 

The roots of structuralist thought are to be found in Russian 
formalism. The formalist approach links with the school of 
linguistics developed in Geneva, particularly with statements 
of Ferdinand de Saussure and with the initial developments.of 
phonology (Baudouin de Courtenay). These new ideas have a con
siderable influence on aesthetico-literary thinking, not only 
ex-Geneva, but also via Moscow and Petersburg. The central 
figure in such streams of thought was Roman Jakobson. . . . 
In March 1925, exactly ten years after the founding of 
Moscow's linguistic circle, plans for founding a similar 
circle in Prague were laid. . . . From here, first formalist 
and later structuralist ideas were to influence European 
linguistics. Linguistics, aesthetics, and literary theory 
together with basic philosophical problems associated with 
them became themes for discussion (Broekman 1974:19-20). 

After the Second World War the climate was not favorable for 

structuralist thought. Until 1950, Broekman says, the word "formalist" 

was a term of abuse and the position of structuralist researchers re

sembled that of the formalists in Russia in 1926. Many members of the 

Prague Circle emigrated. "The results of the Copenhagen, New York, and 



other linguistic circles were limited to a group of Western specialists 

until such time as, with the generative grammar of Noam Chomsky and 

with Parisian structuralism, a new florescence of the concept of 

structuralism may be seen" (Broekman 1974:48-49). 

Broekman's view of the Parisian structuralists is that they are 

"the same but different," contending that .Parisian structuralism is 

like the structuralist thinking before the Second World War, but with 

changed perspectives and in new arrangements (Broekman 1974:70). 

The work that the structuralists have done has been extremely 

important for literary theory; however there were many problems still 

to be solved. Often after the critics developed a theory, they were 

unable to put it into practice effectively. Structuralists believed 

that ultimately a work of art would have a similar method of organiza

tion as all other works of the same vein. While it is possible to make 

generalizations and classify the "universal" patterns when referring to 

the text itself out of its cultural and historical environment, this 

approach has perpetuated a basic flaw. As Munz (1973:x) has pointed 

out in talking about iryth, it is not that the structuralist method is 

wrong, but that it is deficient. "My real reservation is due to the 

fact that the structuralist method is insufficient and tells us con

siderably less than we know because it neglects the historical nature 

of the creation of myth itself." This flaw, commented upon by many 

critics of the structuralist method, grew in part from the attempt to 

avoid the deterministic method of criticism, by specifically focusing 

on the text itself; on what the text "said." By not considering 
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"extra-textual" material which would contaminate the judgment, they 

hoped this problem would be eliminated. It was a genuine concern. 

Many critics, most notably the Belgian Lucien Goldmann as well 

as the members of the Soviet School of Semiotics, have worked on the 

problem mentioned before of how to "bridge the gap." They believe that 

the basic conponent of a literary work of art is language, and since 

language is a system of "signs" which arise from a particular culture 

and from a particular historical period with its own individual develop

ment, literature is therefore inseparable from its cultural context. 

The literary work of art, then, is formed from all the "semiotic 

systems" that arise from man's processing of information, with language 

being the primary system (Shukman 1977:29). They see man as a mechanism 

that interacts with his surroundings, processing information within him

self and with other members of his group. 

Goldmann (J.975) has been particularly influential in the growth 

of this theory and in the prolongation of it in the theories of the 

Soviet semioticians. For Goldmann, every literary work of art, history, 

or philosophy has an internal structure which expresses the fundamental 

problems of man: interpersonal relationships, social relationships, and 

man's relation to nature. How these relationships are expressed in 

certain historical epochs signal the differences in the various human 

groups during the course of history. As he has said: 

The literary work is not the mere reflection of a real, given 
collective consciousness, but the culmination at a very ad
vanced level of coherence of tendencies peculiar to the con
sciousness of a particular group, a consciousness that must be 
conceived as a dynamic reality oriented towards a certain state 
of equilibrium (Goldmann 1975:9). 



The work of art is thus a social or collective one in that, although it 

is expressed by an individual in imaginary contents, "the individual can 

never establish by himself a coherent mental structure corresponding to 

what is called a 'world view.' Such a structure can be elaborated only 

by a group, the individual being capable only of carrying it to a very 

high degree of coherence and transposing it on the level of imaginary 

creation and conceptual thought" (Goldmann 1975:9-10). Yuri Lotman 

agrees, continuing with the argument that the relationship between the 

function of a text and its internal organization takes a different form 

according to the type of culture which produces it. 

One of the distinguishing features of Soviet structuralism has 

been the continuing interest in the problem of the individual in rela

tion to generalized knowledge and its expression (Shukman 1977:175-176). 

Uspensky (1973) in A Poetics of Composition, a book essential to the 

inquiries made in this study, has addressed himself to this problem, 

atteiipting to account for the individual vision and the general laws of 

composition in search of an awareness of the "materiality of the world 

and of art, and an awareness of the revolutionary nature of the exist

ence of the work of art." For Uspensky, point of view is the central 

6 
problem. Many typology studies have been made to try to find a theo

retical definition of these aspects of literature and of these 

Uspensky's more flexible methodology comes closest "to providing a con

sistent structuralist account" (Shukman 1977:171). 

6. As shall be seen in the following chapter, confusion exists 
in Uspensky's definition of point of view vers vis perspective. 
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Both structuralist and semiotic approaches are evolutionary and 

continue to be re-defined and developed by their respective members. 

The one startling fact is that, influenced and molded by each other, 

neither approach takes into account the valuable and often insightful 

work done by Anglo-American literary critics and others. As Said (.1972: 

372-373) has noted: "It is characteristic of the structuralists—here 

again Levi-Strauss is the noteworthy exception—that they seem uncon

cerned with counterparts or their progenitors in other countries with 

whose work . . . there are obvious parallels with structuralism and, if 

the structuralists care, gains to be made from those parallels; the 

similarities, however, are never perceived and, to be blunt about it, 

seem to be unknown." Certainly since 1960 Anglo-American critics have 

recovered from their obsession with "New Criticism" and some interesting 

and penetrating approaches can be seen in the myth analysis of Northrop 

Frye; the Marxist formulations toward literature of Frederic Jameson and 

Raymond Williams; the nature of the narrative as studied by Robert 

Scholes, Wayne Booth, Alan Spiegal, and George Szanto; and the studies 

of space and time by Sharon Spencer. All these critics and many more 

shew that the investigative process by Anglo-American critics is con

tinuing, now enriched even more as they become more aware of the work 

being done by structuralists and semioticians even if the reverse is 

not true. 

In current Latin American literary criticism a great deal of 

new and exciting work is being done. These critics are influenced by 

the European currents already mentioned and especially motivated by 

their own desires to better and more objectively understand the copious 
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body of increasingly coup lex literature which is emerging from Latin 

America. The growing corpus of critical tools illustrates the openness 

of a new breed of Latin American critics who are attempting to organize 

and define the Latin American reality- In a recent article, "Hacia una 

poetica estructural de la narrativa," Verani (1976) attempts to classify 

the work being done on the narrative, commenting on Hispanic-American 

criticism since 1960. According to Verani, the work of Martinez Bonati 

(1973), La estructura de la obra literaria, is a precursor of a 

systematic investigation in Latin America of the literary work of art. 

Martinez Bonati, whose work derives from Husserl, Ingarden, and German 

phenomenology and esthetic thought, established a structuralist theory 

of the narrative which opened the path for other Latin American critics 

who were also reading and discussing the works of Barthes, Todorov, 

Jakobson, and Levi-Strauss. Cedomil Goic, another Chilean critic, has 

established a methodology which, in the elaboration of the distinctive

ness of the historical process of the novel, describes the diachronic 

variations and the synchronic unity of Latin American literattire. 

According to Verani, Goic tries to establish a generic vision of the 

novel as a literary series. 

Intenta mostrar la evolucion historica de la novela mediante una 
adhesion rigurosa al metodo de las generaciones propuesto por 
Ortega y Gasset, el cual adapta y aplica a la historia literaria 
hispanoamericana. El desenvolvimiento de la novela hispano-
americana se ordena segun los rasgos, distintivos que particu-
larizan a tres niveles periodicos; epocas, periodos y genera
ciones. Tejido el enlace regular de la sucesion de generaciones 
como categoria historica y establecida la clasificacion de la 
obra individual en la tendencia literaria dominante en su 
determinado momento historico, Goic propone un modelo de 
analisis sincronico de textos concretos. En ningun momento 
limita o subordena la interpretacion de la singularidad poetica 
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de cada novela al esquema pre-establecido sino que, por el 
contrario, elabora un metodo de investigacion que se adapta 
a exigencias de la naturaleza misma de la obra (Verani 
1975:7). 

This new Latin American literary criticism emerging from a 

structuralist or semiotic basis is called by Verani "la critica hispano-

americana de vanguardia." Verani says that in Latin America there are 

two major trends of influence. One comes from a linguistic based 

methodology and includes such people as David Lagmanovich. The second 

major trend is one coming from the Parisian "Ecole des Hautes Etudes," 

whose work is carried out by Zunilda Gertel among others. He goes on to 

cite other directions this new criticism is taking: (1) Czech 

aesthetic structuralism as shown in the writings of Nelson Osorio; (2) 

genetic structuralism of Lucien Goldmann as seen in the work of Jaime 

Concha, Antonio Cornejo Polar, and Alberto Escobar; and (3) psycho

analytic structuralism as seen in the writings of Josefina Ludmer. 

Verani's paper, given in 1975, was an iirportant beginning for a 

historiographic accounting of the new vanguardist criticism. However, 

there have been many books and articles published since then, a fact 

which calls for a reevaluation of the current state of vanguardist 

criticism. Although it is not the prime focus of this study, a rapid 

evaluation of the work being done and its major orientation, especially 

how they relate to this study, will be quickly summarized. 

One of the central factors in all this new criticism, as Verani 

has clearly pointed out, is that the critic (no matter what his orienta

tion) defines his theory first, sets up a working modal and then analyzes 

the text according to the guidelines she or he has defined. This is an 



extremely important aspect of this criticism because it is precisely 

this careful setting of guidelines which enables it to be more ob

jective. 

The basic theoretical books in Latin American vanguardist 

criticism are as follows: Martinez Bonati's aforementioned La 

estructura de la obra literaria, which divides the approach to the 

narrative text into different hierarchies of literary discourse and 

points out their structural function. One of the most important parts 

of this book in relation to our study is the idea of the narrator as 

the ordering structure of the text, although Martinez Bonati applies 

this only to the study of the narrative. Also dealing with narrative, 

Goic (1972) in Historia de la novela hispanoamerica, tries to find the 

underlying structures of the novels (synchronic) and to see how they 

differ serially or historically (diachronic). Goic also sees the point 

of view of the narrator (or lack of narrator) as a structuring device 

for the vision of -.the world in which the work was created. 

Escobar (19 70) in La partida inconclusa proposes a structural 

methodology for textual analysis using a close textual approach to dis

cover the "triple dialogue',linguistic, historical, and cultural. 

No puedo respaldar, hoy por hoy, ningun metodo que se desenti-
enda de lo formal ni de lo historico, que no aprecie en la 
lectura la medula del "acto literario," que no aspire a una 
comprension integral cernida en un espectro que fluye de 
multitud de creacion y recreacion individuales y 1& tension 
historico-social que, con su vigencia, da sustento al devenir 
de la cultura como hecho colectivo (Escobar 1970:10). 

In El mundo de las letras, the Czech Hispanists Vodicka and 

Belie (1971) suggest that the novel is a configuration of a perspective 

that the literary work is a complex whole whose aonponents mutually 
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condition themselves. In an effort to analyze the work they break down 

these components into three levels (pianos) which in reality are inter

penetrated: the linguistic level, the thematic level, and the composi

tional level. As Nelson Osorio says in his preface to the work: 

La obra no es ni pretende ser una panacea que supla el trabajo 
individual y la practica creadora en el estudio y la 
investigacion. Su caracter de exposicion sumaria es, en sx 
mismo, un llamado al enriquecimiento y la amplicacion cntica. 
Su objetivo es simplemente servir de guia en un terreno actual-
mente confuso, configurado ademas por el manejo sin mayor rigor 
de conceptos tecnicos no siempre bien asimilados y por un 
eclecticismo que oculta a veces su vanidad bajo una jerga 
abstrusa. No se trata de simplificar lo que de por si es 
complejo, pero si de ordenar y clarificar esa complejidad en 
una vision de conjunto que facilite y no dificulte el acceso 
a los no iniciados (Vodicka and Belie 19 71:13). 

Anatomia de la novela, by Jara Cuadro and Moreno is an atteirpt 

to organize the structure of the novel on the basis of the perspective 

of the narrator: "pues consideramos que desde ella es posible aprehender 

el sentido ultimo de la obra, interpretar la significacion de los 

aspectos configuradores del mundo novelesco, advertir la manera en que 

estos estan organizados, e incluso apreciar en su justa medida la 

funcionalidad que cumplen los diversos recursos utilizados ..." 

(Jara Cuadro and Moreno 1972:Prologue). 

All of these books mentioned are intended as a beginning, as 

guidebooks for a methodology on which to base a study. Their relevance 

to this study is that they point out the necessity of an immanent study 

of the text and various methodologies for it; especially the importance 

of the perspective of the narrator or speaker as an ordering, struc

turing, element. Except for Escobar, they treat only the narrative; 

it is in the field of lyric theory that much work needs to be done. 
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In the search for a new approach, it has been only recently that 

we begin to find some intriguing possibilities and perspectives in 

recently published articles, more so than in books. Jitrik (1969), in 

"Estructura y significado en Ficciones de Jorge Luis Borges," approaches 

the problem of finding the structures of these various short stories and 

discovers basic elements and their given variable which tie the stories 

together. In addition, he classifies the stories as to: (1) the 

"formal elements," or basic structures and (2) the role of the narrator 

in these structures. The two basic questions he asks and tries to 

answer-are: (1) who? and (2) how? For Jitrik this is structure and 

signification. This article is an early attenpt to define and classify 

some of these concepts. 

Turning to the problem of lyric theory, Mignolo (1975) examines 

linguistically-based structuralism a la Roman Jakobson and uses the 

poetic perspective to analyze a poetic text. Because his method is in

sufficient, in an early article, he comes to the conclusion that the 

linguistic model does not work because "a text is not a closed entity" 

(Mignolo 1972:408). In a later article, "La nocion de 'competencia1 

en poetica," Mignolo (.1975) examines the personal pronoun and "shifters" 

as discriminators to establish the coherence of a text. 

Foxley (19 72:25), in "Estructura progresiva-reicerativa en 

Odas Elementales," emphasizes the fact already pointed out by struc

turalists that literature is made of language and its dependence on 

this as a system makes it seem a complex reality. On the one hand the 

language is referential, but on the other hand it is "something else." 

This something else is the connotation of the sign which turns the 
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referential aspect of the work ambiguous and makes the signification of 

the sign polivalent. 

Vi lie gas C.19 76)., in Estructuras miticas y arquetipos en el 

"Canto general" de Neruda, discusses the various lyric speakers in the 

Canto general and their relationship to Neruda's politics. He examines 

the method by which a critic can -view politics in a lyric poem and 

studies the function of myths and archetypes in the poetry in relation 

to the poem's political content. He links the "various poems in Canto 

general together by -viewing the "voz poetica" or lyric speaker in its 

mythic/ideological aspect. Thus he examines the mythification of the 

poetic "I," the poetic "I" as hero, and the poetic subject as anti-

hero. He reaches the conclusion that in the work of Neruda, the mythic 

quality of the poems gives them a timelessness, removing them from the 

historical reality and reducing the political message. This message is, 

however, strongly present although disguised, and because of the 

mythic dimension it takes on heroic overtones. 

Osorio (JL975X has also grappled with the problem of the nar

rator or speaker and his relation to the text in various articles. In 

"El prdblema de hablante poetico en Canto general," Osorio points out 

that Pablo Neruda uses an "hablante figurado," that is, a figure 

created as a carrier of the perspective of an internal fictitious 

enunciation CDsorio 1975:180). He says, "Este es uno de los problemas 

interesantes que ofrece el texto a la critica literaria, ya que para 

una actitud de realismo ingenua se hace dificul aceptar que cuando en 

el verso se dice "yo" no remite directa y mecanicamente al autor real 

y concreto" (Osorio 1975:180). Osorio clearly differentiates between 
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the poetic "I" and the figure of the poet as speaker. In this article 

Osorio also points out hew this figurative speaker can be fragmented 

into multiple speakers and/or perspectives (Osorio 1975:181). For 

Osorio this study of the poetic speaker is a tool which will illustrate 

the real task of the literary critic, that is, the problem of signifi

cation: the ideological perspective or the message as a manifestation 

of man's relationship to the world. In "Contexto real y contexto 

virtual en Los versos del capitan," Osorio (1976), by stuctying the poems 

as a unity, discovers that they are not simple love poems, but that they 

are an internal progression from love to social struggle: going from 

the personal to the collective. 

Eliana Rivero has continued this trend of thought and has 

applied it in various articles, leading toward a theory of poetics and 

the importance of the perspective of the narrator/speaker and his vision 

of the world as an ordering phenomenon. In "Analisis de perspectivas 

y significacion in La rosa separada de Pablo Neruda," Rivero (1976a) 

argues that the entire book of poems is a unity structured by the point 

of view of the poetic speaker who oscillates between two positions: 

(1) the intimate or personal and (2) the collective. She discusses the 

use of an "inplicit speaker" who is not explicitly present (but who can 

be determined, "situated," by his description and characterization of 

an abject) , and the "explicit speaker" who is determined by direct 

pronouns. Rivero also discusses the importance of the speakers' per^ 

ceptions of distance as a factor of the objectivization/subjectiviza-

tion in a poem (Rivero 1976a:13). Finally, Rivero, as does Osorio, 

discusses the relationship of these speakers to the "signification" or 
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meaning of the work as a whole. In "Dialectica de la persona poetica 

en la obra de Julia de Burgos," Rivero (1976b) continues her work of 

amplification using basically the same tools. In this article she 

considers more closely the effect of distancing (objectivization) which 

is the distance (far or close) that the poetic speaker feels from its 

subject. Rivero discovers that in the poetry of Julia de Burgos there 

is a clear tripartite speaker who exists in different chronological 

times. By classifying these personae or masks the poet uses to "speak" 

in her poems, Rivero is able to classify the vision of the world pre

sented by each persona. She finds the contradiction of an ambivalent 

poetic being and discovers the basic underlying structure of authentic/ 

inauthentic in the poet's view tcward society (Rivero 1976b:18-19). 

The two basic poetic personae live both truth and lies in an existence 

frustrated by poverty and social misfortune. 

In "Vision social y feminista en la obra poetica de Rosario 

Castellanos," Rivero (1976d) expands the theories already ejgpounded to 

argue that the lyric speaker in Castellanos1 poetry focuses on "una 

toma de conciencia," illustrating a vision of the world which is 

socially limiting to both women and the underprivileged. By using 

various lyric "voices" the poet is able to achieve a vision that is 

conscious of oppression and injustice. In this article Rivero goes 

even further than before in relating the lyric speaker to a "social" 

vision or perspective. 

In another work, "Reflexiones para una nueva poetica; La 

lirica hispanoamericana y su estudio," Rivero (1977) succinctly sum

marizes the problems involved in categorizing the poetic speaker, 



giving a typology of those lyric speakers who figure directly in the 

discourse and those who are not represented in the discourse along with 

their respective grammatical persons. Rivero also types the "poetic 

listeners" or those to whom the discourse is directed. In this work 

Rivero applies the typology to illustrate how a careful stucfy of the 

declarations of the poetic speaker can help situate the text in its 

historical period and in its ideology. 

As has been shown, the development of structuralism and 

semiotics into a growing method of analytical criticism and its subse

quent use by Latin American literary critics since 1960 has opened a new 

and exciting field of inquiry as to hew to analyze a narrative or poetic 

text. The work of these critics as well as the work of Anglo-American 

ones will play an important part in this approach to the poetry of 

Rosario Castellanos. An attenpt will be made to search out the under

lying structures or patterns and to relate these patterns to the vision 

of the world they contain. This study does not pretend to contribute a 

definitive or exhaustive theoretical model. It is an attempt to dis

cover the underlying structures of the poetry by clarifying first the 

point of view, then the perspective of the poetic speaker and, by de

fining the network of relations, both internal and external, that this 

speaker has to its object, to discover the relationship of the speaker 

to his/her larger world vision. 



CHAPTER III 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

Y he aqux que el medio de que se vale la literatura para 
constituir sus obras es el lenguaje. El lenguaje que esta 
sujeto a estructuras, a relaciones determinantes que el 
escritor debe manejar a fin de que se cumpla el proposito 
fundamental ... el de desrealizacion (Castellanos, 1975b:26). 

It could be said that two general goals have been attained so 

far in this study. The first, to signal the importance of the lyric 

speaker as the organizing mechanism of the text; the second, to outline 

a history of the evolution of the theoretical basis for the task at 

hand. Because textual analysis requires an awareness of the basic 

principles used to scrutinize the text, the present chapter will attempt 

to set forth a method by which to analyze the lyric text: in particular 

the lyric texts of Rosario Castellanos. This method is an attempt to 

study the organizing framework of the lyric text by studying first the 

point of view and then the perspective of the lyric speaker or 

narrator, through which the expression of the poet's "world vision" 

will be ultimately reached. 

To begin, the terms point of view, perspective, and world view/ 

vision, central to this study, are terms that have been arbitrarily 

used and which, therefore, demand a more precise definition. Critics 

have often used perspective and point of view indiscriminately, and 

there is a great disparity between the terms. In "Notas sobre el 

narrador, su punto de vista y su perspectiva," Promis (1977:6-7) points 

26 



out the ambiguity existing between these two terms and their 

definitions: "Punto de vista designa comunmente la posicion visual 

del narrador o elangulo de enfoque que tiene como vertice el punto de 

hablada del narrador, pero el termino perspectiva se ha utilizado con 

distintas significaciones que pese a su aparente afinidad establecen, 

sin embargo diferencias considerables." He goes on to clarify their 

meaning using each term to designate a different dimension of the 

speaker. What he calls the artistic dimension of the lyric speaker as 

the organizer and communicator of his history is point of view, and 

the vital dimension by which the narrator interprets and contemplates 

the narration is perspective. Point of view, then, constitutes the 

technical device of placing (spatially and temporally) the speaker in 

his environment, while perspective is the vision of the speaker in 

facing his world. According to Promis, the speaker has the ability to 

manipulate point of view within the discourse, but perspective cannot 

be manipulated, arising as it does from the speaker's inherent attitude 

toward his world. The speaker/narrator has only the choice of 

expressing his perspective directly or of letting it manifest itself. 

For the purposes of this study, then, point of view is the spatial 

and temporal placing of the lyric speaker in his world. Perspective 

is the vision arising from his cultural, historical, and social 

situation. 

World vision or world view is a term used by Lucien Goldmann and 

others to define the interaction of man with his historical and cultural 

environment. For Goldmann the writer is the highest individual 

"consciousness" or communicator of the collective consciousness, or 
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historical and social occurrences. Thus world vision goes beyond 

perspective in its meaning. World vision can perhaps be ascertained 

only by viewing the total production of an author in his perspective 

of his own particular time and circumstances. World vision is akin in 

its meaning to ideology as defined by Uspensky. 

With these basic concepts defined, let us now examine some of 

the central tenets of the structural/semiotic method of analysis: 

1. The literary work of art is a communication system made up of a 

complex system of signs, which is language. 

2. • The work of art is a total structure; one factor cannot function 

without the others. 

3. The signs and structures made up of language manifest a self-

sufficient, created world shaped by the world vision of the 

author. 

4. These basic, inter-penetrating structures of relationships can 

be identified. 

5. The study of the relationships in the created world can 

illustrate the poet's world by separating the work's perspective. 

6. The basic ordering structure of the work is the narrator/lyric 

speaker. 

7. The speaker or fictional persona in the work of art is not a 

direct reflection of the author's consciousness or intentions. 

There is no "point to point" correspondence between "life" and 

work. 

1. Erlich (1961:708-710) succinctly discusses the separation of 
the lyric "I" from the poet: "The lyrical *1' can be, for all practical 
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The analysis of the literary work of art depends mostly on the 

general perspective the critic chooses; as Todorov (1975:21) said, "its 

objective is no longer just the description of the work, the designation 

of its meaning, but the establishing of general laws of which this is a 

particular product." The work is a manifestation of something and the 

objective of its study consists in arriving at that "something" by way 

of the poetic code. Therefore, accepting the basic assumptions already 

mentioned, we may then go on to ask the following questions: how is 

the system of signs under consideration put together, how is the 

underlying structure or structures to be identified, what is the 

function of these structures of signs, to what extent does the 

literary text describe its world, and what is the significance of these 

functions? The character of the study necessarily depends on what we 

purposes, a fictitious character. By the same token he can express or 
impersonate the poet with an almost embarrassing directness, or at 
least purport to do so. . . . Since poetry mythologizes the poet's 
biography in accordance with the literary conventions prevalent at the 
time, the auto-biographical poem often relates not to what has 
actually occurred, but 'what should have occurred* The extent 
to which the poem purports to feature the author depends on how much 
weight the poet's aesthetic attaches to experience, to the self-
expressive function of poetry," Wright (1962:22) has also examined 
this problem: "However skillfully the poet may try to effect an identity 
between himself and his persona, the task is hopeless, for he and what 
he created exist on different meta-physical levels. Mainly because 
the speaker is in the poems,.not behind it—though he may be behind 
the events of the poem, not be them he cannot quite be identified 
with the maker of the whole poem, speaker and all. The speaker is 
wholly a product, and only apparently a source." Escobar (1970:23) 
also comments that the poem does not reproduce anecdotes of the poet's 
biography nor copy variable or permanent models; that which his 
intuition perceives comes to us like a form in language, like an 
object in itself which disturbs us through its surprising presence. 
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select as a topic of investigation and what we consider to be the 

limits of the study and of the text (Lotman 1976:18). 

This study, in selecting the narrator/lyric speaker as the basic 

ordering structure of the text, establishes perspective as a linking 

device to the author's world vision. The relationships within a text, 

by some method, constitute a representation of the reality which the 

writer offers us. This modifying angle of the external world is a 

perspective which reveals to us hidden associations, a highly personal 

and unique manner of conceiving and expressing unique relationships. 

The study of the perspective of the poetic speaker as an organizing 

device is one way to identify and analyze the complex relationships 

within the text. In A Poetics of Composition, Uspensky (.1973) discusses 

2 
what he considers to be the various levels of point of view. His main 

ideas will be summarized here since his book, clearly written and 

defined, will be the background for the basic theory upon which this 

model will depend. 

As Uspensky illustrates, point of view is an extremely complex 

mechanism. There are many kinds possible and he is interested in 

studying what kinds of relationships may occur among them and what 

their functions are. He asks how point of view is understood and 

defined and considers several approaches: point of view as an 

ideological/evaluative position, which for this study is the definition 

of perspective; point of view as the spatial/temporal position of one 

2. As has been previously noted, one of the facets included 
in Uspensky's levels of point of view is the point of view of ideology 
which for this study is, in reality, the more complex level of 
perspective. 
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who produces the description of the events; point of view studied for 

its perceptual characteristics or for its linguistic sense. Uspensky 

chooses to study the purely semantic sphere in its manifestations and 

the planes of investigations in which point of view may be fixed. 

There are the planes of ideology, phraseology, spatial/temporal, and 

the psychological. 

Point of view on what Uspensky calls the ideological plane is 

for him the most basic aspect of point of view, and it represents the 

concept of perspective adhered to in this study. This is the general 

system.of deep compositional structure of ideas that view the concept 

of the world, "that shape the work." In the ideological plane the 

evaluation may be carried out from a single dominating point of view 

or from multiple views which are either contrasting or blending, 

double or multiple. These multiple evaluative systems "assume definite 

relationships to each other forming a complex design of opposition and 

3 
identification" (Uspensky 1973:9). A single dominant point of view 

forms one set of relationships but in a polyphonic (many voices) 

narration t^e various viewpoints are presented as being equal. 

Mikhael Baktin, who first introduced this concept, said "the elements 

3. Many structuralists contend that the vitality, dynamics and 
tension in a work lie in the oppositions found within the work: 
oppositions of semantics, morphology and composition. Within these 
dynamics one would not simply seek oppositions within a poem but those 
oppositions upon which the poem seems to set some value. For Wellek 
there is another school of thought: in addition to the aesthetics of 
oppositions, there is an "aesthetic of identification," in which the 
structure is not composed just of oppositions but by enhancement and 
amplification of identical or parallel structures (Wellek 1970:187). 
What these contentions imply is that such artistic devices of opposi
tion and identification are an integral part of the basic relationships 
within the text. 



of which the image of a person is composed are not features of his 

character and of his everyday surroundings—but the significance of 

those features for his own self, for his self consciousness" (cited in 

Uspensky 1973:10-11). This seems particularly important for the 

writers of the twentieth century who are increasingly conscious of the 

self. 

When speaking about the difference between author, narrator, and 

character as spokesmen or vehicles of the ideological point of view in 

the work, Uspensky (1973) is careful to point out that the narrator is 

only the vehicle the author adopts to organize the narrative in a 

particular world [emphasis is ours]. As has already been pointed out 

by various critics (see Erlich 1961, Jakobson 1971, Wright 1962, and 

Escobar 1970, above), this has nothing to do with, and is separate from, 

the real author's own world view aside from the work to be studied. As 

Uspensky (1973:11) says, "the author may deliberately speak in a voice 

other than his own, he may, within a work, change his point of view 

several times, and he may adopt multiple positions; that is he may view 

and evaluate from several points of view simultaneously." 

It is clear that these considerations are easily illustrated in 

a narrative work; it is our contention, however, that the same general 

rules characterize poetry. We see that the narrator's point of view may 

be explicitly presented in the work as, for example, when the first 

person pronoun is used: this speaker is the lyric or poetic "I." In 

other cases it may only be discovered by a process of special analysis— 

which is the case of the implicit speaker as described by Osorio (1975) 

and Rivero (1977). 
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The second plane Uspensky (1973) describes is the phraseological 

one, which corresponds to a morpho-syntactical plane. It is through the 

study of the narrator's speech that we can detect the point of view 

more definitely. This is done by the use of personal names and 

appelations; the use of personal pronouns to clearly mark subject and 

object. The study of the use of names and grammatical categories helps 

to delineate the nature of the relationship: subject/verb? verb/ 

object.^ 

Often in the narrative the only way to show different points of 

view is by using different diction or by the use of one form or another 

of reported or substituted speech in the description. This aspect is 

less clear in lyric poetry although it may be more detectable in epic 

or dramatic poetry. The narrator may also take a spatial distance from 

the discourse depending on what position he adopts: if he adopts the 

position of an uninvolved observer (a deliberately external point of 

view) or if he takes an internal point of view concentrating on the 

essence of the discourse. As will be seen later on, other critics have 

approached this problem in varying ways. 

Uspensky's (1973:57) third division is the point of view on 

spatial and temporal planes: "In some cases the point of view of the 

narrator may be more or less clearly specified in space or in time and 

we may be able to guess the position defined in spatial or temporal 

coordinates from which the narration is conducted." The spatial 

coordinate is fairly easy to define in a narrative work of art, harder 

4. This has been studied by Foxley (1972), Todorov (1975), 
Jakobson (1957), and Benveniste (1971). 
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in a poetic work. Possibly the prime clues are key indicators or words 

which would indicate to the reader the narrator's or speaker's position 

in the poem. Uspensky cites some indicators: a sequential survey of 

one scene after another; portrayal of a single scene from a moving 

source, with characteristic deformation of objects resulting from that 

movement. Other indicators would be such grammatical categories as 

adverbs of place; portrayal of the scene as an object of contemplation, 

5 
or of one that is being acted in. It can be a single dimensional 

space or a three dimensional space depending if it is viewed as being 

above,, below or level with the thing described. 

The temporal aspect is perhaps easier to delineate. Often it 

can be seen by direct statements of time or temporal adverbs. Fre

quently in a poem, as in a narrative, there are multiple temporal 

positions or combinations. The narrator may: (1) sequentially change 

position, or (2) describe the same event from several temporal 

positions (Uspensky 1973:66-74). It can be simultaneous time or 

retrospective time. This can often be noted in features of the verb, 

as Uspensky (1973:69) points out: "thus tense and aspect take on a 

direct relationship, not only to the linguistic expression but to the 

poetic expression as well." And the sudden alteration of grammatical 

tense can be indicative of a change in point of view (Uspensky 1973:72). 

When the present tense is used, the speaker's temporal position is 

synchronic; verbs in the past describe the shifts that take place 

between the scene forming the context against which the synchronic 

5. This problem has not been adequately studied. A detailed 
study of moving point of view is Spiegal (1976). 
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scenes must be perceived (Uspensky 1973:71). In general, however, 

Uspensky (1973:76-77) notes that 

literature (which is essentially related not to space, but 
to time) insists as a rule on some temporal concreteness 
and permits spatial representation to remain completely 
undefined. In fact, a greater reliance on temporal 
definition is inherent in natural language, the material 
from which literature is made, for the difference between 
language as a system and other semiotic systems is that 
linguistic expression, generally speaking, translates 
space into time. 

This is true because the perception of the literary work is closely 

connected with the process of memory. 

The fourth category Uspensky (1973) illustrates is the point of 

view on the plane of psychology. In constructing the narration, the 

author may choose to describe the events as objectively as possible or 

he may relate a "deliberate subjective viewpoint of some particular 

individual's (or individuals') consciousness" (Uspensky 1973:81). 

There are, of course, many possible variations and combinations of 

these two techniques. For Uspensky, when the perceptions are seen 

through an individual consciousness this is the psychological plane. 

It becomes a binary opposition as represented below. 

Facts Impressions 
Retrospective vs Synchronic 
External Internal (thoughts, feelings, 
(observed) sensory perceptions, emotions) 
(Uspensky 1973:83) 

Therefore it is possible to speak about external and internal points 

of view in relation to the object of the description. 

These different planes of point of view can either be concurrent, 

or converging or nonconcurrent. When they are nonconcurrent various 

interpretations are open to the reader. For example, if there is a 
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difference between the ideological and phraseological levels, it is 

possible for the vehicle of the point of view (the lyric speaker/ 

narrator) to emerge as the object.' Certainly this is evident in the 

creation of irony. As Uspensky (1973:103) states, 

a similar nonconcurrence of points of view-authorial 
estrangement on the evaluative plane brought together 
with an association in point of view on some other plane 
(phraseology, psychology and so forth)—is of the most 
import in the creation of irony. Irony occurs when we 
speak from one point of view but make an evaluation from 
another point of view; thus, for irony the nonconcurrence 
of point of view on the different levels is a necessary 
requirement.® 

This intentional nonconcurrence of the reader's and author's position 

is the basic technique of irony. It is a "special case of authorial 

pretense in opposition to the reader's 'natural' position as defined 

by the author" (Uspensky 1973:126). 

For Uspensky, then, point of view can be divided into 

syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic levels of the semiotic phenomena. 

The semantic level is the consideration of the relationship of the 

description (narration) to the described reality; the syntactic is the 

investigation of the internal structural laws and irregularities 

(deviations) which govern the construction of the text; and the 

pragmatic level is the relation between the text and the audience for 

whom it is intended (Uspensky 1973:127). 

Given Uspensky's work as a basic outline, it seems valuable to 

us to amplify and detail basic components already mentioned by him: the 

6. This is just one evaluation of irony, a problem which has 
been examined extensively, if not exhaustively, by critics such as Booth 
(1974) and Muecke (1969). 



relationship between time and space, and the semantic aspects of the 

shifters. 

As Uspensky has pointed out, the time aspect of a work of art 

is more easily determined than space. Ingarden (1973:xviii) concurs, 

saying, "cognition will necessarily take place in a temporal process, 

since it is only in a temporal process that the work is given us." 

Generally the past and future must be related to the present moment of 

the writing (and also to the present moment of the reading). For 

Ingarden, temporal perspective consists of two ways of remembering past 

processes: (1) the entire interval and what happened in it is 

"apprehended" as a single act of remembering, all at once; (2) in 

memory we transport ourselves back to the beginning of the interval 

and we remember the progress as if it were simultaneous with the 

period (Ingarden 1973:110-111). Therefore, the most important role in 

creating a dynamic process, and in projecting the temporal perspective 

of the work, lies in the various temporal forms of the finite verbs 

(one of the forms of "shifters" to be discussed later). He notes that 

the present tense is used to give a semblance of permanence, of being 

beyond time, "as if they were not subject to change," For all 

recollective-perceptive attitudes the author might use a combination 

of past/present to make it vivid. Thus the temporal perspective of 

the lyric "I" gives the reader a foothold on the temporal/spatial 

vision of the speaker (Ingarden 1973:125). The shift between earlier 

events and later events has, for Ingarden (1973:127), "a special 

compositional significance for the structure of the whole work and 

forms an effective means of constituting the specific aesthetically 
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relevant qualities in the concretization of the work." The following 

categories schematize the possibilities Ingarden presents; 

Present tense: with echoes of the past. 

Present tense: in which all perspectives into the past and future 

disappear. Under this scheme there may be: 

a. A present tense, an actual now with the lyric "I" 

submerged, which creates the removal of distance 

separating the reader from the lyric "I"; 

b. A present tense which has an unfixed position in the 

real flow of time: in other words, the poem can be 

concretized in any present. In this instant the 

reader of the poem can become the lyric "I." 

Thus the temporal sequence, as indicated in the tense of the verb and 

in adverbs, can be objectivizea as a fixed point'. It can be the time 

of the discourse, or reflect a return or anticipation of another time. 

For the present situation, the lyric speaker can return to the past as 

an authentic way for the fixing of the "I"; the past relived in memory 

delineates the present position. The same can be said of the 

anticipation of a time in the future. In the discourse there can be 

specifically measured time and/or psychic time. The duration of time 

may also have various expressions—not only from a past or anticipated 

point of view but it can also be omitted, suspended, or have a 

coincidence of more than one tense and therefore a coincidence of 

more than one temporal perspective. 

The problem of space is an equally complex one though an even 

less studied one. Space can be considered to be the physical and/or 
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emotional distance the speaker is or feels to the object addressed. 

Certainly space must be perceived through the intervening consciousness 

of the poetic speaker. The physical distance might perhaps be easily 

determined if it is esqpressed in relational adverbs of place, "here, 

there, in front of," and the like. One can even determine the physical 

space between speaker and object as being near, far or shifting. But 

what concerns us here is the psychic or emotional distance the speaker 

7 
feels to the object, and whether or not it can be concretely studied. 

1 

What causes the distance or non-distance between the speaker and the 

object is not the same as the distance we as readers feel, an entire 

field of cognition not discussed here. Andrew Debicki sees the problem 

as one of the relationship which exists between the speaker of the poem 

and the theme he is treating. To him, it seems that the greater the 

degree of emotion expressed, the more the object of narration is 

presented as an experience and not a perception, the closer the distance 

between speaker and object. To recreate the emotion, the author uses 

such techniques as parallelism and repetition. When a perceiving or 

critical consciousness enters as speaker, the greater the effect of 

distancing. Distancing can be achieved by the use of irony, changes of 

point of view, and multiple speakers. Thus for Debicki (1976:164-178), 

7. Culler (1975:167) notes, "a whole poetic tradition uses 
spatial, temporal and personal deictics in order to force the reader to 
construct a meditative persona. The poem is presented as the discourse 
of a speaker who, at the moment of speaking, stands before a particular 
scene, but even if this apparent claim was biographically true it is 
absorbed and transformed by poetic convention so as to permit a certain 
kind of thematic development. This drama will be one of mind itself 
when faced with external stimuli, and the reader must take account of 
the gap between object and feeling, if only in order that the fusion 
which the poem may enact be taken as an achievement." 



the attitude of the speaker gives us the relationship or space between 

speaker and object. If the lyric speaker is enthusiastic, identifies 

with the theme or feels involved or participating in it, the distance 

is erased. On the other hand, if the attitude of the speaker is one of 

observer, or if it maintains a critical stance, then the speaker 

separates himself from the object described and the distance is greater. 

Bullough (1957:127) also argues that psychic distancing "means the 

separation of personal affections, whether idea or complex experience, 

from the concrete personality of the experiencer, its filtering by the 

extension of its personal aspects, the throwing out of gear of its 

personal potency and significance." To him, this distance is important 

because it makes the reader more aware of things. 

For Lotman the problem of space and distance is even more 

complex and he sees values as being attached to spatial concepts, with 

the consciousness of space being analyzed as if it were a system made 

up of oppositional features: 

confined not confined 
inner outer 
this world the other world 
near distant 
crowded spacious 
movement immobility 
metamorphosis mechanical movement 
freedom slavery 
creativity (new forms) absence of creativity (fixed forms) 
harmony absence of harmony 
(Shukman 1977:141-142) 

These various oppositions clearly connect also to the notion of time: 

the object as experience or being experienced and the object as 

described or recalled. 
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The relationship between time, space, and point of view can be 

determined semantically by "shifters," Jakobson's term for words such 

as personal pronouns, demonstrative adjectives, adverbs,, and so forth 

which indicate the place, the time, the sender of the message, and which 

shift their object of reference with the context. These are also called 

0 
deictics. As Culler (1975:170) notes, the connections in the poem are 

"multiple and tenuous, especially since the plethora of deictics 

prevent us from constructing a discursive situation and determining 

which are its prime constituents." The problems of the personal 

pronouns (as well as verbal clues) have been extensively studied by 

Benveniste (1971:195-230). As he says, "the essential thing, then, is 

the relation between the indicator (or person, time, place, object 

shows, etc.) and the present instance of discourse" (Benveniste 1971: 

219). He also argues that their communication does not refer to 

"reality" or to "objective" positions but that they serve as "inter-

subjective communication"—that is, one unique to each utterance, each 

time that contains them. 

All the factors discussed above illustrate the central theme 

of this study, which is the significance of the point of view of the 

lyric speaker, the perceptions resulting from the point of view and 

8. "Deictics are 'orientational' features of language which 
relate to the situation of utterance, and for our purposes tne most 
interesting are first and second person pronouns (whose meaning in 
ordinary discourse is 'the speaker' and 'the person addressed'), 
anaphoric articles and demonstratives which refer to an external 
context rather than to other elements in the discourse, adverbials of 
time and place whose reference depends on the situation of utterance 
(here, there, now, yesterday) and verb tenses, especially the non-
timeless present" (Culler 1975:165). See Jakobson (1971:11, 130-147), 
Benveniste (1971:225-226), and Lyons (1968:275-281). 
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the resulting world vision of the poet. We have tried to point out how 

the study of the organizing framework (the lyric speaker) clarifies the 

various points of view and perspectives the author wishes to express. 

This is possible because the lyric speaker ascribes values "to 

environment, to images both of the external world and of psychological 

pictures (memories and possibilities).... Each conscious -narrator 

is an universe insofar as he has been able to internalize his 

environment, to systematize it for himself and to see each new moment 

in it as part of the system he has constructed for himself" (Szanto 

1972:8). Thus external space and time are grasped through the speaker's 

bodily situation. The perception of the world is interiorized. In 

the mind of the speaker the knowledge is integrated into a previously 

formed body of information so that he may establish its proper place 

in relation to himself. 

We have attempted to distinguish various levels of point of 

view: the spatial/temporal level which helps the reader to physically 

place the lyric speaker; the morpho-syntactical level which helps the 

reader delineate the nature of the subject/object relationship; and the 

psychological plane which helps the reader to place the lyric speaker 

as involved or observing and delineate the nature and extent of his/her 

intervening consciousness. With these basic tools in hand and in their 

application to the text, it is possible to distinguish the perspective 

that the individual lyric speaker perceives of his/her world. Once 

the perspective of the lyric speaker is defined by the aspects which 

comprise this world and by the manner in which he/she chooses to see 

it, we may go on to combine the perceptions of all the many lyric 
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speakers in the poems. By studying their individual functions as 

carriers of certain perspectives it is possible to perceive a more 

profound attitude or world view arising from the author's perceptions 

of his/her world, as seen in the totality of the poetic work. It 

could then be represented in Figure 1. 

Rosario Castellanos was very much aware of the inter-penetrating 

structures and relationships involved in the lyric text and also of her 

need to communicate her vision to the world. A large part of her 

poetic work has lyric speakers functioning as the carriers of a 

perspective that examines and investigates the social medium in which 

it arises. Her richly structured poetry with its complex of multiple 

lyric speakers, carefully delineated and defined, presents an 

intriguing opportunity through which to study this particular literary 

category. By studying the aspects of her lyric speakers as they 

describe their point of view and their perspective toward the world, 

by seeing how these lyric speakers function, and by looking at the 

total sum of the perspectives of these lyric speakers, we will hope

fully be able to proceed to the larger definition of Rosario Castellanos' 

vision as seen in the totality of her poetic work. 
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LYRIC SPEAKER 

Point of view: 

1. spatial/temporal 

2. morpho- syntacti cal|-

3. psychological 

Created World 

READER 

PERSPECTIVE: 
(historical, social, cultural) 

AUTHOR 

Createdl World 

Lyric Speaker 

Lyric Speaker Lyric Speaker 

— MULTIPLE -
PERSPECTIVES 

READER 

Lyric Speaker Lyric Speaker' 

WORLD VISION 

Figure 1. Relationship of Point of-View/Perspective/Korld Vision 



CHAPTER IV 

ARS POETICA: THE LYRIC SPEAKER AS POET 

The poetic world is a model of the real world but is correlated 
with it in an exceedingly complex fashion. The poetic text is 
a powerful and deeply dialectical mechanism of the search for 
truth . . • for understanding the surrounding world and our 
orientation in it. . . . The aim of poetry, of course, is not 
"devices" but a knowledge of the world and the relationships 
among people, self knowledge, and the development of the 
human personality in the process of learning and social 
communication (Lotman 1976:132). 

Poets have always seen themselves and their craft in varying 

perspectives, and expressed their thoughts about poetry in equally 

diverse forms. Perhaps the most interesting of these forms are their 

ars poetica as well as their ars genetica poems: texts in which the 

lyric speaker configures himself within the poem explicitly as a Poet, 

and where he explains how he became a poet and what the writing of 

poetry means for him. However, we cannot approach such expressions 

directly in order to extract some statement about the meaning of 

poetic art. These ars poetica and ars genetica poems must first be 

approached as texts: we must allow each poem to define itself in its 

progress, while it delineates its speaker and the historical situation 

in which it was created. 

In the twentieth century, Latin American poets have become 

increasingly conscious of both their aesthetic and social roles, 

creating a tradition of ars poetica poetry which is quite their own. 

This chapter shall focus on the poetic self-consciousness as it 

45 
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emerges in a cycle of ars poetica/ars genetica texts, written by Rosario 

Castellanos periodically throughout her career. In these poems, the 

lyric speaker is a poet, explicitly making comments on the art of 

poetry; on what constitutes poetry and on its significance. Her 

poetic concept of the poet, however, must be viewed within the context 

of the Latin American tradition, especially as that tradition has been 

defined in the work of poets such as Cesar Vallejo, Vicente Huidobro, 

and Octavio Paz, to name a few. Their poetic statements about the 

possibilities and limitations of language and its inability to grasp 

the complexities of a chaotic world: the ambiguity, the contradictions 

and the frustrations felt about capturing reality and reflecting that 

changing world, constitute the community of discourse within which 

Castellanos' poetic speakers properly belong. 

Vicente Huidobro proclaimed that the poet was a namer, a 

creator. He looked for 

Una bella locura en la vida de la palabra 
Una bella locura en la zona del lenguaje 
("Altazor" in Yurkievich 1971:55), 

He believed a poet should destroy utilitarian language to create a 

purely poetic word. Trying to capture the instant as it was happening, 

he cut off objective experience until his poetry seemed to become pure 

invention. However, he still believed in the poet's ability to capture 

reality: 

Que el verso sea como una Have 
Que abra mil puertas. 
Una hoja cae; algo pasa volando; 
Cuanto miren los ojos creado sea, 
Y el alma del oyente quede temblando. 
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Inventa mundos nuevos y cuida tu palabra; 
El adjetivo, cuando no da vida, mata. 

Estamos en el ciclo de los nervios. 
El musculo cuelga, 
Como recuerdo, en los museos; 
Mas no por eso tenemos menos fuerza: 
El vigor verdadero 
Reside en la cabeza. 

Por que cantais la rosa, ioh Poetas! 
Hacedla florecer en el poema; 

/ 

Solo para nosotros 
Viven todas las cosas bajo el Sol. 

El poeta es un pequeno Dios 
("Arte poetica" in Florit 1968:254). 

Cesar Vallejo linked the arbitrariness of human existence, of 

the world, to the arbitrariness of the linguistic sign. For him poetry 

was a dialectic and he mixed anguish with humor, the trivial with the 

sublime, the cosmic with the prosaic. In love with the use of language, 

he violated all rules to create a hermetic poetry which was both 

private and social. 

Tengo pues derecho 
a estar verde y contento y peligroso, y a ser 
el cincel, miedo del bloque basto y vasto; 
a meter la pata y a la risa ("Trilce. LXXIII" in 
Yurkievich 1971:25). 

For Vallejo words are not solely used for communication; they are 

valuable in themselves, for their own expressivity. The poet places 

them, combines them, ruptures them, thus creating a poetry that goes 

against language and at the same time expressing the arbitrariness of 

the world. In the 1920's Vallejo suffered a crisis of conscience and 

saw even more clearly the need to struggle with the social aspects of 

language along with his ever present struggle for social justice. 
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Pues de lo que hablo no es 
sino de lo que pasa en esta-epoca, y 
de lo que ocurre en China y en Espana, y en el mundo. 

(Walt Whitman tenia un pecho suavxsimo y res-
piraba y nadie sabe lo que-el hacia cuando 
lloraba en su comedor.) 
(Vallejo 1968:302). 

For Octavio Paz language no longer has the ability to express: 

rather, it imposes itself between the poet's consciousness and the 

world. It is only a reflection of the reflection: at best a weak 

expression of the temporary. According to Paz there are two kinds of 

words: the word which is written or said, the external word, and the 

immanent profound potency of the unspoken, unwritten word—which 

contradicts the former underlining and sustaining it at the same time. 

Ya escrita la primera 
Palabra (hay otra, abajo, 
No la que esta cayendo, 
La que sostiene al rostro, al sol, al tiempo 
Sobre el abismo: la palabra 
Antes de la caida y de la cuenta) 
("Salamandra," 29; in Yurkievich 1971:207). 

The poet must search for the lost plentitude. Words are, in the end, 

insufficient. To recapture the plentitude, poetry must stop being 

words, it must become the act itself. But for Paz it might perhaps 

all be a game: the game of challenging fate and, if it fails, the 

poet tells us, he can always resort to the last recourse: crumple up 

the words and make a hard ball of them, if he is lucky when he throws 

it, he might hit something; perhaps break the face of the world, or 

at the very least the projectile might throw sparks for an instant. 

In Latin American poetry, the strong tradition of inquiry into 

the nature and essence of the poet, and into the relationship of poetry 
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to language, has created a large body of ars poetica/ars genetica texts. 

Rosaria Castellanos continues in this tradition with her own specific 

ideas about what constitutes the Poet/persona as lyric speaker. She 

wrote about the origin of the poet, the use and nature of language (and 

its limitations) and about the specific nature of the poetic speaker as 

Poet. As she began to write, Castellanos hoped to intuit the secret 

truths of life, its mysteries, and through her creative efforts arrive 

at some sort of immortality. She says, "I arrived at poetry after 

convincing myself that other roads were not valid in order to survive. 

And in those years what most interested me was survival. Poetic words 

constituted the only method of achieving permanency in this world" 

(Carballo 1965:412; translation mine). At the end of her life, and 

perhaps influenced by Paz, she came to understand that in her use of 

1. The question of the subjectivity and/or identification of 
the author when using the figure of the poet as a persona has been 
raised by various critics. Eliana Rivero believes that the conscious
ness of the "virtual" author is linked to the mask of the Poet as 
speaker, creating a closer identity on the part of the author with the 
persona as poet. The figure of the poet/persona embodies, then, more 
subjectivity than the other personae do. Durling (1965) seems to hint 
at this problem. When the Narrator is a persona or character, the 
author does not have to identify with it, but when the narrator is 
configured as Poet, then the identity of the author/Poet becomes harder 
to separate. "When the Author tells the story, however, there is quite 
another state of affairs. The Author is not a "dramatic character" on 
the same level with the othe:r characters. He exists above that level, 
at the level of the imaginative projection of the fictional world. 
We presume him to be real, to be the actual author as Author" (Durling 
1965:4). It seems to me, however, that in the study of the configura
tion of a lyric speaker, whether identified as Poet/Author or as a 
lyric "I," it is not necessary, and perhaps even misleading, to decide 
that this particular lyric speaker is closer to the perspective of the 
real author. It is enough to see the configuration of the lyric 
speaker—who after all is one of many in the total production of a 
poet's work. This is particularly important in the work of a poet, 
such as Rosario Castellanos, who uses many lyric speakers to express 
various facets of her perspective. The lyric speaker as Poet is only 
one-of them.-i 
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language, in framing the moment and fixing it with words, she lost the 

creativity of the experience, She continued to write even though she 

recognized the limitations of language in poetry, because she moved 

toward the idea that poetry not only had a personal function but also a 

social one, albeit not completely defined. She reflected on the world 

no longer as an object of aesthetic contemplation, but as a place of 

struggle in which the poet was compromised. The world in transition was 

also a world of injustice. The role of the poet, of the writer, is one 

which involved her in the social struggle as well. Her tools are the 

ability to use language aesthetically to comment on the injustices 

around her. 

One of the earliest of her ars genetica poems, in which she 

talks about the speaker's self and origin as a poet, is "Silencio cerca 

de una piedra antigua." 

Estoy aqui, sentada, con todas mis palabras 
como con una cesta de fruta verde, intactas. 

Los fragmentos 
de mil dioses antiguos derribados 
se buscan por mi sangre, se aprisionan, queriendo 
recomponer su estatua. 
De las bocas destruidas 
quiere subir hasta mi boca un canto, 
un olor de resinas quemadas, algun gesto 
de misteriosa roca trabajada, 
Pero soy el olvido, la traicion, 
el caracol que no guardo del mar 
ni el eco de la mas pequena ola, 
Y no miro los templos sumergidos; 
/ / 

solo miro los arboles que encajma de las ruinas 
mueven su vasta sombra, muerden con dientes acidos 
el viento cuando pasa. 
Y los signos se cierran bajo mis ojos como 
la flor bajo los dedos torpisimos de un ciego, 

/ / 

Pero yo se: detras 
de.mi cuerpo otro cuerpo se agazapa, 
y alrededor de mx muchas respiraciones 
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cruzan furtivamente 
coir.o los animales nocturnos en la selva. 
Yo se, en algun lugar, 
lo mismo 
que en el desierto el cactus, 
un constelado corazon de espinas 
esta aguardando un nombre como el cactus la lluvia. 
Pero yo no conozco mas que ciertas palabras 
en el idioma o lapida 
bajo el que sepultaron vivo a mi antepasado 
(Poesia;61). 

The first two lines of the poem locate the lyric speaker, a 

lyric "I," in a time and space that is contemporary to the time of the 

writing and to the reading, "aqui," and in the present tense, "estoy." 

The speaker is sitting with her words not yet expressed or matured, 

"como con una cesta de fruta verde, intactas." In lines 3-10 the 

speaker describes the turmoil of a thousand fragmented and destroyed 

gods trying to become whole again through her ability to understand and 

express them. But she is an inadequate vessel, unable to see below the 

surface of things. In the opposition, "no miro los templos sumergidos / 

solo miro los arboles," this is clearly stated. Again in line 19 this 

image is repeated as she says, "y los signos se cierran bajo mis ojos / 

como la flor bajo los dedos torpisimos de un ciego." 

Although she cannot "see," i.e., comprehend consciously, slie is 

able to intuit through her being, "por mi sangre," "pero yo se," that 

behind her physical presence there are multiple presences which comprise 

the traditions of which she is a part. Time then is a present time with 

an intuited sense of a past, she is the present of a chain leading to 

that unseen past. She also senses that somewhere a thorny heart is 

awaiting a "name." In lines 32~34 she recognizes her inadequacy to 
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give the "name," because she is only able to recognize certain words 

from the mysterious past. 

In the poem, the poet's dilemma becomes explicit. Because she 

knows only a few words, or parts, of the ancient language she is unable 

to examine the traditions and heritage of her forebears who built the 

submerged temples; the ruins are all she is able to contemplate and she 

can only divine the presence and meaning of those traditions. They are 

awaiting the discovery of their meaning, a name: the act of naming 

becomes the knowledge of their secrets, of becoming ripe fruits. The 

poem is the lyric expression of the poet's inability to make those 

fruits mature, but the felt presence of the world is there. The desire 

to express the world around her adequately, to capture its essence with 

all its vitality and meaning is frustrated because she is unable to 

read the signs; she is only able to "feel" the presence of the vigor 

and life it once had. The opposition which states this is the follow

ing: 

1. yo estoy aqux / pero soy el olvido 

2. yo no miro templos / solo miro arboles, vientos 

3. yo se, por la sangre / pero no conozco (the language) 

The poet experiences the intuition of a ruined past. Her knowledge is 

incomplete because what she wants to contemplate has been destroyed. 

Yet, as someone who intuits, she feels the necessity of naming. 

Therefore she becomes a quester: one of those who seek to name. The 

problem of naming, or of seeking to put one's experience into language, 

as expressed in this poem is part of the awakening of the lyric "I," of 

the origin of the lyric "I" as a poet. 
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In "Resplandor del ser," a very long poem, the lyric speaker 

again takes up the problem of naming. The poetic "I" begins by talking 

about silence "Solo el silencio es sabio," but most of lines 2-12 are 

a description of a fruitful and happy labor, that of writing: "en mf 

crece un rumor lento como en el arbol cuando madura un fruto." Here the 

green fruit is ripening and the speaker feels the happiness of a word 

about to emerge: 

porque una palabra no es el pajaro 
que vuela y huye lejcs. 
Porque no es el-arbol bien plantado. 

Porque una palabra es el sabor 
que nuestra lengua tiene de lo eterno, 
por eso hablo (Poesia:88). 

She speaks precisely to maintain in some state of permanency what she 

has to say. And this word, which has the flavor of eternity, is some

thing that matures, flowers and is bom: "boca que se abre para decir 

si / como se abre asintiendo- la semilla." The speaker conceives of 

herself as an instrument of submission, merely a vehicle through which 

the words painfully pass. 

En mi su voluntad no fue hermosura. 
Me hizo, como a la planta del desierto, 
aspera y taciturna. 
Me alzo para medir la soledad 
en la extension sin termino, desnuda. 
El viento-herido en mis espinas-sangra. / 
Mi unica flor es la obediencia oscura 
(Poesia:89). 

The variation from the past time to the present embodies a critical 

perspective on the difficult personal experience a poet must undergo to 

produce words capturing what he wants to express. However, here as a 

poet, the lyric speaker is fascinated by the process in which the poem 
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is born, in the way the words are fashioned and put together, 

"Hechizada, contemplo el milagro de estar / como en el centro puro de 

ion diamante." From the promise or imminence the word has, it comes into 

being, becomes a reality, a presence. 

De su promesa viene 
a ser presencia pura. 
IOh, amor! iOh, misterio, 
agua donde la perla se consuma! 
(Poesia;90). 

Now the promise of the word, its potency before it came into being and 

its actual fulfillment unite and it becomes a perfect union; 

IAlegria de ser dos! En dos orillas 
va el rio, regalandose. 
En dos alas el pajaro 
sube al centro del aire. 

En las manos unidas 
reposa, sostenido, el universo. 
iAlegria de ser dos, y entre los dos 
lo eterno! (Poes£a:90). 

Still emphasizing the immortality of the word, the union 

supposes the poet as its center because the presence and the promise 

are still two unities, not one. This image is carried further to the 

full realization of the plenitude of life. It is a moment to be 

enjoyed to its fullest because it will flower and pass: "Era la 

primavera. La primavera que florece y pasa." The enjoyment of the 

plenitude of the moment passes in the knowledge that it is only 

transitory. This is expressed not only semantically, but also in the 

use of the past tense, as if the poetic speaker were distancing herself. 

The opposition of past/present tense in the entire poem is one of the 

past as encompassing the experience which is painful and preparatory. 

This is linked with the poet's ability to force the imminence into its 
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reality in words, into the present. Past and present and their constant 

repetition forces the speaker to conclude that everything is also 

cyclical: 

La hoja que el otono desprende de la rama 
conoce los caminos del regreso. 
La juventud recuerda su querencia. 
La golondrina vuelve del destierro. 
No te despidas nunca, porque el mundo 
es redondo y perfecto. 

While this poem is not directly, perhaps, an ars poetica, it is con

cerned with the nature of the poetic experience. It talks about the 

poet's desire to make immortal the experience she wishes to express, 

about the difficulty of capturing the essence in language, and about 

what she perceives the poet's role to be as the one who puts together 

the two halves of the experience: the potentiality and the expression. 

In a shorter poem, "Al pie de la letra," the lyric speaker 

describes more directly the process of germination, the difficulty of 

bringing forth words. Once again the image is the poet as the earth 

from which the tree painfully grows, but it is a tree firmly planted 

with the branches signifying beauty and the leaves freedom: 

Lo que spno la tierra 
es visible en el-arbol. 
La armazon bien trabada del tronco, la hermosura 
sostenida en la rama 
y el rumor del espiritu en libertad: la hoja. 

He aqui la obra, el libro.(Poesxa:101). 

In "Imagen," the potency and complexity of the image coming to 

being and the poet's role are lyrically described by the speaker. In 

this poem the world is compared to a wave which changes its image 

constantly, conquering the one who loves it and who contemplates it. 
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The speaker identifies with the contemplator; the subject becomes the 

object: 

El que contempla, ese soy yo: el impetu 
detenido en la orilla como el pajaro 
de los acantilados, 
Garra sobre la roca / / 
y nada mas. La- orbxta del ojo. 
El puro alrededor de la mirada 
(Poesxa:104). 

The contemplator finally takes flight; "Alzo el vuelo. Alia voy"; and 

takes with him the image, "una imagen que tiemple en su hermosura como 

en vina laguna." This image, shimmering, contains all: the potency, 

the promise. It is like the tear that encompasses everything before it 

falls to its destruction. The speaker is aware of the possibility of 

destruction; "Porque la ola exhala / una densa humareda de exterminio." 

The opposition in this poem is reflected in the role of the contemplator 

of the world versus one who flies or participates in the world; between 

passive and active. It is also an opposition of place; the aqui versus 

the alia. The poet, as this poem seemingly indicates, must seize the 

moment and be adventuresome; he cannot merely contemplate but must take 

an active part if he is to be truly creative. 

The act of participation means then that the poet must also be 

involved in the social concerns of his/her environment. This is 

clearly indicated in "Recital," a poem in which the lyric speaker is 

observing a poet recite poetry. In the first 12 lines the speaker is 

distanced frcm the poet, indicated by the critical perspective she 

adopts in the form of ironic comments. The description is of a poet, 

more than a little self-rdeceived, standing up to say his great words of 

wisdom; 
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El poeta se arregla la corbata 
y subo al escenario. 
Carraspea un poco. Tiembla. Es natural. 
Pero se sobrepone porque Apolo 
le ha infundido el divino valor, lo ha emborrachado 
de vaticinios y helo aqui, en el centro 
de un gran espacio oscuro 
ly vacio? LY vacio? 

The speaker/observer sees that the poet tries to speak out against 

remaining silent on issues, for him a crime against humanity, saying? 

Y no quiero ser complice 
de ese crimen contra la humanidad. 
Porque sin la palabra nadie es el hombre, nada 
distinto de la piedra. En el cosmos entero 
un dios puso en sus labios el sello de exension. 
Y el poeta es quien da voz a lo que no habla, 
es el que ... (Poesia;200). 

At once the lights come on and the poet realizes no one is listening to 

him, since they are already deaf with the sounds of everyday life: the 

bullfights, propaganda, bombs and violence. He steps down; "se quita 

la corbata / pues no tiene corona de laurel / la pisotea, mientras 

maldice a Apolo / y, sobrio ya, desciende / y busca en la luneta algun 

sitio sin dueno." Thus he joins the anonymous crowd where he can be 

safe: safe from hurting himself but also safe from persecution. In 

the last stanza, the description switches abruptly from a narrative 

about a poet to the speaker's identification with the poet in the form 

of the verb "estoy," which is used in the text without quotations for 

the first time. The object of the narration, the poet, through the use 

of this shifter has become the narrator/lyric speaker (implied) 

himself. 

No hay gemido de victimas. No hay clamor de justicia. 
No hay ulular de fieras. 
cComo, si es inaudible 
aun el estruendo de la tempestad? 
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iMurmullos? Ratonzuelos que roen la madera. 
Nada importante. Nadie. Por fin estoy a salvo 
(Poesia:201). 

This poem constitutes a critical comment on the need a poet has to 

speak out about social injustice; the auto-contemplation, the 

justification for it and the fear of recriminations in spite of the 

fact that the poet is not heard by anyone. 

In "Bella dama sin piedad," Castellanos returns to the examina

tion of the elusiveness of the word. The speaker expresses despair of 

ever being able to capture through language the precise image she has in 

her mind. Poetry is an evasive woman who appears when it pleases her 

to appear. Poetry is not necessarily written on demand when the poet 

dreams and imagines it: 

Se deslizaba por las galerias. 

No la vi. Llegue tarde, como todos, • / 
y alcance nada mas la lentitud 
purpura de la cauda; la atmosfera vibrante 
de aria recien cantada. 

Ella no. Y era mas que plenitud su ausencia 
y era mas que esponsales 
y era mas que semilla en que madura el tiempo: 
esperanza o nostalgia. 

Suena, no esta. Imagina, no es. Recuerda, 
Se sustituye, inventa, se anticipa, 
dice adios o manana^ (Poesia:291). 

2. Poetry in the image of an elusive woman is a recurring 
concept in Hispanic literature. Juan Ramon Jimenez, in "Vino, primero, 
pura," writes about the different stages of poetry in his life, always 
personifying them as a beautiful woman in various states of dress and 
undress. 

Vino primero, pura, 
Vestida de inocencia; 
y la ame como un nino, 

Luego se fue vistiendo / / , 
de no se que ropajes; 
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It seems to the poet/speaker that the complete vibrancy, the complete 

image can never be captured in language. For that reason the be 11a dama 

smiles at what will be her memory, for she suggests death as reflected 

in the paleness and inadequacy of words rather than the vibrancy of 

life: 

Si sonrie, sonrie desde lejos, 
desde lo que sera su memoria y saluda 
desde su antepasado palido por la muerte. 

However, the image is not merely decoration nor does it exist without 

a profound inner meaning. The words "porque no es el cisne" are a 

3 
reference to the art for art's sake theories of modernismo. 

y la fui odiando, sin saberlo, 
* . 

Llego a ser una rema, 
fastuosa de tesoros ... 
iOue iracundia de yel y sin sentido! 
... Mas se fue desnudando. 
Y yo le sonreia. 

Se quedo con la tunica 
de su inocencia antigua. 
Crei de nuevo en ella. 

Y se qjuito la tunica, 
Y aparecio desnuda toda ,.. 
iOh pasion de mi vida, poesia 
desnuda, mia para siempre! 
(Jimenez 1957:577-578). 

This is, however, a very different image of the woman that Rosario 
Castellanos paints. Castellanos' woman is cruel, evasive, and elusive. 

3. Modernismo contributed greatly to Latin American poetry, 
especially in the innovation of language and in the introduction of the 
beautifully sensual as an ideal for poetry. Succeeding generations, 
however, have felt compelled to dismiss it as a purely decorative poetry 
or to use it disparagingly as a backdrop for their own perspectives: 
whether it be a purely intellectual poetic process or a poetic process 
concerned with social issues. For the modernistas the swan itself was 
a complex of relationships between the animal, the human and the divine. 
For Ruben Dario especially the swan was a symbol of ideal beauty in that 
it embodied the sensual and the^mysterious. 

iOh Cisne! IOh sacro pajaro! Si antes la blanca Helena 
del huevo azul de Leda broto de gracia llena, 
siendo de la Hermosura la princesa inmortal, 
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Porque no es el cisne, Porque si la senalas 
senalas una socnbra en la pupila 
profunda de los lagos 
y del esquife solo la estela y de la nube 
el testimonio del poder del viento. 

Presencia prometida, evoca, Presencia 
posible del instante 
en que cuaja el cristal, en que se manifiesta 
el corazon del fuego. 

El vacio que habita se llama eternidad 
(Poesia;291). 

The problem of the unification of promise and form is one which had 

been dealt with by many Mexican poets, such as Octavio Paz and Jose 

Gorostiza. Castellanos here reflects some of Gorostiza's symbols from 

his poem "Muerte sin fin," especially in the use of the images of fire 

and crystal. For her, the unification, the fulfillment might come in an 

instant when the vitality "el corazon del fuego" is able to form the 

crystal. But in the long run, the eternity, the immortality of the 

poetry is lost; it exists in a void. 

The writing of poetry, for the poet, has changed in its 

function: from the purpose of achieving some sort of immortality to 

the realization that, due to the inadequacy of language in capturing 

the vitality of the image, poetry in itself is not immortal. This is 

clearly seen in "Entrevista de prensa," where a dialogue is set up 

between a reporter and a lyric speaker who is a poet. The reporter 

asks the first question directly: for what reason and for what 

bajo tus blancas alas la nueva Poesia 
concibe en una gloria de luz y de armonxa 
la Helena eterna y pura que encarna el ideal 
("El cisne" in Florit 1968:76). 
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objectives do you write? The rest of the questions are implied as the 

speaker/poet answers; 

—Pero senor, es obvio, Porque alguien 
(cuando yo era pequena) 
dijo que gente como yo no existe. 
Porque su cuerpo no proyecta sombra, 
porque no arroja peso en la balanza, 
porque su nombre es de los que se olvidan. 
Y entonces ... Pero no, no es tan sencillo. 

Escribo porque yo, un dxa adolescente, 
me incline ante un espejo y no habia nadie. 
ISe da cuenta? El vacio. Y junto a mi los otros 
chorreaban importancia. 

No, no era envidia. Era algo mas grave. Era otra 
cosa. 

<iComprende usted? Las unicas pasiones 
licitas a esa edad son metafisicas. 
No me malinterprete (Poesia:303). 

The reasons for beginning to write, then, were to define herself, to 

give an identity. As she grew older, the poet/speaker continues, she 

discovered that writing had a virtue: that if it were exact, that is 

precise, it could be lethal. She invites the reporter in to see the 

things her writing has preserved: fetuses in a jar have become her 

mausoleum which is comprised of friendship, love, happiness, and all 

the emotions and happenings that make up the poems in her books. 

Y luego, ya madura, descubri 
que la palabra tiene una virtud: 
si es exacta es letal 
como lo es un guante envenenado. 

dQuiere pasar a ver mi mausoleo? 
cLe gusta este cadaver? Pero si 
una amistad inocua. 

/ f , / 
Y esta una simpatia que no cuajo 
no es mas que un feto. Un feto. 

es nada mas 

• 
y aquel 

No me pregunte mas. £Su clasificacion? 
En la tarjeta dice amor, felicidad, 
lo que sea. No importa. 
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Nunca fue viable. Un feto en su frasco de alcohol. 
Es decir, un poema 
del libro del que usted hara el elogio 
(Poesxa:304). 

In retrospect, the poems have become dead remembrances of living 

emotions: poetry has the ability to promise, it matures, blooms and is 

bom. The moment in which it is born can be a moment of fulfillment: 

the job and happiness of being able to experience the union of promise 

and presence, to make eternal what before was ephemeral. The process 

of writing is shaped from the poet's experience. It is a painful 

process, full of sorrow and unhappiness. The poet is like the desert 

cactus, awaiting the rain. To be able to flower she must also suffer 

her thorns, her thirst; the knowledge that the image is elusive. In 

addition, the poet has an obligation from which it might be easier to 

flee: commenting on social injustice, not remaining silent. 

When Castellanos started writing she had an ideal of what poetry 

could be. She said, "The importance that poetry has in itself is to 

salvage things from the shipwreck which is time and oblivion and death 

and endow them with a kind of eternity. When I began to write I felt 

that everything around me was very confused and poetry was my attempt to 

clarify things, to order them and to understand them" (Aviles 1974:6; 

translation mine). As we can see in the use of the lyric speaker as 

poet, in the end the poems themselves are like fetuses in a jar—only a 

semblance of the emotion or presence they try to capture; preserved, 

but no longer living. 

Yet her feelings of ambiguity about the power and immortality of 

the word persist. In "Narciso 70" the poet comments ironically her 
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attitude toward fame, and pokes fun at the significance of the written, 

published word to the author. She sees her identity as small, the 

critics' attitude as neutral. Yet the important factor is that her name 

was mentioned. In the use of the word existia, not only her name 

existed, but it is as if her own identity, her existence, hinged on the 

fact that her name is in print. And when her name does not appear, she 

equates the commission with death. 

Cuando abro los periodicos 
(perdon por la inmodestia, pero a veces 
un poco de verdad 
es mas alimenticia y confortante 
que un par de huevos a la mexicana) 
es para leer mi nombre escrito en ellos. 

Mi nombre, que no abrevio por ninguna razon, 
es, a pesar de todo, tan pequeno 
como una anguila huidiza y se me pierde 
entre las lineas- agata que si hablaban de mi 
no recurrian mas que al adjetivo neutro 
tras el que se ocultaba mi persona, mi libro, 
mi-ultima conferencia. 

iBah! iQue importaba! iEstaba ahi! 1Existia! 
Real, patente ante mis propios ojos. 

Pero cuando no estaba ... Bueno, en fin, 
hay que ensayar la muerte puesto que se es mortal, 

Y cuando era una errata ... 
(Poesia;304), 

Her final comment on poetry is entitled "Poesia no eres tu," 

also the title of her collected poems: 

Porque si tu existieras 
tendria que existir yo tambien. Y eso es mentira. 

Nada mas que nosotros: la pareja, 
los sexos conciliados en un hijo, 
las dos cabezas juntas, pero no contemplandose 
(para no convertir a nadie en un espejo) 
sino mirando frente a si, hacia el otro. 
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El otro: mediador, juez, equilibrio 
entre opuestos, testigo, 
nudo en el que se anuda lo que se habia roto. 

El otro, la mudez que pide voz 
al que tiene la voz 
y reclama el oido del que escucha. 

El otro. Con el otro 
la humanidad, el dialogo, la poesia, comienzan 
(Poesia;312). 

In this poem, Castellanos uses as an intertextual base a poem by 

Gustavo Adolfo Becquer, the Spanish Post Romantic writer, in which he 

pursues and exhalts the elusive, ideal (woman, beauty, love). In his 

Rimas XI and XXI he clearly delineates this perspective. 

XI 

—Yo soy ardiente, yo soy morena, 
Yo soy el sinbolo de la pasion; 
De ansia de goces mi alma esta llena. 
LA mx me buscas? —No es a ti; no. 

—Mi frente es paliaa; mis trenzas de oro; 
Puedo brindarte dichas sin fin; 
Yo de ternura guardo un tesoro. 
cA mi me llamas? —No; no es a ti. 

—Yo soy un sueno, un imposible, 
Vano fantasma de niebla y luz; 
Soy incorporea, soy intangible; 
No puedo amarte. —lOh, ven; ven tu! 

XXI 

—<£Que es poesfa? dices mientras clavas 
En mi pupila tu pupila azul;>— 

—cQue es poesia? dY tu me lo preguntas? 
Poesfa ... eres tu. 

Castellanos, however, has rejected the world of evasive admiration of 

the lost ideal in favor of a world of communication: of everyday 

reality. A one-sided experience with no communication between people 

becomes a mute experience. For poetry to truly exist there must be a 
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dialogue. And the dialogue must take in social as well as personal 

concerns. 

In these ars poetica/ars genetica texts, and with the tradition 

of Huidobro, Vallejo, Paz, and Gorostiza, we have seen the struggle of 

the poet to define for herself the nature of the poet and the function 

of poetry. In "Silencio cerca de una piedra antigua" the poet considers 

herself an inadequate vessel for the communication of meaning. Thus 

from the beginning, silence versus communication becomes the important 

question. Her language and her words are equivalent to the stone in 

that they do not communicate a sense of humanity. She then progresses, 

in "Resplandor del ser," to the feeling that the poet is to be sub

missive, bewitched as the poetry flows through her. Later in "A1 pie 

de la letra" she portrays the poet as the earth, the fertile ground in 

which the work is germinated and grows. In "Bella dama sin piedad" she 

discovers that the communication is elusive and the poet must work 

harder at it if it is to be captured at all. Finally in "Entrevista 

de prensa" she feels that she has killed rather than captured the 

image. If at the beginning she felt that poetry was a way to achieve 

immortality and conquer mortality, she discovered that, given the 

limitations of language and the resulting inadequacy of the poet, it 

was an extremely difficult task. Although the words remain, the 

vitality of the experience is gone. Nevertheless it remains the 

function of the poet to speak out about her concerns and about social 

issues. The only possibility for poetry to exist, then, is for the 

dialogue to continue. 



CHAPTER V 

THE LYRIC SPEAKER AS PERSONAE OF WOMEN 

. . .  i n  m o d e r n  t i m e s  t h e  d r a m a t i c  m o n o l o g u e  h a s  b e e n  t h e  
principal instrument for transferring emphasis from persona 
to poem . . . the monologue offers the poet the opportunity 
to withdraw from the persona, to present as speaker a 
limited character from whom neither poet nor reader can be 
ultimately identified. The reader is allowed to feel 
morally or intellectually superior, or at least to feel he 
has access to more information (Wright 1962:54). 

Personae establish convenient perspectives through which 
the reader can be guided to some fuller perspective 
(Wright 1962:126). 

Lyric personae who speak in a dramatic monologue are present in 

some of Castellanos' most complex and notable poems, where, in Wright's 

words, they establish "convenient perspectives" through which the reader 

is guided on to yet other perspectives. The reader sees the personae, 

in this case all women, as human beings who are in the process of 

experiencing or who have already experienced life and who, in a 

confessional tone, reveal to the reader their passions, their foibles, 

their humanness. The personae poems of Rosario Castellanos fall into 

three diverse categories, albeit with overlapping characteristics. The 

first category is one in which the persona is a mythical or biblical 

speaker such as Dido, Hecuba, Judith, or Salome. Castellanos, presuming 

on the reader's conceptions as to how the persona, already a figure in 

literary tradition, will behave, inverts the myth to create either an 

inquiry into her behavior or a new prototype for behavior. Of these 

four texts, Dido and Hecuba form a pair of cognate poems, and Judith and 
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Salome another. Chronologically these poems were written fairly early 

in the poet's total production. The second category consists of 

"Malinche," a poem which is organically related to the other four 

poems, but differs in that the historical figure of La Malinche is 

re-evaluated. The monologue serves to bring into a new perspective 

this historical and cultural symbol of singular importance to Mexican 

culture. The third category is a series of poems with abstract titles 

such as "Monologo de la extranjera," and "Emblema de la virtuosa" in 

which the abstract qualities of the persona are framed in such a way 

as to be concretized by the monologue. The culmination of this third 

category is "Jornada de la soltera" (apparently not a.monologue) and 

"Kinsey Report," apparently a dialogue which is, in effect, a series of 

monologues—a play of perspectives created by a series of personae who 

delineate their individual characteristics as they answer unwritten 

questions. 

The Lyric Speaker as Myth Inverted 

In the first category of biblical/mythical personae Castellanos 

follows a basic structure. There is a speaker/heroine/protagonist 

already defined for us through literary reference: Dido, the lover 

abandoned by Aeneas; Hecuba, the wife of Priam and queen of Troy; 

Judith, the classical Hebraic heroine; and the vengeful Salome.^" In 

1. This use of intertextuality is one of the special ways in 
which literature can give meaning. It is a referential code which 
establishes a plurality of readings, as the text takes another as its 
basis or point of departure it must be assimilated in relation to it. 
The intertextuality functions also as a principle of integration 
between one discourse and others. As Julia Kristeva has said, "every 
text takes shape as a mosaic of citations, every text is the absorption 
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three of the poems woman's sexuality plays a prime role, but those 

"essential" characteristics of woman: obedience, deceit, revenge, and 

patience play an equally important part. In all these poems the 

poet's basic technique is to let the persona speak for herself in a 

dramatic monologue (although there are dialogues in Judith and 

Salome, the speeches themselves function as monologues). It is a 

subjective "I," a lyric "I," who gives us her perspective of the world. 

"Lamentacion de Dido" is perhaps the strongest and most bitter 

poem in this category. In it Dido tells the story of her life and her 

downfall. She relives the experience through memory. It is the life 

of a woman who must work little by little to establish herself: 

attentive to domestic problems, ritual celebrations, and civic responsi

bilities. She has learned her place in society from her mother and she 

fulfills her obligations. As she says, "Mi cifra se grabo en la 

corteza del arbol enorme de / las tradiciones." 

Dido throws her life away because of the force of her passion 

for Aeneas. Blinded by her love for him, she turns her back on her 

heritage. This love poisons her with passion, clouds her eyes, and 

confuses her judgment. It makes her commit heedless acts, and belittle 

that which her people most esteem. Even worse, she weaves a thick web 

of hypocrisy to cover her sins. For Aeneas she destroys her reputation 

and transformation of other texts" (in Culler 1975:139). Culler (1975: 
139) goes on to say, "A work can only be read in connection with or 
against other texts, which provide a grid through which it is read and 
structured by establishing expectations which enable one to pick out 
salient features and give them a structure. And hence intersubjectivity 
—the shared knowledge which is applied in reading—is a function of 
these other texts." 
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and sacrifices her pride; but Aeneas is a man with a destiny committed 

to mankind, a role given to him by the gods. Dido has no greater 

destiny: Aeneas is her destiny, without him there is no meaning in 

life- She says: 

Y convertida en antorcha yo no supe iluminar mas 
que el desastre. 

Pero el hombre esta sujeto durante tin plazo menor 
a la embriaguez. 

Lucido nuevamente, apenas salpicado por la sangre 
de la victima, 

Eneas partio. 

Nada detiene al viento. 'iComo iba a detenerlo la 
rama de sauce que llora en las orillas de los 
rios! 

En vano, en vano fue correr, destrenzada y frenetica, 
sobre las arenas humeantes de la playa. 

Rasgue mi corazon y echo a volar una bandada de 
palomas negras. Y hasta el anochecer permaneci, 
incolume como un acantilado, bajo el brutal 
abalanzamiento de las olas (Poesia:97). 

The lyric speaker goes mad; she would like to die but, like Dante's 

Dido, she is condemned to be eternal. Her hell is her unmitigated pain. 

However, in the recollection of her life, Dido establishes a note of 

regeneration: 

Y cada primavera, cuando el arbol retona, 
es mi espiritu, no el viento sin historia, es mi 

espiritu el que estremece y el que hace cantar su 
follaje (Poesia:93). 

In this poem Dido has resisted a passive role in society; hers is an 

active rebellion which ends perhaps impersonal disaster, but which at 

least emphasizes choice on the part of the persona. 

"Testamento de Hecuba" is the sister poem to "Lamentacion de 

Dido." The persona telling the story is someone who siibmits to her 
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destiny and who always has submitted to it. Unlike Dido, who gave up 

everything for love, Hecuba has always done her duties and accepted 

that which life has given her. She is passive in the face of life—a 

woman who, as a queen and as a slave, has lived a life of docility: 

... Me hace 
beber a sorbos una docilidad dificil 
y yo voy aceptando 
que se cumplen en mi los ultimos misterios 
(Poesia:197). 

The basic opposition and the tension between these two poems is 

the perceiving consciousness in the two personae: one who views herself 

as having always accepted life passively (and is therefore a victim) and 

one who has actively rebeled in the face of tradition. The consequence 

of both actions, however, is the same. The important perspective is 

the contrast in the process of maintaining oneself above the line for 

survival, in a society which prefers for the female to be passive. Any 

act of choice, any active act, under these circumstances, is a victory. 

Passive acceptance of the status quo implies failure because the persona 

ascribes negative values to tradition. 

The two dramatic poems, "Salome" and "Judith," exhibit many of 

the same characteristics of the first two poems, but the poet has also 

altered the original settings of the stories. "Salome" is set in San 

Cristobal, Mexico, during an insurrection by the Chamula Indians in the 

Porfiriato period, and "Judith" takes place in Chiapas during the 

Mexican Revolution. Both are times of radical transition and change, 

producing a general chaos out of which some new order could arise. 

/ / 

In "Salome" there are four principal personages: Salome, her 

mother, the nodriza, and "the man," Salome, who has led a sheltered 
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life, is the daughter of the local cacique. In the poem we see the 

primary dichotomy between the mother and the daughter. The mother has 

become bitter through her experience with men and society. She says 

that, at first, between her husband and herself: 

Hubo amor, Y ternura. 
Y devocion. Y apego, 
Hubo llegar a-el, fervorosa, exaltada, 
como quien llega a un templo.' 

Later, however: 

Me traiciono con todas las mujeres, 
con el hastio y el poder y el juego. 
Vi entrar por esa puerta la embriaguez, 
el grosero deseo 
y la brutalidad del amo ante la sierva 
y el desprecio. 

When asked by Salome why she did not leave, she says: 

<£A donde? Mis hermanas 
tienen su propio infierno. 
Y fui educada para obedecer 
y sufrir en silencio. 
Mi madre en vez de leche 
me dio el sometimiento 
(Poesia:126). 

Salome, on the other hand, desires to live, to love, to find her destiny 

and to be free: 

Madre, quiero vivir y el amor tuyo 
no me deja. 
Tu carino me envuelve 
tan sutil y tenaz como la niebla. 
iYo quiero ver el sol! 
(Poesxa:127), 

There is an additional dichotomy between these women and the nodriza 

(an Indian woman who has worked in the household for years). The 

nodriza carries the double burden of being a woman and an Indian: as 

a result, she has no place anywhere. 
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The man is the Indian leader of the rebellion. He is full of 

revolutionary ideas of progress and justice. Salome loves him: even 

before she meets him she calls him "her destiny." He is the one the 

seers told her to wait for. Therefore, Salome's fortune is to love a 

man, and she anxiously awaits his arrival so that she can give herself 

to him passionately. She compares him to the wind and herself to a 

tree and fears that 

El se ira como el viento que no vuelve. 
Y yo me quedare como la hoja 
caida, abandonada (Poesia:132). 

When the Chamula chief arrives he also declares: "Soy un gran viento. / 

El gran viento que Haitian los tuyos: amenaza." He recognizes Salome as 

part of his destiny and is prepared to take her with him. The return 

of Salome's mother, however, brings tragedy; she tries to impede the 

departure of the lovers but the man forcibly and violently removes her 

from the doorway. Although Salome is on the threshold of her supposed 

freedom and sexual realization, she recognizes that this long-awaited 

man is abusive toward her mother in spite of his revolutionary ideals. 

She says: 

iPara cjue huir? Aqui en su propio terreno 
venceras a mi padre. 
Ahora entiendo por que lo desafias. 
Eres igual que el. Vil y cobarde y malo. 
(Poesia:141). 

At this moment she identifies with all abused women and, Christ-like, 

she assumes the weight of suffering women everywhere. She turns the 

man over to the authorities, who put him to death. Salome, in turn, 

suffers madness, annihilation of her desires and eventually death (a 

quiet death in a corner of the house). She says: 



Madre, mujeres todas que antes de mi y conmigo 
soportasteis un yugo de humillacion, bebisteis 
un vaso inicuo, lestais en mi vengadas! 
Yo he rescatado vuestra esclavitud 
al precio de mis lagrimas. 

f + * 
Yo me reconoci, mas alia de mi dicha, 
heredera de la mitad oscura 
del mundo, confinada 
en la mitad sombria de la casa. 

sabedlo: 
la accion de Salome 
os abrio una cancela. 
Aunque ella se tapio para si misma 
la ultima rendija (Poesia:142). 

In this poem Castellanos has inverted the values of the myth. 

Salome has not given up the fulfillment of her destiny for the simple 

revenge of a woman scorned. Her motives are double: solidarity with 

women and the salvaging of her own integrity. She comes to recognize 

a position which, for her, is intolerable: that it will not be freedom 

she discovers in man, thus she rejects passive acceptance of an ideal. 

In "Judith" we have another speaker/protagonist who rejects her 

traditional destiny to assume an even greater one: that of being true 

to her own values as a person. Juan and Judith have just married and 

desire a night of peace, even though revolution rages around them. 

Judith is determined to be a faithful and devoted wife. She says to 

Juan, "Desde hoy eres mi dips, mi casa y mi carmino." However, voices 

call to her, making her recognize that she has a dark destiny. Juan 

dies suddenly as if hit by lightning, an event which everyone interprets 

as a sign from God. Gabriel enters with a plan to save the town: send 

a woman behind enemy lines to seduce and trick the enemy chieftain. 

He says: . 
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Una mujer es digna portadora de enganos. 

Ha de llevar su cuerpo, 
sus cabellos peinados con ungiientos, 
sus besos y su voz dispuesta a todos 
los falsos juramentos. 
Ha de ir a su victima 
como un punal envuelto en terciopelo 
(Poesia:159-160), 

The value judgments of Gabriel toward the "essential characteristics" 

of women are implicit. Judith, although selected, refuses to comply. 

She does not know how to kill, but Gabriel tells her that God will help 

her. Judith again refuses and looks to the community of women for the 

strength to resist that which the men want her to do. But the women 

have no compassion; they think only of their own interests, their 

children, their fields. Judith knows she must resist and she asks, 

"but who am I?" She comes to realize that she can only be what she is: 

Yo soy Judith. Mis ^nos 
no han ahogado a la nina que amparaba los nidos, 
que defendia a un capullo del cierzo y que dejaba 
intactas las colmenas. 

Yo soy la que guardo su adolescencia 
como un pano de lino 
en un area de cedro labrada y olorosa. 

Vive aun mi ternura, se aprieta contra mi 
igual que un cervatillo asustado, pidiendo 
proteccion a su madre! 

Vive mi amor, cercano • 
a un manantial de lagrimas 
y a un sauce en cuyas hojas el aire va tanendo 
un arpa de sollozos! 

No, Judith no ha olvidado esa docilidad 
de la mejilia al beso. 
No, la voz de Judith no ha enronquecido 
ni en las blasfemias ni en las amenazas, 
no ha dejado escapar la tortola que arrulla 
(Poesia:165). 



Judith decides that she cannot commit an act of violence; that she 

cannot deceive and then kill—that it is better to be a victim and 

be destroyed than to use her body as an instrument of violence and 

destruction. The fate she suffers will be society's damnation and 

God's vengeance: 

Hasta que un dia, todos, 
desemboquemos en el mar inmenso. 
Se alzara la ciudad otra vez. Y otra vez 
la rodearan sus muros (Poesia:167). 

Then, and only then, will Judith find peace. 

In search for herself the lyric persona has returned to the 

past, to a moment in which her values are coincidental with her present 

values; the instant of integration helps her to be sufficiently strong 

as to believe in her value as a person and to enable her to confront 

her destiny. She thereby saves herself, without the grace of God, 

through the only means possible. Through her sacrifice she finds self-

realization and wholeness. 

In all these poems Castellanos has attempted to change the 

mythical conception of woman's relationship to society, and to the 

external world. The personae are images of the same woman who is 

located in different atmospheres and circumstances. She is, neverthe

less, unable to manage her reality because it lacks elements which can 

orient her in a world seemingly made for dimensions which are not hers. 

There is a choice to be made as to whether the persona can face life 

actively or accept it passively. The question is, how can a woman in 

the form of these personae survive if she is not to be submissive? The 
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answer that Castellanos seems to make is for the persona to make a 

conscious choice, an active choice in the shaping of her life. 

What has Castellanos done then to create her anti-myth or "myth 

transformed"? Removing the so-called objective narrator, we have a more 

poignant, personal, subjective point of view told by a persona. Thus 

there is first the creation of alternative attitudes on the part of the 

heroines, clearly seen in the poems of "Salome" and "Judith." Second, 
ft 

in the two dramatic plays she removes the sense of timelessness and 

places them in a period of concrete historical reference: Mexico in 

times of transition and change where there exists the possibility of a 

new system. Third, she eliminates those "essential" characteristics of 

women: deceit, revenge, patience, and obedience, characteristics 

which she feels are part of the false image of the human female. And 

finally, she destroys (or at least questions) the traditional integrity 

of the myth by an inversion of the system of values it symbolizes. In 

all the poems discussed, when the persona awakens to consciousness she 

has achieved the victory of lucidity. Once she understands her 

* 

particular role, she can then make her own independent decision. Salome 

says, "I have opened the front door," and Judith realizes that the 

tender being she nurtured is valuable enough to be saved. This history 

of self awakening is seen in each of the heroines; they progress from 

tabula rasa to the recognition of their circumstances. With Hecuba 

functioning as a contrast, they realize they can no longer function as 

a cog in the mechanism of society. The dilemma faced by these personae 

seems to exclude any happy realization; either they are free and able to 

exercise choice or they are restricted within a frustrating social 
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essence—as an individual or as a member of the collective—with 

negative values attributed to the second. For Castellanos the problem 

is partially solved, because she uses the myth and destroys it to create 

the paradigm for another more human myth. In her demythification she 

seeks freedom from both human and divine oppression. In her myth 

creation she tries to establish and reconcile a coherent revelation 

between what she knows and what she believes. 

"Malinche"; A Reevaluation of the Historical Persona 

The poem "Malinche" is chronologically late in the production of 

Rosario Castellanos. It is a reevaluation of the life and motives of 

la Malinche (dona Marina), as she is seen before her historical meeting 

with Hernan Cortes. It is a poignant monologue by a sorrowing Malinche, 

reporting and commenting the attitude and actions of her mother toward 

her. In lines 1-18 the lyric speaker, Malinche, tells an episode in 

her life: the moment in which she is sold into slavery and her mother 

proclaims her dead. Malinche, a young girl yet, observes her mother as 

she announces her death to the world, and, at the same time, she 

observes the relationship between her mother and the usurper, her 

stepfather: 

Desde el sillon de mando mi madre dijo: "Ha muerto". 
Y se dejo caer, como ̂ batida, 
en los brazos del otro, usurpador, padrastro 
que la sostuvo no con el respeto 
que el siervo da a la majestad de reina 
sino con ese abajamiento mutuo 
en que se humillan ambos, los amantes, los complices. 

Desde la Plaza de los Intercambios 
mi madre anuncio: "Ha muerto" (Poesia:295-296). 
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Malinche reports a moment of suspense as they wait to see if this lie 

will be accepted by the people. 

La balanza 
se sostuvo un instante sin moverse 
y el grano de cacao quedo quieto en la area 
y el sol permanecia en la mitad del cielo 
como aguardando un signo 
que fue, cuando partio como una flecha, 
el ay agudo de las planideras (Poesia:296). 

Lines 19-29, in quotations, are the words of yet another speaker, as 

reported by Malinche, who tells that the child has died along with her 

father. 

Se^ deshojo la flor de rnuchos petalos, 
se evaporo el perfume, 
se consumio la llama de la antorcha. 

Una nina regresa, escarbando, al lugar 
en el que la partera deposito su ombligo, 

Regresa al Sitio de los que Vivieron. 

Reconoce a su padre asesinado, 
ay, ay, ay, con veneno, con punal, 
con trampa ante sus pies, con lazo de horca. 

Se toman de la mano y caminan, caminan 
perdiendose en la niebla (Poesxa;296)• 

The identity of this speaker is unknown, the only clues given are the 

fact that in the poem all words in quotations have been the words of 

Malinche's mother. If indeed this speaker begins as being the mother, 

it is obvious that by line 22 Malinche's consciousness (as the teller 

of the lyric-narrative) intrudes for it would seem strange for her 

2 
mother to talk about Malinche's father as being assassinated by a trick. 

2. It is possible that the speaker's persona might be a "poet-
raconteur" in the tradition of old narrative poems, although a 
"subjectivized" one. 
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The lament "ay, ay, ay" is another facet that warns the reader that the 

words are being filtered through Malinche's consciousness. Thus these 

lines bear a double significance, the subjective filtering of the 

narration by the perceptions of Malinche as well as a distancing of the 

event since it is told in the third person. 

In lines 30-36 Malinche talks about the people crying over a 

body that is not hers, since she has been sold as a slave and is being 

sent into exile. She also discusses her mother's motivations for 

committing such a deed as selling her own child: 

Tal era el llanto y las lamentaciones 
/ / , / 

sobre algun cuerpo anonimo; un cadaver 
que no era el mio porque yo, vendida 
a mercaderes, iba como esclava, 
como nadie, al destierro. 

Arrojada, expulsada 
del reino, del palacio y de la extrana tibia 
de la que me dio a luz en talamo legitimo 
y que me aborrecio porque yo era su igual 
en figura y en rango 
y se contemplo en mi y odio su imagen 
y destrozo el espejo contra el suelo 
(Poesia;297). 

From this contemplative narrative of an occurrence in the past, 

Malinche focuses on her current situation: 

Yo avanzo hacia el destino entre cadenas 
y dejo atras lo que todavia escucho: 
los funebres rumores con los qae se me entierra. 

Y la voz de mi madre con lagrimas icon lagrimas! 
que decreta mi muerte (Poesxa:297). 

The vital tension in this poem resides in the ella/yo opposition 

as well as a past/present opposition. Malinche is the victim of her 

mother, advancing to her "destiny" through no fault of her own. Her 

mother, who is the single most important woman in her life, has betrayed 
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her and she laments her mother's duplicity. While Malinche reports 

and comments on the actions of her mother, exercising a certain 

critical perspective, it is certainly colored by Malinche's subjective 

consciousness. Distancing is achieved while she is reporting the past 

(lines 1-41). The reader is then brought closer when the past becomes 

the present moment in the time of Malinche's narration as well as the 

time of the speaker. Shifting both time and psychic/spatial distance, 

Malinche addresses her lament directly to the reader and, with the 

closure of the distance, there is also a closure of identification of 

reader with the lyric speaker. The function of this closing of poetic 

distance is precisely to bring the reader closer in identification to 

Malinche, in her human situation of betrayal. In the last lines of the 

poem, the irony of her mother's attitude is augmented by the emphatic 

repetition of the line, "con lagrimas, icon lagrimas!" 

It is obvious that the effect on Malinche of her mother's 

duplicity and hypocrisy has been a devastating one. Malinche, through 

her narration as speaker/witness, is able to contrast the picture her 

mother presents to the world and what she knows to be true: she is 

the living proof. Thus, without the protection of her father and 

thrown out into the world by a jealous mother, she is alone psycholo

gically as well as socially: she can only become a victim. The 

perspective obtained by examining Malinche's early life is spanned by 

the reader's necessarily wanting to reevaluate Malinche's later life 

in view of it: her conduct with Cortes and the fact that she is 

considered a traitor by many Mexicans, who use the term "malinchismo" 

as the epitome of betrayal. By virtue of this new perspective achieved 
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through Malinche's monologue, the reader is called upon to analyze and 

evaluate more critically the position of Malinche as a passive agent; 

one who has been the victim of society, betrayed by her own mother and 

who is thereafter knocked about by destiny, rather than one who makes 

an active choice functioning as an agent in the betrayal of her 

people. And so, with the use of Malinche as a persona, the reader is 

guided on to a fuller perspective of the meaning of her life. 

The abstract Lyric Speaker as Configured Reality 

In this category Castellanos presents a series of personae who 

are delineated by abstract qualities: the stranger, the virtuous 

woman, the unmarried woman, and women stereotyped by their sex roles. 

All these personae are linked together by their trying to function in 

an environment which is alien to them. The titles of the poems "label" 

the personae according to their roles, but their monologues delineate 

or configure their reality, thus softening the labels by detailing 

their frustrations and their concerns. 

In "Monologo de la extranjera" the title labels the lyric 

speaker as one who is a foreigner, a stranger to her present worlds 

Vine de lejos. Divide mi patria. 
Ya no entiendo el idioma 
que alia usan de moneda o de herramiento 
(Poesia:112). 

The far away land (the "alia") with all its cultural signs, 

establishes a point of view which is no longer present except in 

memorys 
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Esta tierra, lo mismo que la otra de mi infancia 
tiene aun en su rostro, 
marcada a fuego y a injusticia y crimen, 
su cicatriz de esclava (Poesia:112) 

The link between the present location, both physical and psychological, 

and the other place is established both by memory and by the mark of 

injustice which transcends it. In spite of the turmoil the speaker grew 

up and, as she puts it ironically, 

Y bien. La juventud 
aunque grave, no fue mortal del todo 
(Poesia:113). 

At one unspecified moment, she even achieved fulfillment: 

Tuve lo que el mediocre envidia, lo que los 
triunfadores disputan y uno solo arrebata. 
Lo tuve y fue como comer espuma, 
como pasar la mano sobre el lomo del viento 
(Poesia:113). 

The achievement was, however, a momentary intangible one and, not 

wishing to live passively, she annihilated her self identity. 

... No quise 
ser el astro difunto 
que absorbe luz prestada para vivificarse. 
Sin nombre, sin recuerdos, 
con 'una desnudez espectral, giro 

* ' , en una breve orbita aomestxca 
(Poesia:113). 

However, this self negation does not function completely since she is 

still alive in the memory of others and her presence begins to assume 

mythic proportions: 

Mirandome, los hombres recuerdan que el destino 
es el gran huracan que parte ramas 
y abate firmes arboles 
y establece en su imperio 
—sobre la mezquindad de lo humano—la ley 
despiadada del cosmos (Poesia:113-114). 
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Her mythic dimension later is reduced, "me olfatean desde 

lejos las mujeres," and she fulfills a passive duty, "el de suscitadora 

de leyendas." She has clearly established the dichotomy between 

expectations and reality. Nevertheless, in her diminished, passive 

functions there is a hidden aspect when, at midnight, she opens up her 

inner self, "abro de par en par las ventanas" to passions, to thoughts, 

to her subconscious, to "lo oscuro de mi persona." 

Even though she has received a golden ring from the sun, which 

should be linked with creativity, she is in a passive role where she 

identifies corpses or things that are no longer living, an image linked 

with her role as reviver of legends and identified with passivity. 

This persona, which could be linked with the persona of the Poet, 

clearly identifies the frustrations of the lyric speaker on various 

semantic and symbolic levels. One is the frustration of not being 

creative, of accepting a passive role which is the frustration of the 

dichotomy between expectation and reality. The other is the tension 

established between the perspective of the other world, imbued with 

positive values but clearly identified as being far away, and the 

present world. An essential diagram would show the opposition thus: 

alla/entonces aqui/ahora 
mejos ya no entiendo el idioma 
el animal hambriento mudez mineral de la estatua 
el sol de las alturas sin nombre 
comer espuma sin recuerdos 

/ / 

pasar la mano sobre el giro en una breve orbita domestica 
lomo del viento el anillo <jue sirve para identi-

ficar cadaveres 

In the reality of the atmosphere of the "here and now" of the persona, 

she fulfills a passive duty and identifies corpses; empty without life. 



The persona is clearly alienated, she is a stranger in a world which 

does not accept her: a world which is also clearly far from fulfilling 

her expectations. The irony used by the persona introduces a critical 

attitude which, at the same time that it distances the reader, imposes 

a critical focus, a judgmental focus on the life and the actuation of 

the persona. While the latter is not clearly a victim, in the sense 

of not having a free will of her own, she is surrounded by a world 

which is for her empty of meaning because she has accepted a passive 

role. This realization, coupled with her nostalgia for a past world 

more rich and fulfilling, situates the lyric speaker in an ironic 

perspective which invites the reader to participate in assessing the 

situation of the persona. 

In "Emblema de la virtuosa," a cognate poem to "Monologo de la 

extranjera" the persona compares herself to a submissive beast who has 

once tasted life in the sense of freedom: 

Sabe como el brio y el furor 
ascienden, se deshacen 
entre los belfos como espuma inutil 
(Poesia:209). 

But at the present time, she has subordinated herself to destiny. As in 

"Monologo de la extranjera," there is a nostalgic link to the past where 

the persona had a choice, in comparison to the present where she is 

restricted: 

Cuando joven pacx en una pradera 
abundante de nombres y yo escogx lo mo. 
Pero mi senda de hoy tiene nomas un trebol. 
Con un petalo dice mansedumbre 
y con otro lealtad 
y con otro obediencia. 
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Ay, pero el cuarto, el -ultimo, 
la hoja de la suerte verdadera, 
dice solo abyeccion (Poesia:209), 

This fate causes her to wish her intelligence obscured, even to the 

point of complete annihilation so that she will not have to be 

confronted with the humiliation. 

The present is grim in contrast to the past. The persona in 

her lyric poignant expression is confronted in her moment of terror, in 

her feeling of imprisonment in a world not of her own choosing. This 

persona forces upon the reader a desire to see her act so that she 

may escape the dehumanizing future that awaits her. The contra

position of the title, the virtuous woman, with the theme of abjection 

and abnegation of the poem presents an ironic commentary on what is 

rewarded in life. The personae who inhabit these last two poems are 

women who see their lives tragically delineated before them. At one 

time, in another time and space, they were able to choose their 

directions, but life has tightened in around them and they are faced 

with passive/destructive choices, 

"Jornada de la soltera," which is a companion to and an exten

sion of these two poems, is not in itself a monologue by a persona. The 

soltera herself does not speak, but is observed with a sense of 

distance by the lyric speaker. From the first line, however, a sense 

of identification on the part of the lyric speaker is established with 

3 
her: "Da verguenza estar sola." 

3. This identification is achieved by the subtle omission of 
the shifter "le." The expression should properly be stated, "le da 
verguenza," a 3rd person form. With the omission of "le," the 3rd 
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Da verguenza estar sola. El dia entero 
arde un rubor terrible en su mejilia. 
(Pero la otra mejilla esta eclipsada.) 

La soltera sa afana en quehacer de ceniza, 
en labores sin merito y sin fruto; 
y a la hora en que los deudos se congregan 
alrededor del fuego, del relato, 
se escucha el alarido 
de una mujer que grita en un paramo inmenso 
en el que cada pena, cada tronco 
carcomido de incendios, cada rama 
retorcida, es un juez 
o es un testigo sin misericordia, 

De noche la soltera 
se tiende sobre el lecho de agonia 
Brota un sudor de angustia a humedecer las sabanas 
y el vacio se puebla 
de dialogos y hombres inventados. 

Y la soltera aguarda, aguarda, aguarda. 

Y no puede nacer en su hijo, en sus entraKas, 
y no puede morir 
en su cuerpo remoto, inexplorado, 
planeta que el astronomo calcula, 
que existe aunque no ha visto. 

Asomada a un cristal opaco la soltera 
—astro extinguido—pinta con tin lapiz 
en sus labios la sangre que no tiene. 

Y sonrie ante un amanecer sin nadie 
(Poesia:175). 

The abstract concept of the soltera takes on a tremendous dimension 

when her entire life is predicated on the fact that she is alone, that 

she will never be fulfilled because she has neither man nor child. 

person form can be "confused" with a personal sense of the verb. Thus 
anyone can say "da pena," "da lastima verlo" and the expression, albeit 
impersonal, is understood to include the subjectivity of the "I." Thus 
the phrase can be construed as bi-polar: "Tme"] Tie] da verguenza la mi] 
[a cualquiera] estar sola." This is precisely the effect of identifica
tion by the lyric speaker. 
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Emphasizing this concept, the poem is built on a structure of single

ness, of the absence of another, and on negation. From the beginning 

one sees the configuration of being alone. Even only one cheek is seen 

because the other one is eclipsed. Seen schematically, the poem 

presents itself thus: 

[soledad —* vergiienza] 

de dia -
se afana 

grita 

rubor terrible 
mejilia eclipsada . 

en quehacer de ceniza 
en labores sin merito 

sin fruto 

cada tronco carcomido juez/testigo sin 
cada rama retorcida misericordia 

[soledad esterilidad] 

de noche -

se tiende lecho de agonia 
y fantasea sudor de angustia 

aguarda 
aguarda 
aguarda no puede nacer 

no puede morir 

[soledad —>• resignacion] 

cuerpo remoto 
cristal opaco 
astro extinguido 

amanecer -

pinta la sangre que no tiene 

[soledad —* fingimiento] 

sonrfe sin nadie 

As can be seen, this is one of Castellanos' most tightly structured 

poems, where the concept of singleness and negation is parallel to 
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the semantic and morpho-syntatic structuring of the text. The poem 

encompasses the temporal sequence of the soltera's day, from dawn to 

dawn. The concept of aloneness is divided into four negative aspects: 

shame, sterility, resignation, and pretense. The soltera is caught 

suspended in a web where she cannot die and she cannot be born. The 

qualifying terms are linked with decay, agony, and alienation. This is 

clearly illustrated when the soltera resigns herself to her fate and 

is described as a remote body looking into an opaque mirror. The 

mirror is opaque because there is no positive self-image in which to 

see herself. The alienation is such that she becomes a burned out star, 

her possibilities never having been explored or fulfilled. The poem 

thus goes full cycle from the concept of being alone in the first line 

to living alone in the last line. The persona has been forced into a 

world of pretense, of make believe: an anguished vision of her empty 

social state. 

"Jornada de la soltera" has a functional parallel in the last 

of the poems considered here, "Kinsey Report," Although in "Kinsey 

Report" there is someone (presumably an interviewer) to whom the 

various personae are talking, and who establishes the questions asked, 

this person is never delineated. The poem is, in effect, a series 

of monologues of various personae who delineate themselves and their 

perspectives as they briefly answer questions that the reader can only 

guess. This technique used by Rosario Castellanos, that of the absent 

interrogator, emphasizes what various critics have pointed out: her 

search for a dialogue and the absence of such a dialogue, of true 

communication. 
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"Kinsey Report" is a multiplicity of peepholes where each lyric 

speaker sees reality from her own position, based on her own interpre

tation of the surrounding world. The titla of the poem places the 

questions asked by the invisible interviewer in their own context: it 

is a questionnaire about the sexual roles and attitudes of women. 

Therefore, the lyric speakers are typed into a sexual stereotype from 

the beginning. There are six speakers in all, who voice either their 

acceptance or the rebellion and rejection of the sexual values imposed 

on them by the culture in which they live. 

The technique of montage or collage of the individual speakers 

encourages the reader to think about the relationships between the 

peepholes: to perceive the complex of thought and feeling in the 

poet's mind when she decided upon the order of their relationships. 

The first speaker is married and has a negative attitude about 

marriage which springs from her experience with it. She went through 

all the traditional rituals of the wedding and the honeymoon and is now 

concerned with the number of children she has and her everyday preoccupa

tions. Her attitude is an unenthusiastic one: she resists her husband's 

advances because she thinks she ought to for the sake of propriety, but 

she finally always gives in because a wife should be obedient. She 

claims she does not like sex, because a nice lady is not supposed to, 

and besides she is concerned she might get pregnant again. Her view 

is a traditional one of society which labels the behavior of a woman 

as decent or indecent, along with some genuine preoccupations such as 

the fear of another pregnancy where there are too many children 

already: 
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i 

—cSi soy casada? Sx. Esto quiere decir 
que se levanto un acta en alguna oficina 
y se volvio amarilla con el tiempo 
y que hubo ceremonia en una iglesia 
con padrinos y todo. Y el banquete 
y la semana entera en Acapulco. 

No, ya no puedo usar mi vestido de boda. 
He subido de peso con los hijos, 
con las preocupaciones. Ya usted ve, no faltan. 

Con frequencia, que puedo predecir, 
mi marido hace uso de sus derechos o, 
como el gusta llamarlo, paga el debito 
conyugal. Y me da la espalda. Y ronca. 

Y o m e  r e s i s t o  s i e m p r e .  P o r  d e c o r o .  
Pero, siempre tambien, cedo. Por obediencia. 

No, no me gusta nada. 
De cualquier modo no deberxa gustarme 
porque yo soy decente. iY-el es tan material! 

Ademas me preocupa otro embarazo. 
Y esos jadeos fuertes y el chirrido 
de los resortes de la cama pueden 
despertar a los ninos que no duermen despues 
hasta la madrugada (Poesxa:327). 

The dichotomy between whether she enjoys it or not, and whether any 

enjoyment would make her into an "indecent" lady, is clearly evident 

and the reader begins to read other interpretations into the speaker's 

declarations. 

The second speaker announces herself as unmarried but not a 

virgin. She is a typist and sometimes has sexual relationships with 

men: always in secret so that her mother cannot find out. Her attitude 

toward these men and toward herself is, however, an ambivalent one: 

because she has these relationships she is considered promiscuous and 

almost a prostitute. She has little sexual freedomt she can make few 
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demands on the men she sleeps with and cannot refuse them when they make 

advances. When asked why she has these relationships, she contends it 

is because she knows she no longer has the opportunity to get married 

and she prefers suffering on occasion to being alone. Bitter and sad, 

she is forced into this position by a society where promiscuity is 

condemned, where she cannot be open about her needs and also where the 

fear of being alone is worse than being considered a prostitute. 

2 

Soltera, si. Pero no virgen. Tuve 
un primo a los trece anos. 

El de catorce y no sabiamos nada. 
Me asuste mucho. Fui con un doctor 
que me dio algo y no hubo consecuencias. 

Ahora soy mecanografa y algunas veces salgo 
a pasear con amigos. 
Al cine y a cenar. Y terminamos 

* 

la noche en un motel. Mi mama no se entera. 

Al principio me daba verguenza, me humillaba 
que los hombres me vieran de ese modo 
despues. Que me negaran 
el derecho a negarme cuando no tenia ganas 
porque me habian fichado como puta. 

Y ni siquiera cobro. Y ni siquiera 
puedo tener caprichos en la cama. 

Son'todos unos tales. cQue que por que lo hago? 
Porque me siento sola. O me fastidio. 

Porque £no lo ve usted? estoy envejeciendo. 
Ya perdi la esperanza de casarme 
y prefiero una que otra cicatriz 
a tener la memoria como -un cofre vac£o 
(Poesia:327-328). 

The third speaker is a divorcee who has obviously had a bad 

experience in her marriage. She claims, after having made comparisons, 

that all men are equally bad. At times she has a sexual fling but, 



like speaker 2, secretly. She wants to set a "good" example for her 

daughters so they will not have the same luck as she, and it would not 

be good for her to be labeled as promiscuous: 

3 

Divorciada. Porque era tan mula como todos. 
Conozco a muchos mas. Por eso es que comparo. 

De cuando en cuando echo una cana al aire 
• * . 

para no convertirme en una histerica. 

Pero tengo que dar el buen ejemplo 
a mis hijas. No quiero que su suerte 
se parezca a la mxa (Poesia:328). 

Speaker number 4 is the hysterical woman speaker 3 mentions. 

She is a virgin who will not acknowledge her sexual desires. She 

imagines and fantasizes her longings and derides herself because she 

succumbs to her physical needs. Her religious beliefs have taught her 

that her longings are wrong and the resulting conflicts have almost 

made her go mad. A doctor has prescribed massages—and the physical 

contact has relieved some of her symptoms: 

4 

Tengo ofrecida a Dios esta abstinencia 
ipor caridad, no entremos en detalles! 

A veces sueno. A veces despierto derramandome 
y me cuesta un trabajo decirle al confesor 
que, otra vez, he caido porque la carne es flaca. 

Ya deje de ir al cine. La oscuridad ayuda 
y la aglomeracion en los elevadores. 

Creyeron que me iba a volver loca 
pero me esta atendiendo un medico. Masajes, 

Y me siento mejor (Poesia:329). 



Speaker 5 is an avowed homosexual who has rebelled against the 

norms set up by society. Her life with her lover seems full: they 

travel, they go to parties. In general they are openly rebelious. 

They have some traditional desires, however, in that some day one or 

the other will want to have a child, but by artificial insemination. 

In many ways, however, they still adhere to traditional sex stereo

types: 

5 

A los indispensables (como ellos se creen) 
los puede usted echar a la basura, 
como hicimos nosotras. 

Mi amiga y yo nos entendemos bien. 
Y la que manda es tierna, como compensacion; 
asi como tambien, la que obedece 
es coqueta y se toma sus revanchas. 

Vamos a muchas fiestas, viajamos a menudo 
y en el hotel pedimos 
un solo cuarto y una sola cama, 

Se burlan de nosotras pero tambien nosotras 
nos burlamos de ellos y quedamos a mano. 

Cuando nos aburramos de estar solas 
alguna de, las dos ira a agenciarse un hijo. 

iNo, no de esa manera! En el laboratorio 
de la inseminacion artificial (Poesia:329-330). 

The last speaker claims she is young and not bad looking, and 

she is full of illusions as to what romantic love and marriage should 

be. She is waiting for her prince to come so that she can live happily 

ever after—and if he has any bad traits she will reform him with her 

housewifely virtues. The speaker, however, has never had a boyfriend; it 

is all an illusion: 
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6 

Senorita. Si, insisto. Senorita. 

Soy joven. Dicen qjue no fea. Caracter 
llevadero. Y un dxa * 
vendra el Principe Azul, porque se lo he rogado 
como un milagro a San Antonio. Entonces 
vamos a ser felices. Enamorados siempre. 

* 

cQue unporta la pobreza? Y si es borracho 
le quitare del vicio. Si es un mujerieyo 
yo voy a mantenerme siempre tan atractiva, 
tan atenta a sus gustos, tan buena ama de casa, 
tan prolifera madre 
y tan extraordinaria cocinera 
que se volvera fiel como premio a mis meritos 
entre los que, el mayor, es la paciencia. 

Lo mismo que mis padres y los de mi marido 
celebraremos nuestras bodas de oro 
con una gran misa solemne. 

No, no he tenido novio. No, ninguno 
todavia. Manana (Poesia;330). 

In all the narrations of "Kinsey Report" the perspectives and 

tensions reflect an ambivalent attitude toward sex: what one ought to 

do versus what one wants to do; the spiritual and emotional need for 

openness versus the realistic necessity of secrecy. Speaker 1 in her 

disillusion about marriage is the binary opposite of speaker 5 in her 

romantic illusion about what it will be. The poem completes a curious 

circle from reality to fantasy, with a wide range from a passive 

acceptance to rebellion in between. The only truly rebellious speaker 

is the homosexual, although the longing on the part of the other 

speakers to reject the values imposed by society is either implicitly 

or explicitly expressed. In all, the speakers, whether they accept 

or reject their roles, express dislike and/or hatred of men. The fact 

that they must hide, dissimulate or subordinate their need for sexual 
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relationships; that they must either conform to societal demands as 

to how they should behave or be labeled as deviant; the fact that those 

who rebel are forced to feel either guilty, deficient or to become 

almost mad is a devastating commentary on a society which does not 

allow women to express their needs in an open manner. It is also a 

commentary on the women themselves who feel that to set a "good 

example" for their daughters, or for their mothers, they must hide or 

suppress their behavior. This attitude perpetuates the duplicity of 

their lives and makes them even more bitter. In "Kinsey Report" the 

lyric personae, in their sexual roles, become the object of contempla

tion as they examine the roles they play in a rigid society. 

In this chapter, all the lyric speakers have been the voices 

of women who express their experience. The effect of the community of 

speakers who in their totality cannot meet their needs in a traditional 

society is overwhelming. It seems clear that the larger perspective 

obtained from reading these poems is the necessity for change: that 

women need to think about the passive acceptance of their roles and 

must, by denying the values of a tradition which is negative in 

significance for them, open themselves to choice and to action. As 

Castellanos (1973:20, 40) stated in a book of essays, Mujer que sabe 

latin, "The feat of becoming what one is demands not only the discovery 

of one's basic features under the stress of passion, of dissatisfaction, 

or boredom, but above all the rejection of those false images: those 

false mirrors offered to women in those closed galleries in which their 

life transpires. ... We must form a conscience, awaken the critical 

spirit and spread it around" (translation mine). 



CHAPTER VI 

THE LYRIC SPEAKER AS COLI.ECTIVE MEMORY 

... reflexiono sobre el mundo, ya no como objeto de 
contemplacion estetica, sino como lugar de lucha en el que 
uno esta comprometido. Allx se reflejan las experiencias 
que obtuve en Chiapas en mi trabajo para el Instituto 
Indigenista. En esos lugares la lucha ha llegado a 
extremos desgarradores de brutalidad (Castellanos, in 
Carballo 1965:415). 

Otro aspecto al que tenxa desconfianza, es la colectividad. 
Primero la entendi como historia (en "Testimonios" y en los 
poemas que, indebidamente, han sido juzgados como 
"indigenistas"). Despues la colectividad fue convirtiendose 
en materia entranable. Entonces me atrevi a escribir y 
publicar poemas de tal indole. Este tema esta muy ligado 
con mi prosa, con la eleccion de los asuntos de mis novelas 
y cuentos (Castellanos, in Carballo 1965:417). 

The poems in which Rosario Castellanos esqplicitly uses a 

collective voice, a "nosotros," are relatively few and generally occur 

early in her production. The exception is "Memorial de Tlatelolco" 

written in 1968. There are two groups of poems using this collective 

speaker. The first is one in which a series of different speakers 

narrate. In these poems, the speaker represents the collective memory 

and the poem is a recollection of the tragic history of the social 

group. These texts use a collective "nosotros" which sometimes 

alternates with a single lyric voice: often the only remaining 

representative of the group. The poems represent an internal process, 

evolved throughout history, achieving an almost mythic awakening of 

alienation through a temporal development or progress from the past to 

the present. The perception begins with a sense of collective 
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alienation and culminates with a sense of personal alienation. In the 

second group of poems, the process is reversed. The lyric "I" begins 

by stating personal perceptions on a subject and ends by identifying 

with the group as a means of strengthening her perceptions and 

signifying unity with the collective. This integration or identifica

tion of the self with the collective, and the resultant closing of 

the distance the speaker (and thus the reader) feels, indicates a 

new dimension on life. 

As representative of the first group we shall examine 

"Testimonios," "Cronica final," and "Relato del augur." In 

"Testimonies" we have a series of poems (11 in all) which state man's 

sense of displacement from his position in the natural scheme of his 

historical and cultural world. The first three testimonies are 

expressed by a collective "nosotros" and are entitled, "El ungido," 

"La profecia," and "Exodo." In poem 1, "El ungido," there is an 

opposition between the collective "nosotros" in the present time and 

a collective "ellos." The "ellos" existed in the past and were able 

to preserve one of their number to speak for them. Because his words 

remain, we "nosotros," are able to determine their tribal or collective 

unity. This opposition results from a perceptual perspective: we in 

the here and now, and they in the past. The historical link between 

the two groups in time is the individual who is chosen as speaker and 

whose words are remembered. 

El ungido 

No querian morir y que sus huesos 
rodaran confundidos 

t . * 
nx comer tierra amarga como unico sustento. 
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Asi como entre todos fue preservado, ungido, 
y en el siguen viviendo. 

Encima de los otros su destino 
resplandecio una hora 
y se precipito como un astro caido, 
Pero su rostro no ha sido borrado 
porque uno entre todos fue testigo, 

Se han ido ya. Miramos la espalda de su ausencia 
y no es igual que el humo su memoria 
y sus hechos no son lo mismo que la niebla. 
Hablo uno entre todos 
y sus palabras quedan (Poesia:71). 

Poem 2, "La profecia," explains how the collective received and 

presented the prophecy, trying to understand its meaning and its 

consequences. This is told in the past by an accepting, passive, 

collective conscience. 

La profecia 

Cuando nos lo anunciaron los que velan de noche, 
los que llevan el mar ausente entre sus manos 
en forma de sencillos caracoles, 
tembl&amos de alegria, como bajo el rocio 
el petalo colmado de las flores. 

Lo dijercn los sabios. 
Muchos senales hubo, hasta que al fin 
el termino del tiempo hubo llegado. 

Y nosotros confusos, de rodillas, 
presenciando. 

Sobrevino el silencio. 
El silencio que nace del. agua que bullia 
y de pronto se cuaja en un espejo. J 

Asi nos serenamos, Nos hicimos 
lo mismo que los lagos para mirar al cielo 
(Poesia:71-72). 

Poem 3, "Exodo," is told in the present and in the future. The 

poem begins with the image of a pheasant on the branch of a tree and 

ends with the hope that once again the pheasant will be able to unfold 
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its wings and fly. Expressed in the temporal perspective of the 

present and the future, the social group still has hopes for the 

preservation of itself as a unity. 

Exodo 

El pajaro faisan busca la rama 
y desde allx vigila 
lo que los hombres deliberan, hablan, 
Un relampago quieto 
es su ala plegada. 

Palpitando en los seres mas pequenos 
viene la noche; avanza; 
como animal con hambre ronda los campamentos, 
se acerca a las fogatas, 
ocupa su lugar en el consejo, 

Partiremos manana. 
Hay dias, hay caminos. 
Aun no es la hora de los que descansan. 
Todavia otra vez, ante la faz de todos, 
el pajaro faisan desplegara sus alas 
(Poesia:72). 

The social group is still unified with its environment, as evidenced by 

the animal images which are a part of their lives and are not threaten

ing. 

In poem 4, "El hermano mayor," the speaker is a lyric "I" who 

has merged his destiny with the group, with "ellos," because of his love 

for them. He is a sustaining figure, imaged as the root which 

nourished them and later as a tree which functions both as a shelter and 

as a source of firewood, giving them warmth. 

El hermano mayor 

Porque yo los amaba fui con ellos. 
Yo era la raiz 
que su hambre com£a en el desierto, 
Adentro de su carne 
como xmpetu de fuerza me tuvieron. 
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Cerca de sus caminos 
se alzo mi amor tomando la figura de un arbol 
—el dador de sosiego al peregrino. 
Porque yo los amaba me detuve 
cerca de los que se iban acostando, rendidos. 

De noche, cuando todos se juntaban 
alrededor del fuego 
para contar sus dias, sus hazanas, 
era mi corazon el que ardia, calentandolos. 
Porque yo los amaba (Poesia:73). 

As the hope for the future is repeated in the first and last 

stanza of the previous text, love is repeated in the first and last 

stanza in this text. 

Poem 5, "Los amigos," goes back to the collective narrative. In 

the past the group has been separated but they are united once again 

under the shelter of the tree. "Los amigos" serves as a bridge in 

time (the past and the present) and space (they have gathered from the 

far reaches of the country), forming a union between "el que vino del 

norte" and "el que llego del este" and "nosotros, tu y yo y los que 

estan naciendo." 

Los amigos 

A la sombra del arbol, 
como quien va tejiendo una guirnalda, 
vamos entrelazando nuestros cantos. 

Nos habiamos ido 
y he aqui que volvemos a juntarnos. 

El que vino del norte 
trajo la roja flor violenta de los cactos. 
El que llego del este tiene el rostro encendido 
lo mismo que el verano. 
Y nosotros, tu y yo y los que estan naciendo 
y dejando en el sur la marca de su mano 
somos igual que el viento que paso por la selva, 
fervientes y aromados (Poesia:73). 
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Poem 6, "Relacion del peregrino," amplifies the previous five 

sections by telling how the group named things, creating a common 

cultural identity, how they selected a tree which functioned as a 

symbol of unity, "y sostenxa el cielo," uniting heaven and earth."1" In 

addition the group maintained their cultural unity symbolically and in 

their language, "una sola palabra." 

Relacion del peregrino 

Fuimos dejando huellas. 
Larga y pacientemente acariciamos 
el rostro de la piedra. 
Nombrabamos asi los lugares, los dias 
con tana lengua eterna. 

Senalamos tin arbol 
sangrando su corteza por volverlo entre todos 
elunico y el santo. 
Se erguia entre nosotros y sostenia el cielo 
el arbol senalado. 

Teniamos guardada 
—como nr. granito de oro atado en un panuelo— 
una sola palabra. 
Y cuando la deciamos eran los corazones 
el espejo del alba (Poesia:74). 

In poem 7, "Destierro," this deeply felt sense of heritage and of the 

tribe continues. The continuing opposition in this section is again 

between the present, which for the speaker signifies solitude, and the 

past where there was unity and togetherness; "Estabamos entonces cerca, 

apretados juntos. :io era como ahora," For the social group this unity 

can be experienced by speaking the language of the gods and by 

constituting part of the tribe, described as the many tree branches 

1. This tree of life was a central symbol essential to the 
Mayan cultures of Chiapas and elsewhere. It was particularized in the 
Ceiba, the sacred .tree. 
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which are unified in the trunk. The disunity is symbolized in the 

clouds which scatter and the tree leaves which are dispersed everywhere, 

no longer an integral part of the living organism. 

Destierro 

Hablabamos la lengua 
de los dioses, pero era tambien nuestro silencio 
igual al de las piedras. 
Eramos el abrazo de amor en que se unian 
el cielo con la tierra. 

No, no estabamos solos. 
Sabiamos el linaje de cada uno 
y los nombres de todos. 
Ay, y nos encontrabamos como las muchas ramas 
de- la ceiba se encuentran en el tronco. 

No era como ahora 
que parecemos aventadas nubes 
o dispersadas hojas. 
Estabamos entonces cerca, apretados, juntos. 
No era como ahora (Poesia:74-75). 

In poem 8, "Los adioses," the collective speaker tells how the 

group strived to say goodby, to prepare themselves to accept exile and 

death by breaking their emotional and collective bonds with each other. 

Los adioses 

Quisimos aprender la despedida 
y rompimos la alianza 
que juntaba al amigo con la amiga. 
Y alzamos la distancia 
entre las amistades divididas. 

Para aprender a irnos, caminamos. 
Fuimos dejando atras las colinas, los valles, 
los verdeantes prados. 
Miramos su hermosura 
pero no nos quedamos. 

Llevamos nuestros pies 
donde la soledad tiene su casa 
y alii nos detuvimos para siempre. 
En silencio aguardamos 
hasta aprender la muerte (Poesia;75). 
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The speaker of poem 9, "El ausente," is once again a lyric "I" 

who speaks about the precious stone (the historical consciousness of 

the group) which is embedded in his memory and in his heart, carefully 

protected. He is unable to use this treasure due to the circumstances 

in his life. The only options open to him are those of oblivion or 

betrayal: 

El ausente 

Estaba en mi memoria 
—como en area cerrada 
una piedra preciosa. 
Resplandecia en lo interior, oculto, 
iluminando el rostro opaco de las cosas. 

Desde donde venimos lo tra£a 
en las entranas de mi corazon 
como adentro del fruto la semilla. 
Alii, como promesa, 
la eternidad, la vida, 

Pero, ay, los caminos 
cadonde van si no es a la traicion, 
si no es al olvido? 
He aqui mi mejilia sin tatuaje, 
lisa como el guijarro del fondo de los rios 
(Poesia;75-76). 

In poem 10, "Elegxa," the lyric "I" recalls images of destruc

tion and defeat. The group is a fallen star, the precious blue stone 

2 
is no longer vibrant but already cold (equivalent to death), The time 

is the present, the narration a lamentation on the part of the lyric 

speaker who cries, "Esta, esta es mi patria." The tradition of the 

group, carefully woven of magic and patience, as well as the physical 

architectural manifestations in the culture, have been destroyed. The 

2. A reference to the blue copal which the Mayas used to 
appease the gods. 
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speaker asks who will carry on the traditions and mourn the dead. The 

image of defeat is strengthened by the comparison of the tribe to a 

fallen star: all the representative symbols of the culture (temples, 

houses) have been destroyed. What remains is no longer verbal 

communication, only a sad and plaintive music, 

Elegia 

La cordillera, el aire de la altura 
* 

que bate poderoso como el ala de un-aguila, 
la atmosfera dificil de una estrella caxda, 
de una piedra celeste ya enfriada. 

* 
Esta, esta es mi patria. 

Rota, yace a mis pies la estera que tejieron 
entrelazando hilos de paciencia y de magia. 
O voy pisando templos destruidos 
o estelas en el polvo sepultadas. 

He aqui el terraplen para la danza. 

* + 

tQuien dira los silencios de mis muertos? 
tOuien llorara la ruina de mi casa? 

Entre la soledad una flauta de hueso 
derramando una musica triste y aguda y-aspera. 

No hay otra palabra (Poesia;76). 

In the series of poems seen so far, the link between the 

collective and the individual is to be found in the memory (or history) 

transmitted by the chosen one. In this cultural continuity, in the 

sacred language they carry in their hearts, in this infra-historical 

transmission, lies the hope for'some future unity. One by one, however, 

these links are destroyed. Memory is destroyed by betrayal or 

oblivion; love, hope, and friendship by the dispersal of the indi

vidual who is scattered in exile like the clouds in the sky are 
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scattered by the wind. The sacred language is destroyed by silence; the 

unity by solitude. 

This lyrical history of the death of the collective is clearly 

linked to the ancient Mayan civilization; to the tribe, its language 

and its beliefs. In the last poem of the series presented in 

"Testimonios," poem 11, "Eclipse total," the lyric "I" links the two 

continuing images of "piedra" and "corazon" which have been repeated 

throughout the series. The destruction of a personal love (or unity) 

of the individual speaker is related to the annihilation of the 

collective past. It is a cry of anguish in which the speaker realizes 

that love and passivity can destroy. 

Lengua de la mentira soy, mano del crimen. 
En mi aprende 
su color la vergxienza. 
Como piedra colerica lanzo mi corazon, 
quebrando en mil pedazos el espejo del mundo 
para mirar mil veces el rostro de mi culpa. 

Porque preste mi came 
para que la traicion tuviera forma 
y para que adquiriera volumen la verguenza, 
estoy aqui, peor que la cautiva 
llevada a la presencia de su dueno 
y que al mostrar los pies descalzos, llora. 

Because the collective accepted their fate passively, they were 

condemned. They will never be able to plant another tree (the symbol 

of unity the collective felt in the union of earth and sky) because 

the land is not fertile: only thirst and abandonment flourish there, 

The motive which lies behind the anguish of the last lyric speaker is 

guilt. The lyric "I" served as an accomplice to the crime; the crime 

of denying what happened, of not speaking out about it. 
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Se dijo la sentencia. 
En el vaso precioso de la creacion corrio 
como un escalofrio su resquebrajadura. 
Sobre la piel del animal humea 
una marca infamante 
y tiembla el pobre arbusto 
bajo un viento brutal de taladores. 

Complice mio, cubre tu corazon y unge 
de sordera tu oreja, 
Esta musica espesa que es el mundo 
chorrea en el vacio 
mientras un ojo inexorable mira. 
El viento, que sacude al arbol cuando quiere 
arrancarle su fruto, 
ya no se acerca a mi con manos de despojo. 

Before, the speaker did not feel the necessity of asking the bitter 

questions. She was empty, never questioning. Now, however, the dark 

forces stir her but it may be too late. Although she intuits some 

deeper meaning, even the precious stone which tries to indicate some

thing to her escapes her. 

Ahora no sostengo mas testimonio que este, 
cruel, de la madera desnuda en la que solo 
el hachazo penetra. 

En los dfas dichosos esta espuma 
de preguntas amargas 
no subio hasta mi boca. 

Bastaba estar aqui, 
tocar las cosas como suspirando, 
irse, dejar atras la flor de las ciudades 
y ofrecer la mejilia a un aire y a otro aire 
como a dos rafagas del mismo incendio. 

Bastaba ser el ambito vacio 
no atravesado nunca 
por un vuelo. 

La fuerza oscura que nos pide muerte 
trabaja en mi, me llama 
con silencio de pez entre mis venas, 

Cierro los ojos y se borra el mundo. 
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Los arboles atentos, la luz en la que ame, 
la piedra que querxa decir algo 
con la lengua torpisima, 
huyen, coxno el reflejo huye en el agua. 

Mi corazon, vestido de su otono, 
como una hoja amarillenta, cae. 

Y yo abro las manos. Y consiento 
(Poesia:76-80). 

The heart of the speaker, compared to a leaf of the tree, falls; 

"mi corazon, vestido de su otono, / como una hoja amarillenta, cae," and 

she opens herself to her destiny: "consiento," With the use of this 

verb in its binary meaning, the speaker not only accepts her destiny by 

facing the bitter questions but also opens her conscious self to the 

destiny of the tribe. In "Eclipse total" the speaker establishes 

a relationship between personal annihilation and the annihilation of 

the collective. Thus she assumes a personal responsibility as well as 

a personal guilt in having aided the death of the collective. 

In the series of poems which make up the first part of 

"Testimonios" we have a lyric as well as a poignant account of a 

personal "I" who opens herself up to consciously accepting the plight 

of the collective as well as the responsibility for bettering the 

situation. The lyric speaker links the collective alienation to a 

personal annihilation. Of the eleven sections of the poem, the 

speakers are separated in the following manner: 

1-3 nosotros as speaker 

4 yo (tree symbol) 

5-8 nosotros 
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9-10 yo (heart) 

11 yo (heart and tree symbol are united) 

In poem 11, the individual lyric speaker is connected to the 

collective by heritage, a thirst for knowledge and a feeling of help

lessness. The language is gone, therefore communication is gone and 

the tree has died. The alternation between a collective and an 

individual voice as carrier of the lyric perspective, which terminates 

in only the lyric "I" speaking, illustrating again that the individual 

is the only one who can carry on the collective memory of the lost 

ancestors' tragic history. The sense of continuity must manifest 

itself in the individual who carries on the tradition. When the lyric 

speaker identifies with the collective, she must also then oppose the 

"ellos"; those who are guilty of the disunity. The essential dichotomy 

in poems 1-11 of "Testimonies" thus is between lies and truth, between 

silence and dialogue. The opposition of the past versus the present 

rests in the connection of past unity with the collective and present 

disunity with the individual. The image of language as the precious 

stone embedded in the hearts of the various narrators is a symbol 

which links the different poems together, as does the image of the 

sacred tree as sustainer and symbol of union. The tree of life, which 

at the beginning symbolized the union between the earth and the sky is 

at the end only dead wood, thus paralleling the disintegration of 

the collective. The final image of the heart/tree symbol occurs when 

the heart falls like a dead leaf, further emphasizing the disintegra

tion. 
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Because the individual vision is joined to the collective 

tragedy, these poems leave the reader with a desolate feeling of 

defeat. Man has faced his destiny: he has gone from unity to 

collective banishment, becoming alienated from his natural state.. The 

individual assumes importance and responsibility in maintaining the 

memory of the group which no longer exists. He must accept the 

collective alienation and assume the burden of responsibility in an 

act of consciousness. However, the result may be a total eclipse of 

both collective and individual into another society, an even more 

alienating one. 

The poems lead from a configuration of collective tradition, a 

collective narration, to an individual speaker who is also distanced 

from her world. The counterpoint between the collective and the 

individual always shows the individual relating to the collective^-

as seen by the repetition in the symbols of the tree, the stone, the 

sacred word and the heart. The existence of a sense of unity has been 

destroyed as shown by the temporal perspective of past and present: 

unity versus solitude. In the process of fixing the lyric reality, the 

individual speaker can only respond in anguish to the destruction of 

what was precious and sacred. The characterization of the collective 

is then one which has been victimized and is lost. The individual who 

links her destiny to the collective and to her heritage must likewise 

be victimized and alienated. 

In these first 11 poems of "Testimonios" there is a sense of 

spatial and temporal indefiniteness as the poems exist in a mythical 

or "other" time. This lack of concreteness is emphasized by words 
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such as "alia," "he aqux." In "Eclipse total," the last poem studied 

here, the lyric speaker has integrated the desolate and tragic scope of 

the destruction and dissolution of the collective in her mind and, 

identifying with it, she opens herself to an acceptance of it and to a 

"toma de conciencia," Thus, in the perspective of the final lyric 

speaker we see the coming together of the previous injustices expressed 

in the form of acute personal anguish and alienation. The individual 

is linked to the social struggle from a sense of personal alienation. 

This poem has special meaning for Rosario Castellanos. Her 

family- owned land in Chiapas, Mexico, and she was acutely aware of the 

political and social situation of the Indians in that area. She worked 

with the Instituto Indigenista in San Cristobal and in Tuxtla 

Gutierrez. In later life, when she inherited the family holdings in 

Chiapas, she returned the land to the Indians who lived on it. She, 

like the lyric speakers in these her collective "nosotros" poems, 

showed great sympathy to the plight of the Indians in her novels, 

Balun Canan and Oficio de tinieblas, and in her short stories in 

Ciudad Real. The poems studied in "Testimonies" are a lyric as well as 

a poignant account of personal acceptance for the responsibility of 

bettering the situation. 

In "Cronioa final," the same problems of the poems studied in 

"Testimonios" are taken up again. This poem is divided into five 

sections: all spoken by a collective "nosotros," This lyric 

collective is speaking in anger: blaming only themselves for the 

position in which they are. The lyric "nosotros," which is clearly 

an "I" identifying with the group, berates the group for being cowardly, 
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having accepted their lot and, particularly, for having accepted a lie: 

an inauthentic way of life. They sold the memory of the collective 

for what seemed like happiness, or even solitude, but which, in the 

eyes of the speaker, is only fear, 

Vendimos la memoria y por befa trocamos 
la alegria, por sarcasmo la esperanza. 

Fraude era la palabra en nuestra boca. 

Y mentimos. No era soledad. Era miedo .., 
(Poesxa;102). 

The relationship among the collective did not consist of love, friend

ship or even tradition, but of disgrace and slavery. Because they 

ignored their true destiny (of seeking unity and solidarity) the masks 

have been stripped away and only victims are left. 

Un gran demonio mudo anudo en nuestra lengua 
el nudo de silencio. 

Nuestra historia la escribe 
reptando entre cenizas la serpiente. 

Left speechless again without dialogue or communication, only the 

serpent (here a symbol of destruction and dissention) writes their 

history. The attitude of the collective speaker is one of self-

condemnation for not helping themselves and their fellow human beings 

actively. It stresses the need for compassion and communication. 

"Relato del augur," a -very long poem, is the story of the 

creation of the ancient Mexican people (the Mixteca) and their history 

as told by the augur. The poem, in five sections, is narrated again 

by a "nosotros." The speaker identifies with the collective until the 

final lines of the poems when he or she states that he/she is in the 
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process of "remembering" what happened. In this poem the temporal 

opposition is between the collective past as recollected by the speaker 

and the present moment of the telling. 

In section one, the speaker recounts the origins of the tribe, 

"antes que amaneciera nos encontramos juntos ... Y dijimos: hermanos 

seremos de una misma/memoria, de mismos trabajos y esperanzas" (Poesjfa; 

116). It is the time of the pilgrimages in which the tribe suffered 

hunger and fear, yet discovered their gods and their destiny. In their 

thirst for knowledge of the mysteries of life they began to make 

sacrifices. 

AS£ fue como abrimos corazones, 
como despedazamos materias, como hicimos 
de toda cosa augurio, y del destazador, 
del cuchillo, su interprete (Poesia:117). 

They then began to hoard knowledge. Their journey continued, more 

difficult than ever, but discoveries were made: they discovered 

astronomy and mathematics. Finally the tribe decided to stop and 

establish themselves. Thus, in a few verses in the poem, the origins 

and the wanderings of the Aztecs are described until the time when 

they arrived in the Valley of Anahuac; "Y por primera vez sembramos 

nuestros muertos," 

In section two, the speaker describes the image of the valley 

and of the lakes "El breve / espejo y el relampago de agua." Above 

this beautiful image of the water as it forms a mirror and then 

ripples flies the eagle looking for prey--a metaphor for the Aztecs 

and their subsequent conquest of the valley of Mexico. 
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Section three records the difficult times the Aztecs experienced 

during the first years they were in the Valley of Anahuac; where they 

ate what no one else would eat and when they were known as thieves. 

Merodeamos en los alrededores 
del pueblo establecido y las ciudades prosperas. 

Comimos alimanas, 
hojas inmundas, 
moscos. 

Acechador, ladron, tal era nuestro mote. 
(Y en silencio pulxamos la punta de la flecha.) 
(Poesia:119). 

The moment of their ascendancy arrives and the tribe flourishes giving 

obeisance to the^jsun in the form of riches and sacrifices. 

En fiesta, en embriaguez, en frenesi, 
dimos lo que teniamos: la riqueza y la sangre. 

Y nos aproximamos 
a la fija crueldad de la obsidiana 
con el rostro cubierto por la piel 
del enemigo muerto (Poesxa;119-120). 

The fifth and final section of the poem is the present time of 

the narration of the speaker. The actual moment is one of the flowering 

of the tribe. They are in control of the area, "hasta el confin se 

alarga / nuestro puno feroz y autoritario." The oracle asks the 

questions which arise from the humanitarian philosophy of the Toltecs 

(and from the Nahuatl tradition of Texcoco and the poet-king 

Nezahualcoyotl). These questions examine the meaning of life in light 

of the brevity of the experience of life on earth. The speaker, who 

is pre-seeing the future of her people, asks why everything is withering 

so quickly: 

Mas ipor que este sabor caduco en nuestros cantos? 
dPor que nuestros adomos se marchitan? 
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iPor que aun lo duradero nos predice 
el fin de nuestro siglo? (Poesia:120). 

The answer to the questions comes in the form of an augur: that the 

storm which will destroy the tribe will come from the sea. In this 

poem Castellanos has made use of the forms and style of Nahuatl poetry, 

for example, when the speaker repeats the prediction twice, the 

emphatic Nahuatl form of repetition is followed. 

Se multiplican voces: 
del mar vendra la tempestad. Del mar. 

Ay, todo lo que vemos 
tiene un temblor funesto de presagio. 

iDel mar vendra la tempestad! IDel mar! 
(Poesia:120). 

The poem ends with the voice of a single lyric speaker who feels it 

necessary to emphasize that what is said is not a lie; that she is 

only telling the story from memory. 

No es mentira. No invento lo que digo. 

Solo estoy recordando (Poesia:120). 

Once again we have a collective memory which is deposited in 

the memory of a single representative of the tribe; but the single 

lyric speaker identifies herself as a member of the group. This is an 

identification clearly established by the recollection of the creation 

and history of the tradition. The moment of telling leaves off with 

the foretelling of the destruction of the tribe. Once again Rosario 

Castellanos (as in the case of the "Malinche" poem) forces the reader 

to fill in the rest of the history. Poetic tension is created as the 

reader knows that the augur is, of course, going to be accurate in her 

predictions. 
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In a few verses the lyric speaker captures the moment of re

creation of the traditions of her tribe in all its mythic and historic 

sense and leave the reader at a moment of great dramatic and poetic 

tension. The opposition of past and present in this poem is even 

further extended into the future because of the predictions of the 

future as told by the augur, and because the reader will fill in the 

historical knowledge that he possesses. As in "Testimonios" the 

collective voice (and memory) resides in a representative of the group: 

here the lyric speaker only sets herself apart from the group to 

proclaim the validity of what she says. In the last section of this 

poem Castellanos reproduces the text and forms of Nahuatl poetry, 

bringing the reader even closer into the cultural atmosphere from which 

the lyric speaker relates. 

These three texts in the first category of collective poems are 

closely linked because their subjects all deal with the creation and 

destruction of the Mexican people: the Maya and the Aztec. Whatever 

the reason for their alienation, their loss of unity as a group, these 

speakers view themselves from varying perspectives: some are victims, 

some reason they have only themselves to blame for the loss of their 

traditions. In all the poems it is also clear that the tradition or 

the responsibility for the maintenance of their group memory lies in 

the hands (and heart) of someone who has been chosen to retain it. 

The responsibility of that person is not only to maintain the memory 

but also to speak out against conformity and injustice in an effort to 

recover that unity. These poems, while they have a particular 

historical identity and meaning are, in addition, universal as they 
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speak out for all humans who feel the same sense of alienation and 

oppression. 

The second category of poems in which a collective lyric speaker 

appears is one in which the lyric "I" begins by stating personal 

perceptions on a subject, and ends by identifying with the group as a 

means of signaling unity with the collective. In this second category 

the subjects no longer maintain such a recognizable unity of theme: the 

subjects under consideration become more diverse. The lyric "I" no 

longer identifies solely historically with the loss of tribal unity 

among native peoples of Mexico. The lyric speaker sympathizes by 

extension with the plight of the Indian today, and extends those 

feelings of humanitarianism to the political struggles as well as the 

social struggles of contemporary Mexico. 

In "Presencia," the lyric "I" makes a strong statement about 

the individual being remembered even if he has done nothing exceptional 

in his life. 

Entre el punado de actos 
dispersos, aventados al azar, no habra uno 
al que pongan aparte como a perla preciosa. 

Y sin embargo, hermano, amante, hijo, 
amigo, antepasado, 
no hay soledad, no hay irruerte 
aungue yo olvide y aunque yo me acabe, 

Hombre, donde tu estas, donde tu vives 
permanecemos todos (Poesia>184). 

This poem expresses strong hope for the continuity of mankind not only 

by the language it uses, but also by the use of the present tense, 

"Memorial de Tlatelolco" is a political statement recorded 

by an individual speaker so that the events at Tlatelolco on October 2, 
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1968 will not be forgotten. The individual speaker annexes himself/ 

herself to the collective as a means of strengthening ties with the 

group. Twice in the poem the emphasis is put on "recuerdo, recordamos"; 

I remember, we remember. This is repeated again in the future tense as 

a plea; "recuerdo, recordemos," I will remember, let us remember. The 

first six lines of the poem set the vicious circle of darkness and 

violence. 

La oscuridad engendra la violencia 
y la violencia pide oscuridad 
para cuajar en crimen. 

• 
Por eso el dos de octubre aguardo hasta la noche 
para que nadie viera la mano que empunaba 
el arma, sino solo su efecto de relampago 
(Poesia:297). 

Lines 7-15 illustrate the bewilderment felt by the people as to the 

reasons for the violence. In answer to the questions! V7ho did the 

killing?, Who was killed?, the government responded, "no one." The 

repetition of the questions and the parallel structure of the supposi

tions dramatizes the confusion and augments the emotional impact of 

the bewilderment. 

Y a esa luz, breve y livida, cquien? cQuien es el que 
mata? 

iOuienes los que agonizan, los que mueren? 
cLos que huyen sin zapatos? 
cLos que van a caer al pozo de una carcel? 
cLos que se pudren en el hospital? 
<LLos que se quedan mudos, para siempre, de espanto? 
£Quien? cOuienes? Nadie. Al d£a siguiente, nadie 
(Poesia:297). 

Lines 16-23 illustrate how the response by the government aided by the 

communications media augmented the repression. All continued as if 

nothing had happened; there was no mention of the tragedy that had 

occurred. 
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La plaza amanecio barrida: los periodicos 
dieron como noticia principal 
el estado del tiempo. 
Y en la television, en la radio, en el cine 
no hubo ningun cambio de programa, 
ningun anuncio intercalado ni un 
minuto de silencio en el banquete, 
(Pues prosiguio el banquete.) 
(Poesia:298). 

Lines 24-31 comment that there is no physical evidence left of the 

tragedy and that ironically, without physical evidence we can only dream 

that what happened was a product of our imagination. The image 

expressed is that the evidence (the sacrificial slaughter) was given to 

the Afctec goddess Coatlicue who devoured excrement and who was the 

mother of Huitzilopochtli, the Aztec god of war. 

No busques lo que no hay: huellas, cadaveres, 
que todo se le ha dado como ofrenda a una diosa: 
a la Devoradora de Excrementos, 

No hurgues en los archivos pues nada consta en actas. 
Ay, la violencia pide oscuridad 
porque la oscuridad engendra el sueno 
y podemos dormir sonando que spnamos. 

At the conclusion of the poem, lines 32-41 one piece of evidence 

remains that the authorities have not been able to erase. The wound 

which hurts when touched: the memory of the individual and, by exten

sion, the collective memory of the violence. Only by maintaining this 

memory of the injustice, the violence and the sacrifice can justice 

ever be obtained. The memory must then be passed on, the speaker states, 

by a coalition of the individual and the collective. 

Mas he aqui que toco una llaga: es mi memoria. 
Duele, luego es verdad. Sangra con sangre, 
Y si la llamo mxa traiciono a todos, 

Recuerdo, recordamos. 
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Esta es nuestra manera de ayudar que amanezca 
sobre tantas conciencias mancilladas, 
sobre un texto iracundo, sobre Tina reja abierta, 
sobre el rostro amparado tras la mascara. 

Recuerdo, recordemos 
hasta que la justicia se siente entre nosotros 
(Poesia:298). 

This statement which refers directly to the events of the massacre at 

Tlatelolco is a memorial to that event, and also to the struggle 

against injustice and oppression everywhere. The individual and 

collective voices must awaken the dormant conscience of the world, 

making it aware of social injustice and violence through repetition and 

through memory. 

In all these texts, the sense of continuity through historical 

and collective time is achieved through memory. It confers meaning and 

continuity upon the life of the individual, provides him with a sense 

of identity. This sense of identification with the past is often, 

however, distorted or lost because of the pressures of self-

definition in an alien societal environment. If the self-image is 

distorted in the individual speaker who retains the memory and passes 

it on, then the collective image is, of necessity, also distorted. If 

these images function to express the sense of self, and the self's 

relation with the world, the; end result seen in these groups of poems 

which use a collective speaker is one in which the world is apprehended 

by the reader as unjust and alienating. If the speaker is in search 

of a value system that transcends the individual man, then the 

individual's habitual tendency to accommodate and accept the will of 

others is not the answer. The only answer is to open one's self to 
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consciousness of the injustice and alienation in the social structure. 

In these poems, the collective and the individual are not in opposition. 

They are mutually sustaining and nourishing. Of necessity they must 

function together if they are to survive. Only by banding together can 

the alienating world have meaning. It is not a double dimension but 

rather a fuller, collective dimension which will nourish the necessary 

values for a meaningful environment. The individual who is linked to 

the social struggle from a sense of personal alienation integrates with 

the collective. This amplifies and indicates a new dimension of life 

and of self. It is an internal process evolved throughout history and 

shown in a temporal development as the present is connected and 

contrasted to the past. Thus the lyric "I" has become a "we" expanded 

beyond the strict limits of the individual person (see Benveniste 

1971:203). 



CHAPTER VII 

THE LYRIC SPEAKER AS DOUBLE 

Not only must the second self be different from the first, 
but he must be different in a particular way, a way that is 
responsible for the dynamic tension that always exists between 
them. He is the self that has been left behind, or over
looked or unrealized or otherwise excluded from the first 
self's self-conception; he is the self that must be come to 
terms with. And therefore, despite all his special closeness 
to the first self, he is always in some form the opposite 
... of the first self (Keppler 1972:12). 

Rosario Castellanos wrote in "El otro," "Mira a tu alredor; hay 

otro, siempre hay otro." She was, in her poetry, acutely aware of the 

presence of another in herself: another being, another part, or a 

double."'' In many of her poems there is a displacement of the perspec

tive of the lyric speaker as she divides and addresses her other half, 

or other self; an action which takes on multiple manifestations. The 

other, or second half, may be a profound inner self which is an ideal, 

it may be a self which in some way has failed, or it may be a self 

which represents the possible unity defined by Jung as an "integrated" 

1. Spanish American writers have long been fascinated by 'the 
aspect of "otredad" as manifested by "el otro," "el otro yo," or "el 
alter ego." While it perhaps started as a Romantic phenomenon it has 
certainly reached its high point in twentieth century Latin American 
poetry, although it is also obviously present in such fiction writers 
as Julio Cortazar and Gabriel Garcia Marquez as well. While the 
presence of the "other" in the fictional and poetic work of Jorge Luis 
Borges is particularly prominent, it can also be found in such poets 
as Cesar Vallejo and Octavio Paz. Of particular interest is the fact 
that the split personality or "altera persona" is clearly evident in 
twentieth century women poets such as Julia de Burgos (see Rivero 
1976b:31-41). 
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self. This latter self seeks a unification of subject with object, or 

perceiver with perceived. The other, however, may also be an enemy or 

an adversary. What is important in all these manifestations of the 

other is the desire to establish and maintain a dialogue between the 

selves. 

An examination of the double in literature (also called the 

self, the other, the second self) shows that it has always manifested 

itself in various ways and that there are various explanations for its 

existence. One commonly accepted view is that the unconscious is the 

discourse of the other (Lacan 1968:27). The desire for unity of self 

is inherent in all people because it is the very quest for being. As 

Lacan (1968:166) states, the quest for the lost "authentic self 

(however interminable) depends upon an original loss and the discovery 

of difference." In addition, this viewing of oneself from some point 

outside oneself is perhaps one of the ultimate feats of perception. 

It expressed the division of the lyric speaker's own psyche, whether 

caused by purely personal problems or by the wider problems of the 

surrounding culture or both (Keppler 1972:189). 

The idea of selfhood is an image every speaker has of himself 

or herself. This image functions to express the sense of self and the 

self's relationship with the world. It follows then that the self image 

can be increasingly frustrated and ambivalent according to the inter

action with the society around it. There is a social self which acts 

as an intermediary between the fundamental self and the outside world. 

The doubling of the self emphasizes the lyric speaker's sense of 
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displacement and alienation from the natural scheme. The ultimate goal 

of the quest then is the unification of the fractured self. 

As Keppler (1972) suggests, in The Literature of the Second 

Self, what appeals in the vision of the second self is the "mystery of 

contradiction, of simultaneous distinction and identity . , . In 

general, Keppler (1972:3) says: 

the first self is the one who tends to be in the foreground 
of the reader's attention, usually the one whose viewpoint 
the reader shares; he is the relatively naive self, naive at 
least in tending to suppose that he is the whole self, for 
he seldom has any conscious knowledge, until it is forced 
upon him, of any other self involved in this make-up. The 
second self is the intruder from the background of the 
shadows, and however prominent he may become he always 
tends to remain half-shadowed; he is more likely to have 
knowledge of his foreground counterpart than the latter of 
him, but the exact extent and source of his knowledge, like 
the exact nature of his motivation, are always left in 
comparative obscurity. 

For Keppler (1972:5), the self faced with problems is the self that of 

necessity, must query itself; "the process of thought is always at least 

silently Socratic, the self divided between the self that questions and 

the self that answers." 

In the poetry of the divided self of Rosario Castellanos, the 

poems which address an "other" go beyond a simple "tu," the person 

spoken to. This "tu" or "otro/otra" is explicitly delineated as linked 

to the poetic speaker and is at the same time part of the essential 

self. The perspectives that result between this "yo" and "tu" are 

bipolar and consistent in their opposition to each other. Thus, as 

Glicksberg (1963:xi) has pointed out in The Self in Modern Literature, 

"in many different ways the self as object is conceived by the self as 

subject, the 'me' by the 'I.'" This doubling of the poetic speaker 
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results in a dramatic conflict functioning to illustrate and clarify 

the ambivalences and tensions with which the poetic speaker is 

struggling. The first self, the prime speaker, has the second self as 

witness to his/her actions, the "monodialogue" (since the speaker is 

speaking to herself) serves to develop the self's attitudes and 

perhaps even to change them, since often the primary self or lyric 

speaker comments ironically on her own attitudes and on the inability 

to change even though she desires to do so. 

Often this lyric speaker is in search of a value system by 

which to live. Her tendency to accommodate her will to the will of 

others is not the answer to her search for an "essential self." Because 

she lives in a society which for her has outlawed personal choice, she 

comes to realize that every being must create their own values. As 

Lacan (1968:100) has said, "The surest way to increase the gulf 

between one's consciousness and everything else is to identify with 

the external world in the wrong way. This wrong way consists of trying 

to superimpose impressions received by others upon the impressions 

naturally received by oneself." As can be seen, this is precisely 

the conflict felt by the doubling of the poetic speaker in the poems 

of Castellanos. 

The tension which makes us feel the conflicts in the poems 

can be seen in the confrontation between the contemplative self and 

the active self, the authentic and the inauthentic, the spectator and 

the participator. The conflict can also be expressed by a sense of 

time between the self "then" and the self "now"; between permanence 

and change. In describing, dialoguing or confronting of the divided 
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selves, the forces opposed to self-realization or unification are 

clearly delineated. The choices the self must make become dramatic 

and, thus, more significant. Conflict arises from a lack of strength 

in the mind of the speaker; from her inability to speak out and take 

action; from the uncertainty and discord between inner and outer 

worlds. As Rivero (1976d) has pointed out, this poetic "I" names her 

antagonist and reprimands her severely about her submissive actitude, 

her lack of independence and ambition. For Rivero, the static "you" is 

the counterpart to the aggressive "I," a duality which she suggests 

perhaps exists in every woman. 

In regard to these poems, there is also a special tension 

existing between the self that is and the pure self or the self that 

could be (representing the goal of moral perfection). There is bound 

also to be a strong sense of guilt at the degree to which the lower 

will of the former has been able to prevail against the ethical aspira

tion of the latter (Luca as quoted in Keppler 1972:183). This "I" 

could, however, also reflect the impossible complexities and contradic

tions of the age. It could represent a self, the lyric speaker would 

like to be, and as such functions as a "pure self—or a voice of 

conscience. The divided self, in this sense, is a symptom of the 

lyric speaker's own inward disorder, as well as of an inability to deal 

with an impure world. 

The value of this dialogue between first and second self 

(actual and pure, realized and unrealized) is that the second self 

strips away all masks of self-deception, compels self-examination and 

in the agony of the process brings self-awareness (Keppler 1972:194-195). 
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This examination, then, is the story of growth in the first self, a 

sort of the shaping and of the self-exploration of this first self. 

For Castellanos, these poems of the "otro/otra," the self 

divided, show the sense of incompleteness, the lack of fulfillment 

and of self'-deprivation within the lyric speaker, reflecting 

accurately the same sense of incompleteness between the inner world 

and outer world. The ideal of the integrated self is, of course, the 

committed person: the hero/heroine in pursuit of becoming. He must 

be true to himself and fulfill his potentialities of being, not apart 

from others but in a relationship of genuine responsibility to them 

(Glicksberg 1963:3). However, if others compell one to function 

against one's nature and do not allow freedom of choice, then the 

self loses its autonomy and its sense of unity and becomes a battle-

ground. Castellanos, of course, sees the position of women as being 

conditioned against self^fulfillment; and therefore the divided self 

is an accurate representation of at least part of the life of women in 

general. 

It is in one of her earlier poems that Castellanos first 

expresses the image of the self divided. "Estrofas en la playa," a 

very tightly structured t^xt, duplicates in form as well as in 

language the image of the doubling or dividing of the self. The poem 

itself is separated into two sections with the predominent images a 

duplication or opposite of each other. 

In the first section we see the river emerging from secret 

caves, the strongest image being of water which forms a mirror as it 

goes its way. It is capable of reflecting anything at any -moment, 
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but the most important reflection is the sky. 

I 

El rio viene de secretas grutas, 
desconocidas fuentes. 
A mirarlo pasar corren los arboles, 
adios le dicen los follajes verdes. 

El rio viene con su torso esbelto, 
con su mano en que juega 
un inminente espejo, 
con la pulpa fresqjuisima 
de su pecho sombrio 
y su espumoso belfo 
de potro repentino. 

Para que el cielo sepa que caminos 
llevan al mar para que aprenda el campo 
una nueva cancion y el dia tenga 
donde mojar los pies. 
El rio viene izando su largo nornbre liquido. 
Ay, del que junto al rio 
no quiere llamarse sed (Poesia:64). 

Section II begins with the image of a sunset. The river which 

now mirrors the dark night (after mirroring the day) forms "una 

profunda noche duplicada." On the sand a fire burns and the lyric 

speaker sees herself as divided between two images: fire and water. 

The banks or edges are comprised of blood as the river reflects the 

fire. Part of the blood"image is caused by the bites of the taciturn 

fish while the other half is broken by the savage blaze of fire, 

II 

Atardece en la playa. En el rio madura 
una profunda noche duplicada, 
Sobre la arena late 
—como una estrella viva y desgajada^— 
una hoguera que el viento apresura, clavandole 
sus espuelas agudas y plateadas. 
Yo, dividida, voy como entre dos orillas 
entre el fuego y el aguaj 
mitad sangre, mordida de taciturnos peces 
y mitad sangre rota de fiera llamarada (Poesia; 64<r65). 
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The duplication and division felt by the lyric speaker is, in 

this poem, only expressed in images—it is not a fully conscious aware

ness of the second self as such. Yet the feeling of division is 

clear. The water images in the first section are followed by the fire 

images in the second section (atardecer, estrella viva y desgajada, 

hoguera, sangre, fiera llamarada). The water then reflects the fire 

and, in so doing, becomes one with it, albeit each retains some of 

their essential components. The water has taciturn fish, the fir-e~a 

fierce blaze. As the lyric speaker sees herself divided between these 

opposite images we have the following classifications: 

yo 
dividida 
dos orillas 

yo yo 
fuego agua 

fiera llamarada taciturnos peces 
sangre sangre 

Thus the water image which should be a tranquil one and which is 

equated with the taciturn fish is still equated with blood. Because 
» . 

it is a mirror, it acquires the characteristics of the fire, a savage 

image. Although the lyric speaker is divided by the images of fire and 

water, the end result, blood, is identical. 

In another early poem Castellanos delineates more clearly the 

presence of the second self. In this poem, appropriately titled 

"El otro," the lyric speaker has stepped outside herself and is viewing 

the phenomenon from some point other than within. She uses a collec

tive "nosotros" as lyric speaker which includes a "yo" and a "tu," 

The lyric "I" addresses the "tu" in some sort of lecture or admonition. 
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The other talked about is not yet an integral part of the lyric speaker 

or of the "tu," for that matter. The other is perceived as a third 

person, somehow necessary yet apart. The other is clearly delineated 

as "el que no conocemos." He is present at all times and represents 

that which is viewed as lacking to make the lyric speaker and the "tu" 

addressed whole. The other is the victim, the enemy and the lover 

all at the same time; the unknown part of the self. The lyric speaker 

admonishes the person addressed (which is probably also herself) that 

she cannot be an integrated person because there is a part of the self 

being denied or unacknowledged. The lyric speaker recognizes that 

there is always another. There is also an indication that this other 

part is a more pure or uncontaminated one since he dies with the most 

pure half of death. By extension he must also live with the most pure 

half of life. It is evident that the essential importance of the other 

is the acceptance of it as an integral part of the self. The personal 

acceptance of this other self can also parallel, in a larger social 

sense, the acceptance of the other in the sense of brotherhood, of 

the unknown but pure side of humanity. 

El otro 

£Por que decir nombres de dioses, astros, 
espumas de Tin oceano invisible, 
polen de los jardines mas remotos? 
Si nos duele la vida, si cada dia llega 
desgarrando la entrana, si cada noche cae 
convulsa, asesinada. 
Si nos duele el dolor en alguien, en un hombre 
al que no conocemos, pero esta 
presente a todas horas y es la victima 
y el enemigo y el amor y todo 
lo que nos falta para ser enteros. 
Nunca digas que es tuya la tiniebla, 
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No te bebas de tin sorbo la alegria. 
Mira a tu alrededor: hay otro, slempre hay otro. 
Lo que el respira es lo que a ti te asfixia, 
lo que come es tu hambre. 
Muere con la mitad mas pura de tu muerte 
(Poesia:109). 

The problem of the divided self viewed from a distance by the 

lyric speaker continues in "Epitafio del hipocrita." Here the lyric 

speaker comments on the behavior of a third person: a person who is, 

moreover, clearly labeled a hypocrite. Nothing he does is authentic, 

as evidenced by the images of emptiness in the text. All he can do is 

imitate something or someone else. He is so inauthentic he can never 

be alone; he would be ccmpletely without substance if someone else 

were not there to be imitated. He has become so imitative he cannot 

even die an authentic or real death—he must die a death by reflection. 

The images in this poem are a combination of positive and 

negative, each one equal in strength, creating thus a feeling of 

ambivalence and emptiness. It is like always seeing the negation of 

yourself in the reflection in the mirror. This is delineated in the 

first line of the poem: "Queria y no queria." In line 3 we learn 

that he wanted to be both himself and the other—but like a Siamese 

parted in half, not together and not unified—simply imitative. 

Epitafio del hipocrita 

Queria y no queria. 
Queria con su piel y con sus junas, 
con lo que cambia y cae; negaba con sus visceras 
con lo que de sus visceras no era aserrin, con todo 
lo que latia y sangraba en sus entranas. 

Queria ser el y el otro. 
Siames partido a la mitad, buscaba 
la columna de hueso para asirse, colgar 
su cartilaginosa consistencia de hiedra. 
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Meson desocupado, 
actor, daba hospedaje al agonista. 
Gesticulaba viendo su sombra en las paredes, 
-deglutia palabras sin sabor, eructaba 
resonando en su vasta oquedad de tambor. 

Ensayaba ademanes 
—heroico, noble, procer— 
para que al desbordarse la lava del elogio 
lo cubriera cuajando despues en una estatua. 

No a solas Inunca a solas! 
dijo el brindis final, 
alzo la copa amarga de cicuta. 

(Mas no bebio su muerte sino la del espejo.) 
(Poesia:105-106). 

Because the lyric speaker in this poem evaluates the behavior of the 

hypocrite the reader is able to concur with the judgment of the speaker 

and condemn such behavior. The reader feels he is weak, changeable, 

without substance; a parroting person only to be pitied. However, in 

what seems to be a companion poem (written later), the problem becomes 

more complex. In "Parabola de la inconstante," many of the images used 

are similar to those in "Epitafio del hipocrita." The distance the 

lyric speaker feels to her subject, however, is different. No longer 

a comment on the behavior of a third person, it is now internalized 

and has became a personal observation and lamentation on her own 

inauthenticity. The attitude of the lyric speaker toward the world is 

ambivalent. She is continually struggling with two contrary forces. 

She is inauthentic because she is not comfortable in the social world, 

and she cannot find a unified interior/exterior identity with which 

she can live. 

In this poem the self is not only divided internally and 

externally, it is also a second self in time. The lyric speaker'views 
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herself before and at the moment of speaking. In both temporal 

sequences she acknowledges her two selves: "me hablaba a mi misma," 

The first self in time had a clear idea of what was expected of her 

and of what she would bef "si yo soy lo que soy ... sere la plenitud." 

However, in her quest for an authentic identity she found herself to be 

docile (using the image of ivy, growing every way and needing some 

underlying foundation to support it, as a symbol of docility). From 

docility she emerged into a helpful, loyal and faithful person, 

However, within her were housed two contrary and opposing forces: 

kindness or fury, peace or violence, both eager to annihilate each 

other and to emerge on the ruins of the other. These forces are not 

consistent during any specific length of time but are capricious and 

arbitrary. Because of this internal and contradictory conflict, the 

speaker has never had a true self. Like the hypocrite she has had to 

assume other names, false faces, only to discard them when the conflict 

leaned in another direction. 

Bewildered, the lyric speaker is near the end of her life— 

still not knowing who she is. The struggle with inauthenticity clearly 

deals with the reaction of the lyric speaker when she tried to adhere 

to her destiny as defined by society*—when she was docile and yielding 

and solid like the tree. The conflict within has emerged because of 

the repression of the assertive elements: the furor, the violence. 

The conflict exists because there is no dialogue: no coming to terms 

with each other. There is only contention and war. If the doubling 

emphasised the lyric speaker's sense of alienation from the natural 

and social scene, then this poem is, for the lyric speaker, one of 
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despair; it is one in which there can be no unification of the fractured 

self. 

* 

Parabola de la inconstante 

Antes, cuando me hablaba a mi misma, decia: 
si yo soy lo que soy 
y dejo que en mi cuerpo, que en mis anos 
suceda ese proceso 
que la semilla le permite al arbol 
y la piedra a la estatua, sere la plenitud. 

Y acaso era verdad. Una verdad. 

f * 
Pero ay, amanecia docil como la hiedra 
a asirme a una pared como el enamorado 
se ase del otro con sus juramentos. 

Y luego yo esparcia a mi alrededor, erguida 
en solidez de roble, 
la rumorosa soledad, la sombra 
hospitalaria y daba al caminante 
—a su cuchillo agudo de memoria— 
el testimonio fiel de mi corteza. 

Mi actitud era a veces el reposo 
y otras el arrebato, 
la gracia o el furor, siempre los dos contrarios 
prontos a aniquilarse 
y a emerger de las ruinas del vencido. 

Cada hora suplantaba a alguno; cada hora 
me iba de algun meson desmantelado 
en el que no encontre ni una mala bujia 
y en el que no me fue posible dejar nada. 

Usurpaba los nombres, me coronaba de ellos 
* f 

para arrojar despues, le^os de mi, el despojo. 

Heme aqui, ya al final, y todavia 
no se que cara le dare a la muerte 
(Poesia:210-211). 

The discovery of a second internal self has progressed from its 

presence in images (fire/water) to an internal realization of the 

existence of an inauthentic false outer self. Yet the full recognition 
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of a deep and more profound division of the self is more explicitly 

stated in "Revelacion," 

Lo supe de repente: 
hay otro. 
Y desde entonces duermo solo a medias 
y ya casi no crano. 

No es posible vivir 
con este rostro 
que es el mio verdadero 
y que aun no conozco (Poesia;179), 

This knowledge is one which, as Keppler (1972:3) has stated, is forced 

upon the first self. It is a knowledge which arrives suddenly—the 

hidden self reveals its presence to the first self. The consciousness 

of this existing other self is new and the lyric speaker has not yet 

come to terms with it. She refers to the hidden self as "el rostro mio 

verdadero" which could be the ideal or pure/authentic self, since what 

is present in the first self is not "verdadero" and is,.therefore, 

inauthentic. The time of the poem is the moment of revelation—there 

has been a struggle and suddenly the other appears. The structure of 

the poem serves to emphasize the dicotomy and the tension of moment 

of this seIf-knowledge. 

hay otro 

* 

duermo solo a medias 
casi no como 
no es posible vivir (con) este rostro verdadero 

(que) no conozco 

The full-blown emergence and acceptance of the other self is 

clearly delineated in "Nocturno" where the other self has been come 

to terms with and is classified as a friend. "Nocturno" is the history 

of the struggle and the dialogue with the other self in the path of 

self-exploration. The poem starts with a dialogue: "Amigo, 
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conversemos." As in "Revelacion" the lyric speaker reiterates the 

coming into being of the self: but this time the lyric speaker 

acknowledges that they emerged at the same time: "... desde el dxa/en 

que a un tiempo rompimos la tiniebla/y con vagido entraraos en el reino 

del aire." The other self is denoted as masculine—r-and even though 

they entered with the same name in destiny, they functioned in different 

ways. "El uno viendo nacer el sol y el otro/pisando su mejilia en el 

regazo/materno de la noche ... uno hacia el sur, hacia el fragante 

verde/y el otro a la hosquedad de los desiertos." They were both the 

same yet opposite: "hemos sido gemelos y enemigos," and they split 

the world as conceived by others, the world as it was "supposed" to 

be. 

Nos partimos el mundo. Para ti 
ese fragmento oscuro del espejo 
en que solo se ve la cara de la muerte; 
los hierros, las espinas del sacrificio, el vaso 
ritual y el cascabel violent© de la danza. 

Y para mi la tunica parda de la labor, 
la escudilla de barro torneado con las manos 
en que no cabe mas que un sorbo de agua 
y el sueno sin ensuenos de la sierva 
(Poesia:194). 

The first half received labor, a world without dreams; the other 

received the dark half; one consisting of pain and death. But the 

two selves did not adhere to the formula and in the poem the lyric 

speaker accuses the second self of aggressing, of spying on her and of 

betraying her. 

... Tu acechabas 
—lobo hambriento—el plantel y los rediles 
y aullabas profecias intolerables 
y hacias resucitar maldiciones y textos / / / 
rescatados de no se que catastrofe. 
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O incendiabas, de pronto, mi faena 
con tin enorme resplandor sagrado. 

The lyric speaker shows herself as clearly devoted to duty, the worker 

ant who has wanted to keep to the pact of the world as conceived by 

others, and who wanted to keep the world as it was "supposed" to be. 

The other self was the one who would not keep to the pact, who was 

assertive and creative and who caused either devastating catastrophic 

moments or radiant moments. These moments are repressed by the lyric 

"I," who states that she discouraged the freedom, turned her back to 

the music (especially at social occasions and in her inter-relationships 

with people) and only confronted the second self in anger and frustra

tion when they were alone. 

porque en la soledad yo te escupia a la cara 
el nombre de la culpa. 

Ah, que duelos a muerte. 
Hasta el amanecer luchabamos y el dia 
nos encontraba aun confundidos en nudo 
ciego de odio y de lagrimas. 

Como el convaleciente, tambaleandonos, 
nos poniamos de pie, lividos y desnudos. 
Y ni asi, al contemplar nuestras ilagas, subio 
jamas a nuestra boca 
una palabra de piedad, un gesto 
en que se nos volviera perdon el sufrimiento 
(Poesia;194-195). 

Finally the lyric "I" realizes that time is running out; it is time to 

reconcile and dialogue. "Demos a la fatigua una tregua y hablemos. / 

Ayudeme a decir esa silaba unica /-tu, yo- ipero no dos, nunca mas dos!/ 

cuya mitad posees." 

This second self depicted may not be exactly an ideal self, but 

it is a self that is more true to its passions and its possibilities for 
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creativity than the lyric "I," This "I" then sees herself as repres

sive, because she has not wanted the second self to emerge. As she 

begins to explore the nature of their relationship and in the desire to 

dialogue, the first self in some sense frees the second self to a 

fuller participation in the life of an integrated self, a participation 

which hopefully has not come too late. 

In "Ajedrez" the struggle with the other continues. In this 

poem the other is more explicitly delineated as a lover and as a friend, 

accepted yet destructive. The title of the poem is significant, because 

as Huizinga (1950:110) points out, "the turf, the tennis-court, the 

chess board and the pavement hopscotch cannot be formally distinguished 

from . . . the magic circle." And the magic circle is the place where 

there should come about a harmonious union of the divided self, after 

the competition takes place. 

In chess, a game of strategy par excellence, the player is 

required to assume a role which he then acts out with regard to the other 

player. As Lewis (1968:140) observes, "the opponents in these games are 

functionally interdependent, can only exist in coexistence as parts of 

a system wherein the adversary is also a partner: where the players 

enter into an openly ambivalent relation." Chess has an established 

set of rules and tactics which allow the game to endure—just as life 

does. It is also a game which is a substitute for war. Because it has 

its rules, what was chaotic is made orderly. The symbolic parallel of 

chess to life is unavoidable. The rules of the game set limits and 

open possibilities. Yet the game of chess is so complex that it is 
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difficult to end it. Thus a set of rules for stopping the game or end

game have been set up. 

The two players in Castellanos' poem have set up the game 

according to a set of conventions. They have made up the rules, agreed 

to respect them and have started the play. But unfortunately, the game 

of strategy has taken on the larger dimensions of the battle for life. 

In addition, it has a definite flaw. There is no stop rule to end the 

game and the players have become destructive waiting for the final 

play: the annihilation of one or the other, 

Ajedrez 

Porque eramos amigos y, a ratos, nos amabamos; 
* ~ _ . . * 

quiza para anaaxr otro mteres 
a los muchos que ya nos obligaban 
decidimos jugar juegos de inteligencia. 

Pusimos un tablero enfrente de nosotros: 
equitativo en piezas, en valores, 
en posibilidad de movimientos. 
Aprendimos las reglas, les juramos respeto 
y empezo la partida, 

Henos aqui, hace un siglo, sentados meditando 
encarnizadamente 
como dar el zarpazo ultimo que aniquile 
de modo inapelable y, para siempre, al otro 
(Poesxa;292-293). 

Yet the game of strategy takes on a different dimension. Because it 

suspends traditional rules and conventions both sides are equal. There 

is no victim/oppressor relation. With the absence of traditional miles, 

the rules are not imposed by the outside, the game, if it can survive 

the antagonisms, can be a constructive one-r-it can be an invitation to 

create new combinations. Thus, although the game encourages the urge to 

"master" the other, these opponents have found themselves equal. As has 
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been pointed out, "the problematical nature of the stop rule in chess, 

a rule essential to the achievement of finitude necessary to any game, 

casts into sharp relief the arbitrariness of this rule. For . . . the 

end of a game is like a brick wall erected at the end of the universe 

..." (Blake 1974:931). In the meantime, for Castellanos' lyric 

speaker there is only antagonism and suspension. Yet the lyric 

speaker has found a certain freedom. She is not the victim as 

Castellanos' lyric speakers often are. 

"Post-Scriptum" is possibly the most fully developed and most 

profoundly expressed poem in this series of dialogues with the other 

half. Through the long process of self-examination, the lyric speaker 

has come to an acute awareness of the presence of the other self and 

to an acceptance of it as a meaningful part of life. In "Post-rScriptum" 

the role of the second self has taken on such a meaningful dimension 

that after an introductory phrase by the first self/lyric speaker, "Mi 

antagonista (que soy siempre yo) me dice," the rest is in fact 

dominated by the words of the other self as she becomes the lyric "I." 

Here we see a double turnabout. The "yo" becomes the "tu," the "tu" 

becomes the "yo"; yet they are not unified but opposite. The other 

self has become assertive and criticizes the position of the first 

self. The other self, functioning as a pure self, a conscience, 

reprimands the first self for her complacency, for her passivity, for 

her adherence to norms and values which are not hers. 

Mi antagonista (que siempre soy yo) me dice: 
Muy sencillo. Has resue1to tu problema 
como Spinoza, "more geometricum"; 
un lugar, una forma para permanecer 
y una funcion, quiza, para cumplir. 
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In the second and third stanza the other self tells the first self that 

she has accepted those norms because she has not been creative or 

intelligent enough to ask the right questions. 

Pero se te ha olvidado decir quien supervisa 
la coincidencia exacta 
entre el tornillo y lo demas; quien firma 
el visto bueno de los hechos. Quien ... 
y en todo caso, para que. O por que. 

Pues evidentemente, nunca has pensado en esto 
sino en salir del paso y ponerte a vivir 
como si fuera necesario. En fin, muy femenino. 

Berating her for her "feminine" passivity, for her inaction, the second 

self incites the first self to action, sarcastically commenting that 

the least she could do would be to cover her eyes so that she will not 

notice she is standing still. 

Pero, por Dios, cno tienes verguenza del mendrugo 
que masticas, dia a dia, tan trabajosamente? 
<LNo te sublevas contra esta tarea circular 
de mula en torno de la noria? A1 menos 
exige que te pongas anteojeras 
para no ver que estas siempre en el mismo sitio. 

iSabes? La metafxsica dora todas las pildoras, 
sirve de colagogo, lo mismo que la etica. 

Finally the second self tells the first self that she has avoided her 

problems by abstracting herself from the social world—instead of facing 

the real problems and doing something about it. 

No la desprecies tanto, pues ya no eres tan joven. 
Y las precisaras, como a la religion, 
o cualquier otra droga cuando venga 
el verdadero tiempo de agonia (Poesia:310-311). 

The evolution and expression of the other self in this series 

of poems by Castellanos clearly expresses the anxieties and frustrations 

felt by the lyric "I." A self divided, she comes into an acute 
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awareness of the other self which exists within her. The other self 

is, in some ways, a more perceptive, intuitive, knowing self. This 

other self, although it is aggressive and causes the first self agony, 

guilt, hostility and grief, represents at the same time her more pure, 

ideal, creative side. By allowing the second self to express itself, 

the lyric "I" is better able to see her position in the world. By 

coming to terms and dialoguing with her antagonist the lyric "I" will 

be better able to define her actions. The importance of the definition, 

the clarification of the lyric "I" vis-a-vis the second self is an 

important facet of the definition of the lyric "I" in terms of the 

society in which she must live. The fact that there is a relationship 

between the selves; the fact that the lyric "I" or empirical self still 

maintains the ideal self and that there are no masks between them shows 

that the lyric "I," in the discovery of herself and her depths also 

discovers freedom. It is this sense of freedom which will be necessary 

to maintain a sense of idealism and of self in society. As the lyric 

speaker expresses in "Poesia no eres tu," only with the acceptance, the 

discussion and definition of the self, which includes "the other," can 

humanity and, thus, poetry begin. 

El otro. Con el otro 
la humanidad, el dialogo, la poesia, comienzan 
(Poesia:311-312), 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE PERSONAL LYRIC "I": THE EARLY POEMS 

... desde que nace una mujer la educacion trabaja sobre el 
material dado para adaptarlo a su destino y convertirlo en 
un ente moralmente aceptable, es decir socialmente util. 
Asx se le despoja de la espontaneidad para actuar; se le 
prohibe la iniciativa de decidir; se le ensgna a obedecer 
los mandamientos de una etica que le es absolutamente ajena 

, / , / / 
y que no tiene mas justificacion ni fundamentacion que la 
de servir a los intereses, a los propositos y a los fines 
de los demas (Castellanos 1973:140). 

In the majority of Rosario Castellanos' poems, the lyric 

speaker is directly configured. That is, she is a lyric speaker without 

a mask, without a persona. Her identity is that of a personal "I" 

confronting a complex and often ambivalent world. The attitude of the 

lyric speaker changes over the chronological span of Castellanos' 

poetry: many of her concerns, however, remain the same. It is 

interesting to note the difference of vision of the lyric speaker 

between the poems written in the 1960's and the poems written in the 

1970's. Because the time span illustrates a change in vision, a change 

in attitude about the world, and even a change in poetic language, we 

will consider these direct lyric "I" poems as chronologically separate. 

In this first section we shall study many of the earlier poems, 

particularly those in Livida luz, 1960, and Materia memorable, 1969, 

and in the next chapter the poems published in 1972 En la tierra de en 

medio, Otros poemas, and Viaje Redondo. 

142 
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Livida luz is a collection of 21 poems dedicated to the memory 

of Castellanos' daughter who died at birth. All the poems deal with 

some aspect of lack, grief, and solitude. Images of agony, enclosement, 

and exclusion prevail in all the poems, and their unity lies precisely 

in the grieving over the loss of her daughter. Livida luz stands as 

a memorial to the child. 

The first poem, "El dia inutil," shows the complexity of the 

lyric speaker's experience as she prepares to give birth to the child 

and the child dies. 

Me han traspasado el agua nocturna, los silencios 
originarios, las primeras formas 
de la vida, la lucha, 
la escama destrozada, la sangre y el horror. 
Y yo, que he sido red en las profundidades, 
vuelvo a la superficie sin un pez 
(Poesia;171). 

The struggle of life and death is a primordial one, equated with water 

and blood. The lyric speaker looks upon herself as the vessel in 

which the struggle takes place. She is the container, the net. 

Dipping into the ocean to harvest the catch, she comes up empty. 

The vision of emptiness and death continues in "Agonia fuera 

del muro," where the lyric speaker struggles to understand the world 

and the human behavior within it. Speaking in the present tense, she 

is observing a society constructed by man, and she is distanced and 

alienated because of what she sees, Man, because of hunger and neces

sity, lies and steals like a savage beast. Not only is he inhuman, but 

the environment he built is not a nurturing one for people. Thus, man 

participates only in a "vegetable" ecstasy, outside any human dimension. 
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Miro las herramientas, 
el mundo que los hombres hacen, donde se afanan, 
sudan, paren, cohabitan. 

El cuerpo de los hombres, prensado por los dias, 
su noche de ronquido y de zarpazo 
y las encrucijadas en que se reconocen. 

Hay ceguera y el hambre los alumbra 
y la necesidad, mas dura que metales. 

Sin orgullo Uque es el orgullo? iUna vertebra 
que todavia la especie no produce?) 
los hombres roban, mienten, 
como animal de presa olfatean, devoran 
y disputan a otro la carrpna. 

Y cuando bailan, cuando se deslizan 
o cuando burlan una ley o cuando 
se envilecen, sonrien, 
entornan levemente los parpados, contemplan 
el vaeio que se abre en sus entranas 
y.se entregan a un extasis vegetal, inhumano 
(Poesia:173). 

The poem continues the image of giving birth and of emptiness; an act 

emphasizing the inhumanness of man, "contemplan el vacio que se abre en 

sus entrarias / y se entregan a un extasis vegetal, inhumano." This 

emptiness could be emotional (the lack of a child to love) or physical 

due to hunger, lack of food and nourishment. It is one aspect of the 

cruelty of man toward man. The lyric speaker herself cannot identify 

with this inhuman part as she states: "yo soy de alguna orilla, de 

otra parte." She is apart, alienated, unable to give or take and 

certainly unwilling to participate in that barren world. Man in his 

savagery, she says, need not kill her. In her inability to understand 

the actions of man, she dies simply by observing, 

Yo soy de alguna orilla, de otra parte, 
soy de los que no saben ni arrebatar ni dar, 
gente a quien compartir es imposible. 
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No te acerques a mx, honibre que haces el mundo, 
dejame, no es preciso que me mates. 
Yo soy de los que mueren solos, de los que mueren 
de algo peor que verguenza. 

Yo muero de mirarte y no entender (Poesia:174). 

In this poem the quest is to understand, but faced with such inhumane 

behavior the lyric speaker finds understanding impossible. This idea 

is reinforced by the verbs. The lyric speaker opposes observation, "yo 

miro" to being, "yo soy": the result is death, "yo muero," 

The image of non-comprehension continues in "El despojo" where 

the lyric speaker clearly delineates herself as a victim. The world is 

now a "rompecabezas sin sentido" and the image a totally negative one. 

The position of the lyric "I" is juxtaposed with that of the "others"— 

her actions controlled by them, their will imposed upon her. 

* 

Me arrebataron la razon del mundo 
y me dijeron: gasta tus anos componiendo 
este rompecabezas sin sentidos. 

No hay mas. Un acto es una estatua rota. 
Una palabra es solo 
la imagen deformada en un espejo. 

cQue vas a amar? dUn cuerpo que se pudre 
—ese pantano lento en que te ahogas— 
o un alma que no existe? 

iQue puedes esperar? El tiempo es lo continuo 
y se dices "manana" mientes, pues dices "hoy". 

Ni siquiera se muere. Algo muy leve cambia 
y sigues, dura, en piedra; creciendo en vegetal 
y otra vez despertando en lo que eras. 

Otra vez. Otra vez. 

Me dijeron: no busques. Nada se te ha perdido. 
Y los vi desde lejos 
ocultar lo que roban y reir (Poesia:174). 
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The lyric speaker is confronted with a negative definition (one that is 

defined by others) for everything she might do. The world is a puzzle 

without meaning: its components are either negated or defined as rotten 

or fragmented. 

un acto estatua rota 
una palabra la imagen deformada en un espejo 

* 

cque ama? un cuerpo que se pudre 
un alma que no existe 

* 

cque espera? no se muere 
sigue dura 
creciendo en vegetal 

In the beginning "they" took away the meaning of the world and she was 

told to spend her life putting the puzzle together, in the end "they" 

told her not to search for what was lost and she saw "them" steal and 

laugh. The lyric speaker is alone and helpless: an object of ridicule 

as she tries to confront a broken and negative world where neither honor 

nor respect exist. 

Images of loss are carried even further in "Monologo en la 

celda" where the alienation, agony and solitude are further augmented 

as the lyric speaker sees herself locked in a cell, unable to 

communicate her agony to anyone. The non-understanding of the world 

has extended itself to a total loss of identity as the lyric speaker 

says, "y yo no se quien soy." 

Se olvidaron de mi, me dejaron aparte. 
Y yo no se quien soy 
porque ninguno ha dicho mi nombre: porque nadie 
me ha dado ser, mirandome (Poesia:176). 

Her coming into being, it seems, must occur in the eyes of others. She 

cannot give birth to herself. Because no one has given her a name, 
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nor looked at her, she feels no self-identity, 

Dentro de mi se pudre un acto, elunico 
que no conozco y no puedo cumplir 
porque no basta a ello un par de manos. 

(El otro es el espacio en que se siembra 
o el aire en que se crece 
o la piedra que hay que despedazar.) 
(Poesia:176). 

Like the body which is rotting in "El despojo," within her the seed is 

rotting and there is nothing she can do to save it. The help for 

sowing and growing must come from another dimension, the rock must be 

dissolved. 

Pero solo ... Y el cuerpo 
que quisiera nacer en el abrazo 
que precisa medir su tamano en la lucha 
y desatar sus nudos 
en un hijo, la muerte compartida 
(Poesia:177). 

Alone she cannot achieve the fruition she desires, just as her body alone 

cannot engender a child. The fruit could be communication, dialogue. 

The image is reinforced in that she is not only emotionally alone, she 

is also physically alone, locked in a cell. 

Pero solo ... Golpeo una pared, 
me estrello ante una puerta que no cede, 
me escondo en el rineon 
donde teje sus redes la locura 
(Poesia:177), 

The quest for understanding her plight continues, 

/ / / 

iQuien me ha encerrado aqui? iDonde se fueron todos? 
cPor que no viene alguno a rescatarme? 

But there is no answer to her questions, the poem ends with the 

expression of desolation and frustration. 

* 

Hace frio. Tengo hambre, Y ya casi no veo 
de oscuridad y lagrimas (Poesfa:177). 
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Her emotions are taking over her reason. She is caught in the trap of 

anger and frustration. Her dependency upon other people for her aware

ness of self, for her feelings of self-worth, has put her in the cell. 

It is a prison from which she can only emerge when her awareness of 

self also emerges. 

Nevertheless, the dark night is passing, and in "Amanecer" 

reason returns by examining the way in which death must be faced. 

Acknowledging her solitude and the death of a part of herself, she 

also begins to face the dawn. Amanecer could represent the time of day 

in which the condemned are to die, but it could also be the breaking of 

a new day. 

i-Qae se hace a la hora de morir? <LSe vuelve 
la cara a la pared? 
cSe agarra por los hombros al que estea cerca y oye? 
iSe echa uno a correr, como el que tiene 
las ropas incendiadas, para alcanzar el fin? 

iCual es el rito de esta ceremonia? 
* * * * 

<LQuien vela la agonia? dQuien estira la sabana? 
tQuien aparta el espejo sin empanar? 

Porque a esta hora ya no hay, madre y deudos. 

Ya no hay sollozo. Nada, mas <jue un silencio atroz. 
Todos son una faz atenta, incredula 
de hombre de la otra orilla. 

Porque lo que sucede no es verdad 
(Poesia;179-180). 

Yet once the death has been contemplated, the questions asked, the 

possibilities accepted and acknowledged, and all the morbid details 

minutely examined, the idea of death is internalized. The fact 

remains, she implies, that while one is alive one cannot accept the 

idea of death. Dawn arrives breaking the dark night and she still 
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lives, "porque lo que sucede no es verdad." In "Nacimiento" the 

implied speaker talks about the birth of man, once again discussing the 

problem of becoming in the eyes of others. The birth of the child, its 

death and the subsequent loss, has become a myth: a metaphor for the 

life of man. The child never had the opportunity to live its life to 

the fullest yet a life was invented for it. In contrast man, in order 

to be authentic, must live his own life, not a life invented by others. 

This poem talks about that kind of inauthenticity. 

Estuvo acrui. Ninguno (y el menos que ninguno) 
supo quien era, como, por que, adonde. 
Decia las palabras gue los otros entienden 
—las suyas no llego a escucharlas nunca—; 
se escondia en el lugar en que los otros buscan, 
en su casa, en su cuerpo, en sus edades, 
y sin embargo ausente siempre y mudo. 

Como todos fue dueno de su vida 
una hora o mas y luego abrio las manos. 

Entonces preguntaron: iera hermoso? 
Ya nadie recordaba aquella superficie 
que la luz disputo por alumbrar 
y le fue arrebatada tantas veces. 

Le inventaron acciones, intenciones. Y tuvo 
una historia, un destino, un epitafio. 

Y fue, por fin, un hombre (Poesia:180-181). 

Given the agonized questing for understanding and communication in the 

poems preceding "Nacimiento," one could argue that the lyric speaker 

is saying that it is better not to be born at all than to live an 

inauthentic life. One could also argue that the nacimiento of the 

title is really the opposite, not the birth but the death. The life 

is one of fantasy, falseness, inauthenticity, and, therefore, one 

that in. reality never existed at all. 
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Finally, in the poem "Lxvida luz," titled the same as the book, 

the lyric speaker faces the terrible light, the terrible reality of her 

grief. Her pain becomes terrifyingly real, but in the acknowledgment 

of her loss and in her acceptance of it, she can once again begin to 

live. 

* 

No puedo hablar sino de lo que se. 

Como Tomas tengo la mano hundida 
en una llaga. Y duele en el otro y en mi. 

iAy, que sudor helado de agonxa! 
iQue convulsion de asco! 

No, no quiero consuelo, ni olvido, ni esperanza. 

Ouiero valer para permanecer, 
para no traicionar lo nuestro: el dxa 
presente y esta luz con que se mira entero 
(Poesia:181). 

Like the apostle Thomas, she doubts her beliefs, her life and any faith 

in God. Her doubt is pain, the loss is pain. Her emotional confronta

tion with her experience is not only a mentally agonizing one, it is 

physically painful to the point of nausea. Yet she does not want to 

be comforted nor consoled, nor does she want to forget. She desires to 

be a valued person, to make herself be remembered, to be permanent. 

Because of her loss the future has diminished. She must learn to live 

for today without hope for the future. She is confronted by "esta 

luz," this terrible light of lucidity, of awareness, of acknowledgment. 

These poems and the other poems in Livida luz portray an extra

ordinary journey of grief and loss. The personal grief is one with 

which the reader can identify as the maternal loss of the child to the 

mother. At first, the lyric speaker portrays herself as hardened, 
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un-feeling (a rock), but when she is able to accept the pain, she is 

able to go on living. The personal loss and agony is transmitted into 

a feeling of humanity for all mankind. It comprises the totality of 

loss for those who have suffered before her, and an acceptance and 

transformation of this emotion into love for all people. Her personal 

destruction and fragmentation because of the experience is not something 

she necessarily wants to forget, neither does she want to forget her 

child and the meaning of its birth and death. However, in the last 

poem of Livida luz, "Presencia," the lyric speaker acknowledges that 

a personal death does not mean total annihilation. Somehow man, 

humankind, will and must survive, 

Y sin embargo, hermano, amante, hijo, 
amigo, antepasado, 
no hay soledad, no hay muerte 
aunque yo olvide y aunque yo me acabe. 

* * * Hombre, donde tu estas, donde tu vives 
permanecemos todos (Poesia:185). 

In Livida luz the lyric speaker examines the meaning of life, 

death, and continuity. In her personal agony the poems become a quest 

for understanding the full extent of human experience on earth. To be 

inauthentic is never to have lived. To live may mean that one must 

live alone and alienated. One thing remains painfully clear: life is 

a poignant reality that must be faced in all its light, even if it means 

living for today without hope for the future. 

In Materia memorable some of these same problems are confronted. 

There are two major discernible trends that develop in these poems. One 

is a continuation of the themes in Livida luz, and the other is an 

outgrowth of some of the same philosophical attitudes with a turning 
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into new directions. Continuing the themes of Livida luz we can see 

nevertheless that the pain and the wounds have converted themselves 

into memories. They are neither so acute nor so sharp. The lyric 

speaker, through the healing power of time, has distanced herself from 

them. In "Las dadivas," for example, the poem is a memory of the pain 

of life and death. Life is equated with words, death with silence. 

The hand which gave her life also gave her a wound, "una herida," the 

fruit of the wind. The wound is that memory which never totally 

recedes. To emphasize this aspect, the poem is structured on 

opposites. 

* , / 

La mano que se abrio sobre mis dias 
es una mano grande como el cielo. 
Me dio raiz, memoria, y para respirar 
una herida que llaman la rosa de los vientos. 

Plenitudes de aljibe que rebalsa 
y vaeio de tunel que eternizan los ecos. 
Luz para ciertas horas 
y la hora necessaria de oscuridad sin termino. 

Horizontes, mirada, 
la presencia segura de los cuerpos. 
El gozo del hallazgo, 
el llanto del adios en el panuelo. 

La vida. Muchas muertes 
—una por cada amor del que es su centro. 
Todo. Y para decirlo 
palabras y palabras. Y silencio (Poesxa:189). 

The opposites indicate the things itself and the lack of it: 

f 
raiz; memoria 
plenitudes 
luz 
el gozo del hallazgo 
vida 
palabras/palabras 

una herida 
vacio 
oscuridad 

* 

el llanto del adios 
muchas muertes 
silencio. 
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In Materia memorable there are two poems titled "Cancion." In the first 

one the lyric speaker tells about a dove she had: 

Yo conoci una paloma 
con las dos alas cortas 
andaba torpe, sin cielo, 
en la tierra, desterrada. 

La tenia en mi regazo 
y no supe darle nada. 
Ni amor, ni piedad, ni el nudo 
que pudiera estrangularla 
(Poesia:204). 

The dove with both wings cut is hurt, mutilated. It cannot fly. The 

lyric speaker was unable to help it, not even to end its life. The 

metaphor could be about life, love, or poetry. Once again, as in 

Livida luz, we have the images of negation and fragmentation, to which 

we add those of mutilation. 

conoci una paloma con dos alas cortadas 
torpe 
sin cielo 
desterrada 

la tenia y no supe darle nada 
ni amor 
ni piedad 
ni la muerte 

The second "Cancion" continues the lament. This time, however, 

it refers directly to the lyric speaker. 

Tal vez cuando naci alguien puso en mi cuna 
•una rama de mirto y se seeo. 
Tal vez eso fue todo lo que tuve 
en la vida de amor. 

Porque despues (oh rostro traicionado 
por la memoria, nudo deshecho en el adios) 
nada sino el cilicio de aquella nervadura 
me exprimio el corazon (Poesia;208). 
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The herb that is supposed to bring good luck and love has dried up. The 

lyric speaXer has also dried up and claims not to feel any emotion. 

Yet in "Elegia" the lyric speaker once again remembers her child and 

its loss. The poem is an opposition of past and present and in many 

ways a recapitulation of the themes in Lxvida luz. The events are 

looked upcc as a memory of a terrible time in her life. 

Cuerpo, criatura, si, tu y yo nos conocimos. 

Tal vaz corrx a tu encuentro 
como ccrre la nube cargada de relampagos. 

Ay, esa luz tan breve, esa fulminacion, 
ese vasto silencio que sigue a la catastrofe. 

Quienes ahora nos miran (piedras oscuras, trozos 
de materia ya usada) 
no sabran que un instante nuestro nombre fue amor 
y que en la eternidad nos llamamos destino 
(Poesia:208). 

With love the child is engendered; yet the light was brief with a vast 

silence following. What looks upon the experience now are inanimate 

objects, rocks, and leftovers, things that have no value, no life. 

Although tbe present is filled with dead objects, there was an instant, 

if only an instant, of love and of life. 

In "Retorno," the lyric speaker goes on to examine the cyclical 

nature of love. Things die and are regenerated. Love flourishes in 

many ways, always with a different face. She is able to recognize love 

because the old scars, the old wounds, begin to hurt again, as if they 

stir to something they know. The spelling of the name begins the 

process of naming, and the process of naming begins the process of 

identification. The identification is important because it leads to 

self-knowledge and awareness. 
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Has muerto tantas veces; nos hemos despedido 
en cada muelle, 
en cada anden de los desgarramientos, 
amor mio, y regresas 
con otra faz de flor recien abierta 
que no te reconozco hasta que palpo 
dentro de mi la antigua cicatriz 
en la que deletreo arduamente tu nombre 
(Poesxa;209). 

Being able to love again and the acknowledgment that life is a painful 

memory reside side by side in the very lyric and poignant poems of 

Materia memorable. 

There is, however, another trend clearly evident in these texts 

pointing to a new development in the poetry of Rosario Castellanos. 

These are the poems which lead to a consideration of the everyday 

problems and lives of women. In Livida luz the lyric speaker discovered 

that she could not live for the future, that she must live day by day. 

From this experience it appears that she began to examine her everyday 

life for its significance. It is in the work important to women, in 

those pleasant and perhaps unimportant details that the lyric speaker 

begins to find a meaning for life. These aspects of life are considered 

worthy of lyric consideration because they are what women do every day 

and which take up an important part of their lives. This new direction 

in the poetry of Castellanos is one which she perfects and uses as her 

principal approach in the poems she writes in the seventies. 

Thus, in "Sobremesa" we see the moment of plenitude in the 

household. It is a social vignet of the importance and meaning of those 

small moments of which most of our lives are made. 

Despues de la comida aun se quedan 
en torno de la mesa. Y alii fuman 
su cigarro los hombres; las mujeres 
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siguen una labor paciente, cuyo origen 
apenas se recuerda. Un negro cafe humea, 
en tazas a menudo regueridas, 

Alguien corta las paginas de un libro 
o recoge las migas de pan entre sus dedos 
y la de mas alia cuenta los meses 
de su prpnez, a la otra que ha criado ya a los hijos. 

Se demora en venir la que alza el mantel 
y pone en sus dobleces una rama de espliego. 

Para su plenitud este instante no quiere 
mas que ser y pasar (Poesia:191). 

The lyric speaker distinguishes between what the men do and what the 

women do, yet it is in the form of an observation, without the bitter 

impact of the irony the lyric speaker will use in other poems when she 

discusses women's work. In the poem, the overall feeling is a moment of 

small satisfaction. 

The irony and the bitterness about women's role in society 

begins to evolve as we read further in Materia memorable. "Transito" 

follows "Testamento de Hecuba""'" in which Hecuba talks about woman as 

being patient and submissive. In "Transito" the lyric speaker con

figures herself as a "nina ciega." She is blind because she does not 

see the world as it is, rather as she wants it to be. Transito is that 

time of shifting from one thing to another, and in this poem the lyric 

speaker is defined as a young girl in search of what she is and how 

she is to be. It is a struggle against tradition and ultimately is a 

defiance of tradition. 

1. Included in Materia memorable are several important poems 
which continue the development of Castellanos' considerations on women 
and on social conscience. These poems have been discussed in other 
chapters but they should be mentioned here because of their contribution 
to the themes in this chapter. They are "Testamento de Hecuba" and 
"Recital." 
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I 

Nina ciega, palpaba mi rostro con mis manos 
no para ver, para borrar la Ixnea 
donde el perfil dice "manana"; donde 
alza el menton su hueso que se opone a la muerte. 

/ 

Y con el ademan se iban desvaneciendo 
el dolor, la presencia, la memoria. 

(No, no moria. No supe 
eomo borrar el nombre de Rosario.) 
(Poesia:197-198). 

In this first section the lyric speaker is trying to extinguish herself. 

Little by little the pain and the memory diminish and she continues to 

live. She still has a name which she cannot erase, and as long as she 

has a name, she is an individual person. 

II 

f * No conoci la ley, esa constelacion 
bajo la que mis padres me engendraron. 
No supe mi destino de vegetal, mi nombre 
que termina en la punta de mis dedos 
y quise dar un paso mas alia 
donde se ahoga el pez, donde estalla la piedra. 

Mas alia de los limites. Aqui, 
profundidad o altura, inhabitable 
lugar para mi especia (Poesia:198). 

Here the lyric speaker refuses to live where tradition and socialization 

dictated. Because she is a "nina ciega," she is not aware of the place 

where destiny has put her. As a woman, her place should be clearly 

defined. She wants to go beyond where the fish drowns (the image of the 

loss of her child also seen in Livida luz) and where the rocks live. 

She wants to exist in another dimension. 

Ill 

Subi hasta donde el hombre 
movxa sus figuras de ajedrez 
y era una transparente atmosfera de-aguilas. 
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(He debido cubrirme el rostro con un velo 
por no mostrar este color de selva 
—esplendor y catastrofe— 
que todavia no me ha abandonado.) 
(Poesia:198). 

She dared go where man played chess (a game we have noted elsewhere as 

outside the rules of society, a place where new rules are created), 

and she found it to be a place of great lucidity. Yet, even there she 

should have covered her face since the traces of her earth-affiliation 

were still with her. She is linked to the living jungle where afflic

tion and pain still reside, but she has dared defy the laws of tradi

tion, and she no longer has to live totally inside the vegetable world. 

She has set herself apart. 

In "El talisman" the search for self-identity continues. The 

lyric speaker always identifies the search for self as being the search 

for a face (rostro) among the rocks (inanimate objects). The rocks here 

are defined as a sign of cataclism. She has searched for herself in the 

past and in nature but she cannot find herself. Finally she turns to 

man and there, within the community, she is received and put to doing 

the tasks of a woman: she is the weaver, the washer. But at times she 

also becomes a teller of stories. Yet she cannot find a trace of 

herself. 

De mi no se. Devano las memorias ajenas, 
Pero hay entre la tribu 
uno que no es igual a los demas, que inventa, 
que da nombre a los seres 
y que forma figuras de barro con las manos, 

Ese me ha prometido 
decirme alguna vez las silabas exactas 
que desde la creacion me pertenecen. 

Me ha dicho: sera el nombre 
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con que te llame tu hijo 
cuando tenga hambre o miedo de estar solo. 
Y ha puesto entre mis manos este pedazo deambar 
para que me recuerden 
—despues, cuando yo muera—aquellos que me amaron 
(Poesia:207-208). 

This person who is different will be able to give her a name by which 

to identify herself, a clue to what she is. The poem seems to indicate 

that the lyric speaker will find her identity in being named a mother, 

one of the basic functions of women. Traditionally a woman has found 

some self-identity in motherhood. But the speaker has also been given 

a talisman so that those who love her will remember her. This problem 

of being remembered and of finding your identity in those who remember 

you, a problem taken up by the lyric speaker as poet, is clearly 

indicated here. 

In "Accion de gracias" the lyric speaker continues the 

examination of her life and her search for fulfillment. She begins 

the poem by thanking the objects that have given her so many beautiful 

moments. They are the earth, the air and the clouds. But it is the 

fire that she loved the most. It is fire discovered by man, a protec

tion against the curel world. 

Pero yo no ame nada tanto como ame al fuego. 
Alii encuentro la mano del hombre inmemorial 
terco en su oposicion a la intemperie; 
alii la voluntad de la tribu, de darle 
calor al peregrino 
que se acerca a deshora buscando pan, campana 
y la conversacion 
en que tantas palabras se desposan 
(Poesia;216-217). 

She sees herself in the role of Penelope, a patient weaver, doing 

woman's work and waiting. She is surrounded by her children and her 

husband, and even the lady who irons, whose name is Constancia. Her 
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life is surrounded by those things most women face: cooking, taking 

care of others. It is her husband who distributes justice and rules the 

family. Her life is backed by the dictates of her mother who said, 

"La paciencia es metal que resplandece." And she remembers these words 

as she works through the household chores. 

Y yo recuerdo, mientras pulo el cobre 
del utensilio siempre requerido. 
Y yo recuerdo mientras la franela 
le devuelve su brillo original. 

Y yo recuerdo mientras 
empuno el pano grueso y resistente 
(Poesoa:217). 

Her mother has died but, as a dutiful woman, she left her house in order. 

The lyric speaker wishes to obey her mother's example, but within her 

there is a strong feeling of rebellion. 

Yo no quiero apartarme de su ejemplo. 
Ay, aunque—a veces—tienta el arrebato 
de comer fruta verde, 
de entregarse a la muerte prematura 
gritando "no me importa" a los que quedan. 

Pero resisto, s£, y amanecemos 
hasta que el tiempo advenga 
(Poesia:218). 

She controls her rebellion with a self-satisfied "si," but at night she 

hopes that death will come. Her environment, that is, the bed she 

sleeps in, the sheets she sleeps on, have became totally molded to her 

body. It is an indication that she has outwardly molded herself to her 

environment. But it is at night, secretly, where she no longer has to 

repress nor to pretend, that she finally feels comfortable and is no 

longer afraid. She is ready to accept what she is. In this poem, the 

traditions that she inherited from society, and especially from her 
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mother, go against what is best for her individual self. Yet, although 

she aspires to another place, the clouds, and to another self, the fire, 

she must adhere to her social role. Her inner self must be negated 

except at night and perhaps in death. Her self and her death have come 

to terms, "Mi foma y su textura son amigas," after all they are the 

things she herself has woven in her role as Penelope. The irony in 

these poems has become more self-searching, more acute than in the 

earlier poems. If the lyric "I" has created her own bed by weaving 

her own sheets, then she must lie in it. If she is to accept her role 

passively, then she has no other choice. The basic opposition between 

tradition and her own desire remains. She must find a way to combat 

tradition. 

Finally, in "Recordatorio," the irony and implications of her 

actions have come full cycle. She can see how in the past she was 

obedient and went through the rites and initiation of socialization. 

She was looked upon as an object for men, an object valuable for 

something other than herself. She paid the tribute necessary and 

finally her duties to society are finished. However, she always was 

obedient in everything (like Hecuba), and she now finds that she cannot 

do anything for herself, she has become a total slave. The passivity 

built in when one never does anything for oneself engenders such a 

negation of self that the woman has become incapable of any sort of 

independent action. 

Obedeei, senores, las consignas. 

Hice la reverencia de la entrada, 
baile los bailes de la adolescente 
y me sente a aguardar el arribo del pnncipe. 
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Se me acercaron unos con ese gesto astuto 
y suficiente, del chalan de feria; 
otros me sopesaron 
para fijar el monto de ml dote 
y alguien se fio del tacto de sus dedos 
y asx saber la urdimbre de mi entrana. 

Hubo Tin intermediario entre mi cuerpo y yo 
un interprete—Adan, que me dio el nombre 
de mujer, que hoy ostento— 
trazando en el espacio la figura 
de un delta bifurcandose. 

Ah, destino, destino. 

He pagado el tributo de mi especie 
pues di a la tierra, al mundo, esa criatura 
en que se glorifica y se sustenta. 

Es tiempo de acercarse a las orillas, 
de volver a los patios interiores, 
de apagar las antorchas 
porque ya la tarea ha sido terminada. 

Sin embargo, yo aun permanezco en mi sitio. 

Senores, <£no olvidasteis 
dictar la orden de que me retire? 
(Poesia:218-219). 

If motherhood was to be the definition of her identity as delineated in 

"El talisman," woman is clearly marked as being an object for society, 

good for little more than childbirth in "Recordatorio." She has 

fulfilled her function for society, but there is nothing left in herself. 

In these poems of Materia memorable we begin to see the examination of 

the role of tradition in the life of women and the rejection of the 

things that are defined as delineating the place of women in society. 

The lyric "I" is searching for her own identity, but what she finds is 

a passive woman who follows tradition. She asks who she is and tries 

to define her characteristics, but in Materia memorable the only answers 

are negative. There exists a hope to be defined through the love of 
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someone, through the birth of a child, but these definitions are 

rejected as being insufficient. If a woman is to be defined as a 

person, only as her role is outlined for her by a society which 

specifies her to be primarily a wife and mother, then woman is limited 

to a passive role. For the human person, these roles are inauthentic 

to the inner self, to that self who wishes to identify with the eagles, 

with the clouds, and with fire. The loss of self of this lyric speaker 

can only define woman as a passive victim in society. The role of 

women is pressured by tradition, by the continuation in the time-honored 

role as a useful cog. Woman is a cog who must accept her lot patiently, 

even though within her she might want to eat unripe fruit and rebel. 

The growth of ironic comments, as seen within the context of the 

poems in Materia memorable, must also be seen as a growing sense of 

alienation in the lyric speaker when she tries to distance herself from 

what she sees is happening to her, as she begins to look at her role. 

The terrible light of Livida luz has forced her to begin to live without 

illusions and to look at reality as it is. Once she has accepted the 

death of the child within herself, whether this child is a real child or 

whether it is a metaphoric child representing the ideals she had about 

life and love, the lyric speaker has had to come to some sort of 

realization about her life. The illusions gone, the linking of her 

love to a love of humankind in general has opened her eyes to a reality 

of life. The reflection of her own life and her overall sense of 

disillusionment has opened her eyes to her role in society and the 

role of women in general. These, in turn, have made her realize the 

negative role implicit in denying the self and constantly operating for 
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the good of others. For this lyric speaker, the only way of dealing 

with the growing sense of alienation and distance is through irony. 

Himno 

Despues de todo, amigos, 
esta vida no puede llamarse desdichada. 
En lo que a mi concierne, por ejemplo, 
recibi en proporcion justa, en la hora exacta 
y en el lugar preciso y por la mano 
que debe dar, las dadivas. 

Asi tuve los muertos en la tumba, 
el amor en la entrana, 
el trabajo en las manos y lo demas, los otros, 
a prudente distancia 
para charlar con ellos, como vecina afable 
acodada en la barda. 

Y recreos. Domingos enteros en la playa, 
arboledas anonimas y amigas, 
manantiales ocultos que cantaban, 
libros que se me abrieron de par en par y bovedas 
maravillosamente despobladas, 

Diosas a quienes venerar, demonios 
tan hermosos que herxan la mirada, 
suenos para dormir asido al cuerpo ajeno 
como hiedra de tactos y palabras 
... y algun relampago de medianoche 
para alumbrar el orden de mi casa 
(Poesia:219-220). 



CHAPTER IX 

THE PERSONAL LYRIC "I": THE LATER POEMS 

Jamas he sido partidaria de conocer a los monstruous 
sagrados (con bastantes monstruos profanos tiene uno que 
lidiar todos los dxas y a todas horas como para buscarse 
trabajo extra) (Castellanos 1975b:167). 

En el escritor la soledad es estilo, modo peculiar de ver 
y expresarse. Una adquisicion rara. Porque el escritor 
es un hombre de carne y hueso que nace y se desarrolla y 
cumple su vocacion en circunstancias muy concretas 
(Castellanos 1966:405). 

The poems published by Castellanos in the 1970's take on more 

clearly the focus of some of the poems published in the late 1960's. 

The object of contemplation is no longer so grandiosely filled with 

mythic elements. The poems, more and more, deal with the lyric 

speaker's day by day life experience. The reason for her being is 

found in the meaning of small things, in the everyday details that make 

up her life. Many of these characteristics could be seen in earlier 

poems, such as "El talisman," "Accion de gracias," and "Recordatorio," 

but the direction of these later poems becomes more consistent. In 

this chapter we shall study the poems in En la tierra de en medio, Otros 

poemas, and Viaje redondo, all published in 1972. 

En la tierra de en medio consists of 21 poems. The title 

refers to Nepantla, the Nahuatl world which was the place without a 

determined position (el lugar de la falta de ubicacion). That is, 

1. In Mujer que sabe latin Castellanos (1973:37) refers to Sor 
Juana as having been born in Nepantla and gives this explanation. 

165 
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it was a world which was neither up nor down, rather one in the middle. 

It was the world in which humans struggled to live and to understand 

their place in the world scheme. The poems in En la tierra de en medio 

deal with a complexity of human problems and human solutions. In 

"Elegia" the lyric speaker talks about the death of her illusions. Once 

again the time sequence of then/now illustrates a past in which the 

lyric speaker was free and a present in which she is restricted and 

bound like an inanimate object: a rock. 

Nunca, como a tu lado, fui de piedra. 

Y yo que me spnaba nube, agua, 
aire sobre la hoja, 
fuego de mil cambiantes llamaradas, 
solo supe yacer, 
pesar, que es lo que sabe hacer la piedra 
alrededor del cuello del ahogado 
(Poesia;292). 

Her dreams, compared with objects that are light and have movement, are 

related to a reality implying restriction, weight, passivity, and 

inaction. 

Yo me sonaba nube pero solo supe yacer 
agua pesar 
aire ser de piedra 
fuego 

The weight of the rock is then compared with someone drowning, leading 

back to the title "Elegxa," The poem is addressed to a "tu" who appears 

to be the cause of the negative direction of the poem. The speaker feels 

like a rock, a dead weight, when she is by his side. 

In "Accidente," the lyric speaker more emphatically articulates 

the change in lyric direction from the grandiose to the small, even 

trivial, incidents of life. 
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Temi ... no el gran amor. 

Fui inmunizada a tiempo y para siempre 
con un beso anacronico 
y la entrega ficticia 
—capaz de simular hasta el rechazo— 

* * 
y por el juramento, que no es mas retorico 
porque no es mas solemne. 

No, no temi la pira que me consumiria 
sino el cerillo mal prendido y esta 
ampolla que entorpece la mano con que escribo 
(Poesia:292). 

The great events, whether tragic or joyful, are not the ones to be 

feared. Rather it is those little incidents which turn out to be the 

most bothersome: the badly lit match and the annoying blister on your 

writing hand. They are constant reminders of the frustrations of life. 

In "Desamor" the lyric speaker comments on the moment when one 

comes to understand that the person she loves no longer loves her. In 

that moment the lyric "I" recognizes that her presence is not 

acknowledged or recognized. Her sense of personal significance is 

based on the meaning she has for another person and, when he looked at 

her as if she were not there, she suffers a complete loss of identity. 

It is as if she had died in an epidemic, and the necessities of the 

times had her buried in a common grave without a name. 

Me vio como se mira al traves de un cristal 
o del aire 
o de nada. 

Y entonces supe: yo no estaba alii 
ni en ninguna otra parte 
ni habia estado nunca ni estaria. 

Y fui como el que muere en la epidemia, 
sin identificar, y es arrojado 
a la fosa comun (Poesia:294). 
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In "La nostalgia," the lyric "I" tries to come to terms with 

growing old. Her memory, she recognizes, is deceptive in that, through 

nostalgia, it colors events in life, making things that were not 

pleasant seem as if they were. Particularly, memory erases the details 

of small pains or boredom: the fabric of daily life. In memory, you 

can remember yourself as young and not face the reality of the mirror. 

Si te digo que fui feliz, no es cierto. 

No creas lo que yo creo cuando me engano. 

El recuerdo embellece lo que toca: 
te quita la jaqueca que tuviste, 
el sopor de la siesta lo transfigura en extasis 
y, en cuanto a ese zapato que apretaba 
tanto que te impidio bailar el primer baile, 
no hubo zapato. Mira: estas descalza, danzas 
eternamente ingravida en el cxrculo 
cerrado de un abrazo. 

Danzas sin esa doble barbilla de tu gula, 
sin esa arruga artera 
que esta acechando alrededor de tu ojo 
(Poesia:254-295). 

In "Autoretrato" the lyric "I" summarizes her life. Each stanza 

outlines the conflict between one aspect of her life and another, 

gradually building a picture of a woman who somehow tries to balance 

the very different, often catastrophic and disparate tensions and 

values of her life. In the first four stanzas she contrasts being a 

"senora" (with the full impact of married) with being a professional 

woman. She concludes that being a married woman makes it easier to be 

accepted socially than if she were considered as a professional woman. 

She, therefore (ironically), accepts her hard won trophy (the marriage, 

the man) and goes on to reflect on her physical being, since as a 

married woman she has already defined her social being. The self she 
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sees is changeable according to the time of the month and according to 

the mask she uses. She considers herself ugly and make'-up is necessary 

to be acceptable. Once again the mirror image reflects a woman who is 

growing old, and the lyric speaker laments it, knowing full well that 

youth and beauty are what are valued for a woman in society. 

Yo soy una senora: tratamiento 
arduo de conseguir, en mi caso, y mas-util 
para alternar con los demas que un titulo 
extendido a mi nombre en cualquier academia. 

Asi, pues, luzco mi trofeo y repito: 
yo soy una senora, Gorda o flaca 
segun las posiciones de los astros, 
los ciclos glandulares 
y otros fenomenos que no comprendo, 

Rubia, si elijo una peluca rubia. 
0 morena, segun la alternativa. • 
(En realidad, mi pelo encanece, encanece.) 

Soy mas o menos fea. Eso depende mucho 
de la mano que aplica el maquillaje 
(Poesia:298-299). 

As for her intellect, she tells us she is mediocre, a convenient 

posture since by not asserting her intelligence she will not pose a 

threat to anyone. Her life, therefore, will be easier because she will 

not have made enemies, and people, especially men, will talk to her. 

As for women, she has no women friends. They criticize her appearance 

and her behavior because, in general, her life does not conform to 

theirs. 

Mi apariencia ha cambiado a lo largo del tiempo 
—aunque no tanto como dice Weininger 
que cambia la apariencia del genio>—. Soy mediocre. 
Lo cual, por una parte, me exime de enemigos 
y, por la otra, me da la devocion 
de algun admirador y la amistad 
de esos hombres que hablan por telefono 
y envian largas cartas de felicitacion. 
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Que beben lentamente whisky sobre las rocas 
y charlan de politica y de literatura. 

Amigas ... himnm ... a veces, raras veces 
y en muy pequenas dosis. 
En general, rehuyo los espejos. 
Me dirian lo de siempre: que me visto muy mal 
y que hago el ridiculo 
cuando pretendo coquetear con alguien 
(Poesia:299). 

She is also a writer, teacher, and journalist. Living in front 

of a park, she does not indulge in nature. As for general culture, she 

knows what she ought to do: listen to music, appreciate fine art, 

attend avant guard movies. She does none of these things, preferring 

solitude and time for her thinking self. She suffers only because 

society has told her she must, and she cannot be happy because she 

has not learned the role. Over and over again she tells us that she 

does not cry over great tragedies, only small ones. Motherhood has 

finally come, after the tragedies of Livida luz. The reality to be 

faced in this regard, once the mythic and biological functions of 

motherhood have been achieved is, that while children fulfill one 

symbolically, in real life they can be hard to live with. 

Soy madre de Gabriel; ya usted sabe, ese nino 
que un dia se erigira en juez inapelable 
y que acaso, ademas, ejerza de verdugo. 
Mientras tanto lo amo. 

Escribo. Este poema. Y otros. Y otros. 
Hablo desde una catedra. 
Colaboro en revistas de mi especialidad 

f / 
Y un dia a la semana publico en un penodico. 

Vivo enfrente del Bosque. Pero casi 
nunca vuelvo los ojos para mirarlo. Y nunca 
atravieso la calle que me separa de- el 
y paseo y respiro y acaricio 
la corteza rugosa de los arboles. 
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Se que es obligatorio escuchar musica 
pero la eludo con frecuencia. Se 
que es bueno ver pintura 
pero no voy jamas a las exposiciones 
ni al estreno teatral ni al cine-club. 

Prefiero estar aqui, camo ahora, leyendo 
y, si apago la luz, pensando Tin rato 
en musaranas y otros menesteres. 

Sufro mas bien por habito, por herencia, por no 
diferenciarme mas de mis congeneres 
que por causas concretas. 

Seria feliz si yo supiera com'o. 
Es decir, si me hubieran ensenado los gestos, 
los parlamentos, las decoraciones. 

En cambio me ensenaron a llorar. Pero el llanto 
es en mi un mecanismo descompuesto 
y no lloro en la camara mortuoria 
ni en la ocasion sublime ni frente a la catastrofe. 

Lloro cuando se quema el arroz o cuando pierdo 
el-ultimo recibo del impuesto predial (Poesia:299-300). 

The perspective on her life lies in the tendency to diminish the 

importance of the issues at hand. The calm, factual, deliberately low 

tone in which she speaks underscores 

is what is important. She considers 

but indeed the irony of her point of 

Since the lyric speaker deliberately 

this fact. It seems that the lack 

her life to be a small tragedy, 

view makes it a large tragedy, 

downplays the grand, the ideal 

and the sublime, the details assume grandiose significance by contrast. 

The dicotomy of the poem lies in the diminishing of fantasy by reality, 

the made-up by the real. What emerges, nevertheless, in an unlikely 

fashion, is the positive portrait of a woman who is quietly, ambiguously 

perhaps, true to her own self, her own thinking self. She is aware 

of what society and mores demand of her, but she is also aware of her 

own capabilities, inclinations, and limitations. 
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In "Economxa domestica" the poem centers around a structured order: 

that is, the laws of society, especially female society, vhich decree 

that households must run smoothly and that everything must have a place 

and be put in its place. By extension, the text implies that this 

domestic order will then extend itself to life. The lyric speaker has 

tried to adhere to these rules, and she comments that in her house the 

surface, especially, is in order. However, underneath the apparent 

perfect placement of things, there are some unfinished but essential 

aspects of life that remain unordered. These generally fall into the 

category of emotions which cannot be completely dealt with in a 

mechanical fashion and put away. They are a stifled cry, nostalgia, 

pain, unfulfilled promises, and anxiety. One of the most prominent 

things that is out of order falls into the category of lost time or 

time that somehow is unaccountable. Yet the aspect the lyric speaker 

presents to the world is one of being able to establish an apparent 

order, a sort of cover up. In this poem, once again, the lyric speaker 

recognizes the obligation a social world imposes on her—that of being 

a good housekeeper in her home, in her life. What will not comply with 

this order, however, must not surface. If one cannot deal with these 

emotions, this loss of time, at least one must keep them hidden inside 

and not show the deficiency to the outside world. 

He aqux la regla de oro, el secreto del orden: 
tener un sitio para cada cosa 
y tener 

t / , 
cada cosa en su sitio. Asi arregle mi casa. 

Impecable anaquel el de los libros: 
ton apartado para las novelas, 
otro para el ensayo 
y la poesia en todo lo demas. 
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Si abres una alacena huele a espliego 
y no confundiras los manteles de lino 
con los que se usan cotidianamente. 

Y hay tambien la vajilla de la gran ocasion 
y la otra que se usa, se rompe, se repone 
y nunca esta completa. 

, * 
La ropa en su ca^on correspondiente 
y los muebles guardando las distancias 
y la composicion que los hace armoniosos. 

Naturalmente que la superficie 
(de lo que sea) esta pulida y limpia. 
Y es tambien natural 
que el polvo no se esconda en los rincones. 

Pero hay algunas cosas 
* t / 

que provisionalmente coloque aqui y alia 
o que eche en el lugar de los trabajos. 

Algunas cosas. Por ejemplo, un llanto 
que no se lloro nunca; 
una nostalgia de que me distraje, 
un dolor, tin dolor del que se borro el nombre, 
un juramento no cumplido, un ansia 
que se desvanecio como el perfume 
de un frasco mal cerrado. 

Y retazos de tiempo perdido en cualquier parte. 

Esto me desazona. Siempre digo: manana ... 
Y luego olvido. Y muestro a las visitas, 
orgullosa, una sala en la que resplandece 
la regla de oro que me dio mi madre 
(Poesia;301-302). 

There is never enough time perhaps to deal with the most important and 

profound parts of life. Yet the idea of keeping an order that will be 

apparent to visitors is passed from mother to child, from woman to woman 

as if it were a golden rule. What is truly going on in the self, in 

the psyche is to be repressed, hidden. Women themselves are the ones 

who perpetuate this repressive order. This is one of Castellanos' most 

devastating criticisms of woman as the keepers of society's negative 

traditions. 
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In "Se habla de Gabriel" the lyric "I" discusses motherhood. 

She examines her psychological feelings about sharing her self and her 

world with a child, and also her physical feelings as her body begins 

to change in preparation for the child. Emotions and body are part of 

the integral change a woman undergoes when she gives birth. As the 

child is born, she recognizes she will never again be alone. As 

physically she opens herself to give birth, psychologically she opens 

herself up to sharing her life and accepting the responsibility for the 

child. The feeling is one of accomplishment and gentle tender love 

for the child she has created—a far cry from the anguish she felt 

after having lost her baby in Livida luz. 

• 
Como todos los huespedes mi hijo me estorbaba 
ocupando un lugar que era mi lugar, 
existiendo a deshora, 
haciendome partir en dos cada bocado. 

Fea, enferma, aburrida 
lo sentxa crecer a mis expensas, 
robarle su color a mi sangre, anadir 
un peso y un volumen clandestinos 
a mi modo de estar sobre la tierra. 

Su cuerpo me pidio nacer, cederle el paso; 
darle un sitio en el mundo, 
la provision de tiempo necesaria a su historia. 

Consenti. Y por la herida en que partio, por esa 
hemorragia de su desprendimiento 
se fue tambien lo-ultimo que tuve 
de soledad, de yo mirando tras de un vidrio, 

* 

Ouede abierta, ofrecida 
a las visitaciones, al viento, a la presencia 
(Poesia:301). 

In giving birth, she has created something that will always be a part 

of her. She opens herself up to the presence and to the wind, the wind 

which is freedom and which is also memory, remembrance. 
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In "Mala fe" the lyric "I" is a witness to her own lack of 

belief in the laws of God and of man. She is unmoved by logic, 

philosophy, or the laws or morality. What does move her instead is 

the complexity of the unknown in space and time. 

Ni el cielo constelado de estrellas ni la ley 
moral, urdida en la raiz del hombre. 
No, a diferencia exacta de Kant, no me suscitan 
tales contemplaciones, 
tales meditaciones, maravilla o asombro. 

Me convueve mas bien la vastedad 
del espacio, la inmensa 
magnitud de los tiempos 
y las cosas que son y las que ocurren 
(Poesia:304-305). 

As she catalogues these unknowns, we see they are a mixture of 

things from nature and objects constructed by man, grand objects (such 

as peace treaties) and incongruous little things (such as food recipes). 

All of these are the stuff of which life is made and through which man 

(and more especially women) live their lives. For the speaker it is 

also a case of evolution, and she feels herself to be the end result 

of this composite. It implies a spiral, not a simple circle closed upon 

itself. Her self image is that of the cherry on top of the ice cream: 

an image inconsistent with the grandiose scheme she is proposing. 

ITantas cosas! Orugas, tempestades, 
hiedras alrededor de una columna 
a medio derruir, 
casitas suburbanas, tractores, incunables, 
abrelatac, tratados de paz, mesas de bridge, 
piedras semipreciosas, recetas de cocina 

/ / ^ 
y mas y mas y mas. 

y yo erigiendome 
en el centro del mundo 
y sintiendome el foco de la atencion de todo 
lo que existe o de aquel que lo creo 
si es que lo que existe ha sido creado. 
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Y yo, coronacion de siglos, en que el cambio 
se llama evolucion para darle ion sentido 
de perfeccionamiento y espiral 
y no de anillo simple que se cierra. 

Se llama evolucion, por el mismo principio 
utilitario por el que se vendan 
los ojos a la mula de noria, vuelta y vuelta, 
para que no se eche a morir de aburrimiento. 

• 
Se llama evolucion. Y yo soy la cereza 
puesta sobre la punta del Helado (Poesia:305). 

The ironic (or in this case comic) cherry shows her that she is not the 

vital link in the evolution, rather a superfluous or decorative link. 

It is also the indication of her bad faith. The problems, once she 

thinks about them, center again around the small irritants of life: 

a stone in your shoe, an unhealed scratch. These irritants signify 

Evil beyond their own inherent qualities because she considers them an 

example of something that is not right. The world, therefore, is not 

perfect, and someone or something must be to blame. As a result she 

must pay the ransom or penitence by suffering. Most women pay the 

ransom of Evil in the world by sacrificing themselves to daily irritating 

work. The sacrifice is similar to the live sacrifices offered by the 

Aztecs to the gods to keep the sun rising from day to day. The lyric 

speaker must thus sacrifice herself to keep the world turning properly. 

As she reflects upon this, she is overwhelmed, yet it is precisely this 

emotion and her lack of faith which ultimately helps her continue. The 

knowledge she has gained is that the world is unjust. Man binds the 

eyes of the mule so the animal will not be bored as it turns the 

turnstile. Her bad faith and her realization of the fact that she is 

being made to do penitence opens her eyes and sustains her. 
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Pero hay un problema que, a veces, me preocupa: 
la piedra en el zapato, 
el aire que se agita y me despeina 
y el aranazo del que convalezco. 

Es el Mai. Con Mayuscula. Es la prueba patente 
de que en el Universo algo fallo 
y alguien tiene la culpa: Dios, el diablo, 
nuestros primeros padres o los- ultimos. 

Mas yo pago el rescate 
—con actos de bondad, con sufrimiento— 
para que se restaure el equilibrio 
y todo continue, como ahora, girando. 

Esta idea, en verdad, me pasma y de esta 
certidumbre intocable me sustento 
(Poesia:305-306) . 

In "Lecciones de cosas" the lyric speaker takes up the same 

problem, this time examining more deeply the role that education and 

tradition play in the social conditioning of women. The lyric speaker 

was taught to be good, to be passive, accepting and giving (even if 

giving means giving to someone who already has). Of all the virtues 

prized, the highest is obedience. Once the rules are set down, the 

lyric speaker obeys. The years pass, and she awaits her reward for 

having accepted societal values and for her good performance. She 

discovers that others resent her and are angry at her for being "good." 

Her reward is society's condemnation. She comes to understand that 

there are no rewards, that it is only as a cog in the machinery (or 

as the blindfolded donkey in the turnstile) that she must function. 

Me ensenaron las cosas equivocadamente 
los que ensenan las cosas: 
Los padres, el maestro, el sacerdote 
pues me dijeron: tienes que ser buena. 
Basta ser bueno. A1 bueno se le da 
un dulce, una medalla, todo el amor, el cielo. 



Y ser bueno es muy facil. Basta abatir los parpados 
para no ver y no juzgar lo que hacen 
los otros, porque no es de tu incumbencia. 

Basta no abrir los labios para no protestar 
cuando alguno te empuje porque, o no quiso herirte 
o no pudo evitarlo 
o Dios esta probando el temple de tu alma. 

De cualquier modo, pues, cuando te ocurra el mal 
hay que aceptarlo, agradecerlo incluso 
para no devolverlo. Y no preguntes 
por que. Porque los buenos 
no son inquisitivos. 

Y dar. Si tienes una capa cortala 
en dos y entrega la mitad al otro 
—aunque el otro no sea mas que un coleccionista 
de mitades de capa. Eso es asunto suyo 
y tu mano derecha debe ignorar ... etcetera. 

Y recibir con ambas mejillas, eso si. 

No siempre seran golpes. 

A veces sera el ramo de flores que suscita 
fiebre de heno. A veces el marisco 
que te produce alergia. 
A veces el elogio 
que, si no es falso, humilla de raiz 
y que si es falso, ofende. Tu perdona 
que es lo que hacen los buenos. 

Obedecia. Se sabe: la obediencia 
es la virtud mayor. 

Y pasaron los anos 
y yo era la piedra de tropiezo contra 
la que chocaba el distraido o, 
si mejor emplazada, punching bag 
en el que ejercitaban su destreza los fuertes, 

A veces me ponia a hacer "viva la flor" 
con mis cartas del naipe y llovia la gracia 
indiferentemente sobre de mis amigos 
y los que eran amigos de mis amigos, es 
decir, mis enemigos. 

Y me sente a esperar la medalla o el dulce 
y la sonrisa, el premio, por fin, en este mundo. 
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Y solo vi desprecio por mi debilidad, 
odio por haber sido el instruments 
de la maldad ajena (Poesia:307-308). 

The social good is not a good at all but an Evil, and she has been 

instrumental in propagating it. At great expense to her personal well 

being she discovers that the best way to achieve her goal (of being 

functional in society) is to lose her individuality, to blend in with 

her surroundings. 

Hasta que comprendi. Y me hice un tornillo 
bien aceitado con el cual la maquina 
trabaja ya satisfactoriamente. 

Un tornillo. No tengo 
* f + 

ningun nombre especifico ni ningun atnbuto 
segun el cual poder calificarme 
como mejor o peor o mas o menosutil 
que los otros tornillos. 

Si tuviera que hacer mi apologia 
ante alguien (que no hay nadie, nunca hubo 
ningun testigo de lo que acontece) 
diria que estuve en mi lugar y que 
gire en la direccion correcta y a la velocidad 
requerida y con la frecuencia necesaria. 

Y que no procure ni que me reemplazaran 
antes de tiempo, ni me permitieran 
seguir cuando habia sido declarada inservible. 

Y, antes de terminar, quiero que quede 
bien claro que no hice nada de lo que hice 
por humildad. cAcaso los tornillos 
son humildes? iRidiculo! Y que, menos aun, 
mi conducta se entiende merced a la esperanza. 

No, ya hace mucho tiempo que el cielo es un factor 
que no entra en mis calculos. 

Conformidad, tal vez. Lo que de ningun modo 
en un tornillo, como yo, es un merito 
sino, a lo sumo, es una condicion (Poesia:309-310). 

She has not become a cog out of humility nor out of hope—those are 

emotions a piece of machinery is not allowed to feel. Her sense of 
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conformity is what has made her a victim of socialization. The remarks 

of the lyric speaker in her conversational tone emphasize the import of 

what she is saying. She has, in many ways, forced herself into an 

attitude of victimization because of her willing adherence to tradi

tion and societal values. Her passivity forces the reader into an 

outcry of rage as to her condition. In addition, the lyric speaker's 

remarks, although pertaining to herself in particular, can be extended 

to the condition of women in general. 

In "Valium 10" an implicit lyric speaker continues the 

examination of her life. She comments on what happens on those days 

when all at once everything seems to go wrong and she does not under

stand what is happening. She goes through her everyday tasks dealing 

with work, children, and household duties and, at the end of the day in 

a moment of awareness, she realizes that the essential moments are 

passing her by. These moments can be linked to the emotions never 

dealt with in "Economia domestica." The most important of these 

moments is the communicative act, the dialogue with someone else. Once 

the desperation about the inability to communicate sets in, she cannot 

sleep, and the only way to achieve rest and order is through a 

tranquilizer, a chemical alteration of her physical being. Again, the 

lyric speaker cites her inability to deal with the many problems of 

everyday life. 

A veces (y no trates 
de restarle importancia 
diciendo que no ocurre con frecuencia) 
se te quiebra la vara con que mides, 
se te extravaa la brujula 
y ya no enti^ndes nada. 
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El dia se convierte en una sucesion 
de hechos incoherentes, de funciones 
que vas desempenando por inercia y por habito. 

Y lo vives. Y dictas el oficio 
a quien corresponde. Y das la clase 
lo mismo a los aluranos inscritos que al oyente. 
Y en la noche redactas el texto que la imprenta 
devorara manana. 

Y vigilas (oh, solo por encima) 
la marcha de la casa, la perfecta 
coordinacior. de multiples programas 
—porque el hijo mayor ya viste de etiqueta 
para ir de chambelan a un baile de quince anos 
y el menor quiere ser futbolista y el de en medio 
tiene un poster del Che junto a su tocadiscos—. 

Y repasas las cuentas del gasto y reflexionas, 
junto a la cocinera, sobre el costo 
de la vida y el ars magna combinatoria 
del que surge el menu posible y cotidiano. 

Y aun tienes voluntad para desmaquillarte 
y ponerte la crema nutritiva y aun leer 
algunas Ixneas antes de consumir la lampara. 

Y ya en la oscuridad, en el umbral del sueno, 
echas de menos lo que se ha perdido: 
el diamante de mas precio, la carta 
de marear, el libro 
con cien preguntas basicas (y sus correspondientes 
respuestas) para un dialogo 
elemental siquiera con la Esfinge, 

Y tienes la penosa sensacion 
de que en el crucigrama se deslizo una errata 
que lo hace irresoluble. 

Y deletreas el nombre del Caos. Y no puedes 
dormir si no destapas 
el frasco de pastillas y si no tragas una 
en la que se condensa, 
quimicamente pura, la ordenacion del mundo 
(Poesxa:306-307). 

As can be clearly seen, the personal lyric speaker is implicit although 

the verbs never indicate her direct presence. Distance is achieved by 

speaking directly to an intimate "tu." The narrator becomes the object, 
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the "tu" is the subject. This is a method similar to the one used in 

the doubling of the psyche, where the personal lyric "I" is addressing 

herself. This characteristic continues throughout many of these later 

poems. This variation on the directly configured lyric "I" is important 

because the "tu" addressed in this way assumes greater import in the 

poem. The emphasis is, therefore, more on a transmittal of experience. 

It is as if in recounting the happenings, the person spoken to, the 

intimate "tu" will learn the lesson. It is clear, however, that this 

"tu" is closely linked to the implicit "I." 

The problems of En la tierra de en medio are common to women 

everywhere. It is quite possible that the "tu" with which she speaks 

extends itself into a dialogue with women. Engrossed in a reality 

which mirrors a negative environment, what constitutes a daily reality 

for them is the struggle against small details. It is a sort of 

prison from which there is no release. Woman is in an isolated cell 

with no freedom and with no way to communicate. 

In Otros poemas the problem of authenticity and communication 

becomes even more acute. Among these poems there is one of the few 

poems in which there can be found a genuine dialogue, that is, where 

there is more than one lyric voice in the text'—and it is a dialogue 

with death. The meditation on the meaning of death becomes even more 

pronounced in this collection. 

In "De mutilaciones" the lyric speaker (once again an implied 

narrator) addresses the "tu." She comments on how, one by one, every 

aspect of one's self is taken away by violation or mutiliation. First 

it is the fingernail which is cut, then the hair, then flesh, words, 
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thoughts, and finally even the state of paralysis. After everything is 

gone, there is not enough left to put on a tombstone. Name and 

identity: the very self is obliterated. 

f M M Un dia dices: la una. dQue es la una? 
Una excrecencia cornea 
que es preciso cortar. . Y te la cortas. 

Y te cortas el pelo para estar a la moda 
y no hay en ello merma ni dolor. 

Otro dia viene Shylock y te exige 
una libra de carne, de tu carne, 
para pagar la deuda que le debes. 

Y, despues. Oh, despues: 
palabras que te extraen de la boca, 
trepanacion del craneo 
para extirpar ese tumor que crece 
cuando piensas. 

A la vista del recaudador 
entregas, como ofrenda, tu paralisis. 

• 
Para tu muerte es excesivo un feretro 
porque no conservaste nada tuyo 
que no quepa en la cascara de nuez. 

/ / 

Y epitafio den que lapida? 
Ninguna es tan pequena como para escribir 
las letras que quedaron de tu nombre 
(Poesia:321). 

Aiding and abetting the mutilations one inflicts upon oneself, 

and those society imposes, is the television set. It can function as a 

class equalizer in that both the senora and the servant sit down to 

watch it together, but it functions as a method to cut off communication 

and dialogue—and the people who are caught in its web are mostly 

women. The actors are also women in melodramatic roles intermingled with 

false promises and expectations. Consumerism is equated with sex. The 

result of the mutilation of dialogue is the alienation of women when the 
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unreachable promises go unfulfilled. The result of the insidious daily 

involvement in the "Telenovela" is the lack of communication, as people 

focus on the unreal object and away from themselves and other people. 

Dreams and sleep come hard, and they are false. 

El sitio que dejo vacante Homero, 
el centro que ocupaba Scherezada 
(o antes de la invencion del lenguaje, el lugar 
en que se congregaba la gente de la tribu 
para escuchar al fuego) 
ahora esta ocupado por la Gran Caja Idiota. 

Los hermanos olvidan sus rencillas 
y fraternizan en el mismo sofa; senora y sierva 
declaran abolidas diferencias de clase / / 
y ahora son algo mas que iguales: complices. 

La muchacha abandona 
el balcon que le sirve de vitrina 
para exhibir disponibilidades 
y hasta el padre renuncia a la partida 
de domino y pospone 
los otros vergonzantes merodeos nocturnos. 

Porque aqui, en la pantalla, una enfermera 
se enfrenta con la esposa frrvola del doctor 
y le dicta una catedra 
en que habla de moral profesional 
y las interferencias de la vida privada. 

Porque una vioida cose hasta perder la vista 
para costear el baile de su hija quinceanera 
que se averguenza de ella y de su sacrificio 
y la hace figurar como a una criada. 

Porque una novia espera al que se fue; 
porque una intrigante urde mentiras; 
porque se falsifica un testamento; 
porque una soltera da un mal paso 
y no acierta a ocultar las consecuencias. 

Pero tambien porque la debutante 
ahuyenta a todos con su mal aliento. 
Porque la lavandera entona una aleluya 
en loor del poderoso detergente. 
Porque el amor esta garantizado 
por un desodorante 
y una marca especial de cigarrillos 
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y hay que brindar por-el con alguna bebida 
que nos hace felices y distintos. 

Y hay que comprar, comprar, comprar, comprar. 
Porque compra es sinonimo de orgasmo, 
porque compra es igual que beautitud, 
porque el que compra se hace semejante a los dioses. 

No hay en ello herejia. 
Porque en la concepcion y en la creacion del hombre 
se uso como eliemento la carencia. 
Se hizo de-el un ser menesteroso, 
vina criatura a la que le hace falta 
lo grande y lo pequeno. 

Y el secreto teologico, el murmullo 
murmurado al oxdo del poeta, 
la discusion del aula del filosofo 
es ahora potestad del publicista. 

Como dijimos antes no hay nada malo en ello. 
Se esta siguiendo un orden natural 
y recurriendo a su canal idoneo. 

Cuando el programa acaba 
la reunion se disuelve. 
Cada uno va a su cuarto 
mascullando un —apenas—"buenas noches". 

Y duerme. Y tiene hermosos suenos prefabricados 
(Poesxa:323-324). 

The lack of communication is only alleviated by a communication 

with death. In "Tan-Tan, dQuien es?" (a direct parody on the question 

posed by Gorostiza's "Muerte sin fin"), death announces itself and 

refuses to accept her reasoning as to why she should not die. Death 

is pictured here as a businessman and talks in the terms of technology 

a businessman uses. Her soul tries to put off the moment of death 

because there are so many things that remain to be done. Death 

responds in cold, hard, calculating terms. There are no exceptions in 

business transactions, even in human transactions. 
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Cuando toca tres veces San Pascual 
responde el alma: no, todavia no. 
Tengo una sopa a medio cocinar, un sueter 
al que aun no termino las mangas, un asunto 
pendiente de sentencia en el juzgado. 

Y mis hijos que no quieren ser huerfanos 
y el otro que no sabe enviudar. Y lo que faita. 

Nunca me dieron suficiente tiempo 
y ahora ... No es mi culpa. Yo te suplico un plazo. 

—iPero que suponxas que es la muerte 
sino este llegar tarde a todas partes 
y este dejar a medias cualquier cosa 
y este sumar, restar, enredarse en los calculos 
y no contar con excedentes nunca? 

La muerte, como todo lo humano, es la carencia, 
el agotarse de los materiales 
de que se estuvo hecho. El cambio de los signos 
junto a las cantidades que figuran 
en el Libro Mayor. 

Representas un deficit, eres la cifra roja 
y no extendemos creditos porque tal precedente 
nos crearia problemas. Y, como ves, no hay nada 
mas simple que el negocio que estamos manejando 
(Poesia:326). 

If all that is unfinished, untouched, or unfulfilled is a part of death, 

by analogy then, the life of most women must be a kind of death. 

Several interesting shifts of point of view on the part of the 

lyric speaker occur in this poem. First, the original "I" turns into a 

"tu," or the person spoken to in this dialogue. Then there is a lyric 

speaker "nosotros" who intervenes as a fictitious third person plural 

speaker. The lyric "I" becomes the object in the dialogue with death 

which has become a collective "nosotros," perhaps signifying the fact 

that we all must eventually participate in it. 

In "Asentimiento de un hecho" the speaker concludes that death 

is not an end but a continuum of the same kind of life. It is compared 
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to sexual intercourse tie petite Morte) but inverted; death is thus 

"amor grande." One need not wait for death in the waiting room of life 

—death is continual, just as life is continual. It is not a liberation 

from the tribulations of life, rather it is the same thing that continues 

on the other side. 

dMorir? No. Es demasiado bello para ser cierto. 
* * i i * Y vas a comprobar como, despues del transxto 

(cjue no es, a fin de cuentas 
mas que uno que otro espasmo muscular, "amor grande" 
si al sexo te permites llamar "muerte chiquita"), 
la cosa sigue igual en algun otro lado. 

* t + t 
Con mas o menos fno, quiza; con higado, 
con pulmones, con pies, con narices, con hambre, 
con anos, con fatiga, 
con olvidos, con ese tabano memorioso 
que alrededor te zumba. 

Lo continuo no cesa, asi que calmate. 
Deja ya de sentarte al borde de las sillas, 
de mirar el reloj 
y de hojear las revistas de la sala de espera 
(Poseia:332). 

It is a pessimistic view of life that we see here, one that is continued 

in "Advertencia al que llega" where the lyric speaker states that 

although people said she attempted to kill herself, she really only 

wanted to sleep. 

No me toques el brazo izquierdo. Duele 
de tanta cicatriz. 
Dicen que fue un intento de suicidio 
pero yo no queria mas que dormir 
profunda, largamente como duerme 
la mujer que es feliz (Poesia:331). 

Yet self-mutilation, self-annihilation, and death are not the ultimate 

way to solve the problems that women face (particularly creative women). 

In "Meditacion en el umbral," that nether world of ambivalent, shaded 

space, the lyric speaker searches for a way to transcend. She poses the 
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question but gives us no answer. She only comments on how other women 

have handled the problem: all, as she perceives, in a negative way. 

No, no es la solucion 
tirarse bajo un tren como la Ana de Tolstoy 
ni apurar el arsenic© de Madame Bovary 
ni aguardar en los paramos de Avila la visita 
del-angel con venablo 
antes de liarse el manto a la cabeza 
y comenzar a actuar. 

* 

Ni concluir las leyes geometricas, contando 
las vigas de la celda de castigo 
como lo hizo Sor Juana. No es la solucion 
escribir, mientras llegan las visitas, 
en la sala de estar de la familia Austen • 
nx encerrarse en el-atico 
de alguna residencia de la Nueva Inglaterra 
y sonar, con la Biblia de los Dickinson, 
debajo de una almohada de soltera. 

Debe haber otro modo que no se llame Safo 
ni Mesalina ni Maria Egipciaca 
ni Magdalena ni Clemencia Isaura. 

Otro modo de ser humano y libre, 

Otro modo de ser (Poesia;326). 

The last section of poems in Poesia no eres tu is Viaje redondo 

which consists of only 9 poems. The theme of these poems is the journey, 

in its real and mythic sense. The poems are neatly structured from the 

beginning "Pasaporte," where her identity must be established so that 

she can embark on her journey to the end poem "El retorno." The poems 

in between are ironic commentaries on art she sees in museums, a 

conversation she has with a woman on the train, and the feeling of 

alienation and lack of self-identification one always feels when taking 

a trip. The poems are, nevertheless, a curious self^projection as the 

lyric speaker searches for the meaning of her life in a strange 

environment. She finds herself inadequate to the responsibilities that 
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have been given her. Throughout Viaje redondo the problem of not being 

adequate to the situation is presented over and over again. It 

augments her sense of alienation and lack of a positive self-perception. 

This increasing self-irony and self-deprecation is strange to see 

because by this time Rosario Castellanos had become quite well known as 

a writer and critic. 

In "Pasaporte" (a piece of documentation which is proof of 

identity), she examines not her physical self but rather her profes

sional self. Once again her ironic self-deflation is clearly under

stated. 

iMujer de ideas? No, nunca he tenido una. 
Jamas repeti otras (por pudor o por falias mnemotecnicas). 
cMujer de accion? Tampoco. 
Basta mirar la talla de mis pies y mis manos. 

Mujer, pues, de palabra. No, de palabra no. 
Pero si de palabras, 
muchas, contradictorias, ay, insignificantes, 
sonido puro, vacuo cernido de arabescos, 
juego de salon, chisme, espuma, olvido. 

Pero si es necesaria una definicion 
para el papel de identidad, apunte 
que soy mujer de buenas intenciones 
y que he pavimentado 
urn camino directo y facil al infierno 
(Poesia:335). 

In the Louvre the lyric "I" looks at the Mona Lisa who, with 

her inscrutable gaze often functions to draw out the projections of 

inner feelings: 

cTe ries de mi? Haces bien. 
Si yo fuera Sor Juana 
o la Malinche o, para no salirse del folklore, 
alguna encarnacion de la Gu'era Rodriguez 
(como ves, los extremos, igual que a Gide, me tocan) 
me verias, quiza, como se ve 
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al especimen representative 
de algun sector social de un pais del tercer mundo, 

Pero soy solamente una imbecil turista de a 
cuartilla, 

de las que acuden a la agencia de viajes para que 
les invent en un tour. Y monolingiie 
ipara colmo! que viene a contemplarte. 

Y tu sonries, misteriosamente 
como es tu obligacion. Pero yo te interpreto. 
Esa sonrisa es burla. Burla de mi y de todos 
los que creemos que creemos que 
la cultura es tan liquido-que se bebe en su fuente, 
un sintoma especial que se contrae 
en ciertos sitios contagiosos, algo 
que se adquiere por osmosis (Poesia:335-336). 

In "La victoria de Samotracia" the implicit speaker takes the 

opportunity to comment on the "problem" presented by .-trying to maintain 

your intelligence alive, alert, and true. 

Avanza como avanzan los felices: 
ingravida, ligera, no tanto por las alas 
cuanto porque es acefala. 

Una cabeza es siempre algo que tiene un peso: 
la estructura del craneo que es osea y el proposito 
siempre de mantenerla erguida, alerta. 
Y lo que adentro guarda (Poesia:336). 

She sees the statue with its head missing as the image of herself and 

her concerns. 

In "Ninguneo" she questions what she is doing pretending to be 

something she is not. All the cultures that compose her background, 

European, Spanish, and Aztec, have come together to negate her experi

ence. 

En la tierra de Descartes, junto a la estufa 
—ya que nieva y tirito— 
no pienso, pues pensar no es mi fuerte; ni siento 
pues mi especialidad no es sentir sino solo 
mirar, asi que digo: 
(pues la palabra es la mirada fija) 
£que diablos hago aqui en la ciudad Lux, 
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presumiendo de culta y de viajada 
sino aplazar la ejecucion de una 
sentencia que ha caido sobre mi? 

La sentencia que dicta: "No existes." Y la firman 
los que para firmar usan el Nos 
mayestatico: el Unico que es Todos; 
los magistrados, las cancillerias, 
las altas partes contratantes, los 
trece emperadores aztecas, los poderes 
legislativo y judicial, la lista 
de Virreyes, la Comision de Box, 
los institutos descentralizados 
el Sindicato Unico de Voceadores y ... 
... y, solidariamente, mis demas compatriotas 
(Poesia;338). 

The mixture of real human institutions with imaginary yet ironic ones 

gathers together all the forces of human society, real and imagined, to 

augment the list. The worst part is that her own countrymen have joined 

the forces solidly against her. 

Her feeling of inadequacy is continued in "Nazareth" where Mary/ 

woman/herself is a vessel inadequate to the occasion. 

* 

Descendiendo a la cueva en que el Arcangel 
hizo su anuncio, pienso 
en Maria, ese vaso de eleccion. 

Como todos los vasos, quebradizo. 
Como todos los vasos demasiado pecjueno 
para el destino que se vierte en-el 
(Poesia:338). 

Finally, it is in "El retorno" where her feelings of rejection 

and alienation are the strongest. Returning to Mexico, land of her 

forebears, she finds her loss of identity to be in an acute state. 

Where is she to find herself? Not through other humans (they do not 

even see her), not through God or religion (it is too late to invent 

another belief). The answer is given by an implicit speaker who 

suddenly shifts her voice from the lyric "I" who began speaking in the 
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poem to the "tu." This shift is important to emphasize her interior 

alienation, where she can no longer speak for herself. Once again the 

lyric "I" becomes the "tu." The implicit speaker tells her that she 

must accept the facts: she is superfluous, she has no importance. In 

fact, the search for meaning is ridiculous due to the simple fact that 

there is no meaning to anyone's life. The search is futile and she 

must conform herself to living without meaning. 

Piso la tierra del Anahuac que es 
la tierra de mis muertos. 

Pues bien: como su nombre lo indica—y otros 
signos— 

estan muertos. No hablan. 

Algunos, los recientes, con el menton atado 
todavxa al ultimo panuelo. 
Otros con la mandibula intacta, calcio vuelto 
a su existencia mineral que es muda'. 

* 

Asi pues, no me piden 
que yo viva por ellos, 
que mire el mundo que no ven, que lleve 
adelante un destino que no alcanzo a cumplirse. 

Si necesito justificaciones 
para estar, para hacer 
y, sobre todo, para no borrarme 
(que seria lo logico siguiendo las premisas) 
habra que conseguirlas de otro modo. 

<LCon los vivientes, que me dan la espalda, 
que no me ven pero que si me vieran 
seria con el rechazo del que sabe 
que, por ley natural, a menos cuerpos 
mayor espacio y aire y esperanza? 

dCon los que llegan ya con la granada lista 
para hacerla explotar, entre sus manos? 
dCon los que ven en mi el estorbo, la ruina, 
el esperpento 
que hay que destruir para construir de nuevo? 

No. La respuesta no han 
de darla unicamente los humanos. 
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Quiza hacer una obra ... 
cObra? dCambiar la faz de la naturaleza? 
dAnadir algun libro a las listas bibliograficas? 
£Hacer variar el nxmbo de la historia? 

/ 

Pero si- este es asunto—otra vez—;de hombres 
y del tiempo medido al modo de los hombres 
y segun los criterios 
con los que ellos aceptan o rechazan. 

dEntonces, que? iDios? cSu mandato? 
Es demasiado tarde para inventar ahora 
o para regresar a la infancia dorada. 

Acepta nada mas los hechos: has venido 
y es igual que te hubieras quedado o que si nunca 
te hubieras ido. Igual. Para ti. Para todos. 

Superflua aqui. Superflua alia. Superflua 
exactamente igual a cada uno 
de los que ves y de los que no ves. 

Ninguno es necesario 
ni aun para ti, que por definicion 
eres menesterosa (Poesia;339-340). 

In En la tierra de en medio and Otros poemas we see the lyric 

speaker evaluate her life in some positive sense. There is a balance 

in the poems where the lyric speaker is aware of her limitations and 

also of her capabilities. The lyric "I"/implicit speaker details for 

us a growing alienation with society and with the negative tradition 

perpetuated by-women/mothers as well"as men in society. Yet her self 

appraisal is basically a positive one. It springs from working at her 

profession, from her pleasure at having become a mother. Yet the 

communicative act increasingly is more difficult. The monologues are 

only broken when she talks to herself or to death. The mutilation of 

self, however, is rejected for the struggle for authenticity. The 

result of the conflict, which is constant, brings about a rupture with 

the values of society. It is perhaps the fact of constantly having to 
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be on guard, constantly having to reevaluate the self and fight to 

protect it that eventually wears the personal lyric speaker down. We 

see, increasingly, alienation and distance as the lyric speaker 

struggles to survive. The end result is an evergrowing pessimism and, 

sadly enough, once again a loss of identity, communication, and meaning. 

It has been a courageous fight. The realities of living in the world, 

in a woman's world, have been overwhelming. Nevertheless, the monument 

that the poet Rosario Castellanos has left us is a fascinating inner 

journey of a valiant self, probing to know herself, to understand who 

and what she is. It is a vital struggle of a lifetime. In the end, 

notwithstanding her later understandable pessimism, she communicated 

ultimately with the person who was most important: herself. 



CHAPTER X 

CONCLUSION 

The study of the multifaceted, polyphonic lyric speakers in the 

poems of Rosario Castellanos presents us with a complex and comprehen

sive view of her world vision. It is a vision of refinements, intensi

fications, and modulations, covering the spectrum of individual and 

social experience. The lyric speakers, like Castellanos herself, are 

products of their historical time and place. They remain products of 

their culture and their society, whether or not they adhere to the 

values and mores of that society. As such they cannot abstract them

selves from their time and immediate space. This is especially true in 

the later poems as Castellanos and her lyric speakers become immersed 

in a world of everyday details adhering to the immediate realities. 

The system of this world vision is put together in an 

accumulation of lyric voices whose typology is as follows: 

1. The lyric "I" as poet. This lyric "I," clearly delineated as 

the creator, institutes a search for permanency and order. The 

significance of writing poetry is to order chaos; poetry puts 

meaning into experience, and experience into perspective. In 

the later poems the lyric "I" ccmes to realize that the poet 

cannot remain distant from the social struggle, and becomes 

increasingly aware that language is unable to recapture the 

vitality of the experience itself. The lyric "I" as poet is 

195 
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often an observer, commenting on the world around her—separated 

by the critical consciousness that the role of poet fosters upon 

her. This is also discernible in the fact that many of these 

poems are written in the past tense—distancing themselves 

retrospectively in time. The essential question that this 

lyric "I" contemplates is that of silence versus communication. 

2. The lyric "I" as personae of women. Here we find various 

categories of historical, mythic, and actual voices of women. 

The many perspectives illustrate the accumulation of life 

experience and, as a group, evidence the oppression of women 

in the negative social tradition in which they must live. 

The scope of these voices ranges from noble and elemental 

resonance to quiet whimpers and resignation. The basic 

question addressed by these lyric speakers is choice versus 

passivity, the self versus society. 

3. The lyric "nosotros" as a collective memory. At times the 

lyric "I" alternates with the "nosotros" but is clearly 

identified with the social group. These voices chronicle 

defeat, yet"in some ways the defeat is annulled because the 

lyric "I" consciously takes on the responsibility for main

taining the link to the collective through memory. It 

encompasses a communal sense of identification to the past, 

through that memory and through communication. The collective 

struggle must be remembered as a historical fact in order to 

bring about change in the present negative social tradition. 
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4. The lyric "I"/"tu" as double. Through an evolution clearly 

evident in the texts, the process of dividing into two and 

coming to terms with her other self is explicitly delineated. 

The resolution of conflict which arises from her struggle with 

self and society comes from self-examination and self-knowledge. 

The psychic complexity of this process is clearly expressed. 

Again the basic oppositions which create ambiguities are self 

and society, authenticity versus inauthenticity and choice 

versus passivity. 

5. The personal lyric speaker. Here the lyric speaker delineates 

herself without a mask or other configuration. Often, however, 

she emerges as an implicit speaker rather than an explicit 

speaker. The characteristics, nevertheless, are similar. She 

is directly a participator in life's pain, anguish, and pleasure. 

She is bewildered in the face of negative interpersonal rela

tionships and devastated by man's inhumanity to man. In the 

poems published later, she continues to remain alienated, and 

she becomes emotionally more distanced from the life in which 

she participates. She uses irony and laughter as a way to 

survive. Her emphasis on the everyday realities of being a 

woman grows stronger, as does her increasing pessimism and 

self-criticism. Once again, the main dichotomies are self 

versus society, authenticity versus hypocrisy, and choice versus 

passivity. 
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These lyric voices function to express a perspective which is 

more comprehensive in its extension and more powerful in its impact 

than a single narrative voice. The relationships of the many 

voices represent a world vision that is structured to illustrate clearly 

and poignantly the complexity of human problems from a variety of 

points of view and perspectives. It is not a single voice that 

articulates its own private experience but rather a myriad of voices 

from all walks of life, from many historical and mythic times, from 

private and public space. These voices express their circumstances, 

examine their values and their ambiguities, and finally call for a 

process of change. Because of the multitude of voices, we feel over

whelmingly that the image presented is no false mirror. The question 

asked is: how does one achieve self-significance in the face of a 

negative and destructive mirror image? The inner drama of finding 

what meaning one has for others and for oneself results in the 

important discovery that you suffer a severe loss of identity if you 

constantly let yourself be defined by others. 

The texts of Poesia no eres tu are like a constantly changing 

mirror image, wherein the lyric speakers examine themselves for traces 

of what they are. This examination of themselves, of their inner 

selves, and of their concrete human experiences, becomes strong 

reasoning for the necessity for change. The accumulation of lyric 

voices eliminates the individual ambiguity that one single lyric voice 

might express. It is not the individual who must change because the 

individual, looking inside the mirror image through the past and 

present and in space, has discovered significantly what he/she is. 
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The change must come on the part of a closed, repressive society which 

forces the individual into a role, into something that he/she is not. 

But, how is this change to be accomplished? The answer Castellanos 

gives us, through her lyric speakers, is self-knowledge and dialogue/ 

communication. She emphasizes: 

El sentido de la palabra es su destinatario: el otro que 
escucha, que entiende y que, cuando responde, convierte a 
su interlocutor en el que escucha y el que entiende, 
estableciendo asi la relacion del dialogo que solo es 
posible, entre cjuienes se consideran y se tratan como 
iguales y que solo es fructifero entre quienes se 
quieren libres (Castellanos 1973:180). 

This communication may result in the metaphoric child that will result 

from the union of opposites in "Poesia no eres tu": 

Nada hay mas que nosotros: la pareja, 
los sexos conciliados en un hijo, 
las dos cabezas juntas, pero no contemplandose 
(para no convertir a nadie en un espejo) 
sino mirando frente a sx, hacia el otro 
(Poesia:311). 

Yet in the struggle for dialogue and communication so evident in all 

the texts of Rosario Castellanos, we all too often find only monologues, 

silence, and the sound of the wind in the tree. 

The world vision of Rosario Castellanos is structured by 

binary opposites which emphasize the things that is and the lack of 

it, defining what is important in the power structure of society and 

what is not. The process of transition from the original state of 

union to another state is clear as Castellanos chronicles the changing 

relationship of the individual to self and to society. 

The lyric speaker is the basic ordering element which 

structures the poems of Rosario Castellanos. The other features 
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which are inter-related and inter-penetrating are the following: 

1. Temporal point of view. As has been delineated again and 

again, the various texts and among the various lyric speakers, 

the temporal point of view, which in its collection of voices 

becomes a temporal perspective is one of the basic ordering 

features of many of the texts. Generally speaking, in 

Castellanos' texts, the order is quite clear. "Then" is a 

mythic time when the world was free, not regimented, not 

imposed upon the individual. It is a time difused in memory 

when immediate pains, anxieties, and frustrations are 

diminished. It is a time of primordial innocence, creativity, 

and promise. In this mythic time the collective is in harmony 

with nature and itself; the individual senses a completeness 

and union. This union is perhaps best expressed in the harmony 

evidenced in an early poem using the symbols of the wind and 

the tree. 

Una palmera 

Senora de los vientos, 
garza de la llanura, 
cuando te meces canta 
tu cintura. 

Gesto de la oracion 
o preludio del vuelo, 
en tu copa se vierten uno a uno 
los cielos. 

Desde el pais oscuro de los hombres 
he venido, a mirarte, de rodillas, 
Alta, desnuda,--unica, 
Poesia (Poesia:68). 
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Poetry, then, should be the union of opposites, stable and 

mobile, high and low, static and changing. All is aspired to 

and idealized in a timeless, nostalgic past. . 

This past forms a contrast to the present where direct 

confrontation with specific irritations, ambivalences and 

anguishes takes place. There is a definite separation from 

the independent, creative aspect. The primordial innocence 

has changed through experience with life and specifically 

through the repression by society of the positive aspect of the 

collective and the self. In the present the only form of 

defense is an ironic one with its sense of alienation and 

anguish; and real creativity is often blocked, repressed, or 

frustrated in this time frame. The self is no longer free, 

rather it is engaged in a constant struggle for survival, in a 

constant struggle to remain authentic. The present is a 

historical time with its historical problems: political, 

economic, and social oppression for all humans, but particu

larly for women. To be lived, life also must be suffered, and 

the present experienced in the poems of the various lyric speakers 

often expresses the painful realities endured. The desire to 

return to an idyllic past where pain is diminished or forgotten 

forces a contrast with the terrible sharpness of the present 

moment. 

2. Spatial point of view. The various lyric speakers in 

Castellanos' poems tend to place themselves into one of two 

spatial points of view. The first is the position of being 
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directly, poignantly involved in their experience. They speak 

in a frank and open manner and express subjectively what is 

happening to them. They often also evaluate their experiences, 

but it is always intermingled with some sort of emotion. The 

lyric speaker confronts the situation and is not distanced from 

it. It is a spatial point of view in which the speaker is 

emotionally involved in what is happening. Often there are 

moments of direct emotional statement where the object addressed 

is intimately connected to the lyric speaker. This is true in 

most of the poems in Lxvida luz. It is also evident when the 

* 

lyric speaker addresses a "tu" which is obviously herself, or 

a part of herself. The fusion resulting when the narrator 

becomes the person addressed, and the "tu" becomes the narrator 

(the subject the object, the object the subject), is clearly 

evident in the poems of the lyric speaker as double and the 

later poems, where the implicit speaker places such emphasis 

on the "tu" that the "tu" is unmistakably the subject. 

The second clear spatial point of view is when the lyric "I" 

is either multiplied, as in the case of "Kinsey Report" or when 

the lyric speaker is emotionally distanced from the object she 

is describing or perceiving. This is most evident when a 

"critical" consciousness intervenes between the lyric speaker 

and the object. This consciousness filters the subjectivity 

away from the object and creates a judgment or critique: it 

constitutes a distanced space. We can see this in "Pequena 

* 
cronica." 
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Entre nosotros hubo 
lo que hay entre dos cuando se aman: 
sangre del himen roto. (<LTe das cuenta? 
Virgen a los treinta anos ly poetisa! Lagarto.) 
(Poesia:293). 

This is particularly evident in the use of laughter, humor, or 

irony as a distancing factor. The humor and the irony break the 

continuity of the emotion. The thought process is then trans

ferred out of the text and onto the reader to be dealt with 

critically. 

The basic dichotomies in Castellanos' poems are clearly inter

woven with the temporal/spatial point of view and in many ways augment 

and enhance the ideas expressed in those features. The main oppositions 

are those which can be singled out as interlinked and yet separate prob

lems in their own right. Castellanos delineates the opposition between 

the self/open, positive collective repressive, 
negative collective; 
tradition 

authenticity; self-knowledge inauthenticity, hypocrisy 

powerlessness (victim) passive power, choice 

The conflict between the self/positive collective group force and a 

negative, repressive collective is clear in most of Castellanos1 

texts. It is articulated over and over again by her various lyric 

speakers. They do not advocate the desire for power, nor the will to 

rule others. Rather, they desire openness and the freedom to live out 

their lives in a creative and positive manner. It is not so much that 

Castellanos' lyric speakers are in opposition to society as such;- in 

reality, they are opposed to a society that arbitrarily restricts, 

regiments, and encloses them, forcing them to become static, fragmented. 
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and mutilated beings. The same is true as she chronicles the struggle 

between the authentic and inauthentic self. The desire to find oneself 

and to have the freedom to explore and fulfill one's potential is 

essential to every human being, whether Indian, woman, or poet. A 

tradition that forces one into passivity, and negates those possi

bilities forces one into useless postures. Thus it is often easier to 

submit passively, becoming an inauthentic person. However, the price 

of this submission is high: it means loss of identity, loss of self. 

The preoccupation with the mirror image and the constant self-

evaluation/self-appraisal is a way for the lyric speaker to verify that 

the essential part of itself, the part that is authentic, sensitive, and 

imaginative remains. The change in the self as it bows to pressure or 

as it struggles to remain integrated is chronicled in time because 

constancy is not necessarily part of the human condition, according to 

Castellanos. Betrayal of the essential self is something that can 

happen to anyone, especially if the pressures that society and tradi

tion exert are particularly strong: as it happens in the case of 

women. Thus, in all the facets elaborated by means of the lyric 

speakers in her poems, Castellanos articulates the separation she sees 

between aspects of herself as well as aspects of the powerless. Her 

lyric speakers articulate this separation to focus on the necessity for 

change. 

Language was always important to Castellanos, as has been 

pointed out in my discussion of her theory of poetry. It has been said 

that her poems lack decorum. As she herself states, 
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Tiene que venir Tin fuerte sacudimiento de afuera para que 
cambie la perspectiva, para que se resiueve el estilo, 
para que se abran paso temas nuevos, palabras nuevas. 
Muchas de ellas son vulgares, groseras. <£Que le voy a 
hacer? Son las que sirven para decir lo que hay que decir. 
Nada importante ni trascendente. Algunos atisbos de la 
estructura del mundo, el senalamiento de algunas 
coordenadas para situarme en-el, la mecanica de mis 
relaciones con los otros seres (Castellanos 1973:207). 

Thus for Castellanos language has been important to break down 

the barriers of politeness that isolate one human from another. Her 

strong language focuses often on her reality, a woman's reality. It 

is strong and immediate. It is a language which opens inner wounds, 

shows inner emptiness and false exteriors: characteristics that she 

shares with many other women poets. 

As mentioned in the introduction to this study, the writer has 

often been considered as the highest individual "consciousness" or the 

communicator of the collective consciousness. Castellanos believed 

that writing was important for herself as a person but could help 

effect collective change as well. For herself she wanted to achieve 

an intensive examination of all aspects of her own self, hence we find 

the personal lyric "I," the lyric "I" as poet, and the lyric "I" and 

its double. In addition, she examined the collective: the lyric 

speaker as a social collective, and the lyric speaker as voices of 

women reflecting a point of view and perspective that were not neces

sarily those of Castellanos but which did encompass a wide range of 

human social experience. Considering her vocation as a writer she 

commented: 

En el momento en que se descubre la vocacion yo supe que la 
mia era la de entender. Hasta entonces, de una manera 
inconsciente, yo habia identificado esta urgencia con la 
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de escribir. Lo que saliera. Y salian endecasilabos 
consonantes. De cuatro en cuatro y de tres en tres. 
Sonetos. Y su redaccion me proporcionaba un alivio a la 
angustia como si, por un instante, me hubiera yo emancipado 
del dominio del caos. Reinaba el orden irrisorio tal vez, 
seguramente provisional, pero orden al fin (Castellanos 
1973:204). 

Writing, then, relieved the interior anguish by beginning to put order 

into a chaotic experience. At the same time, it represented the search 

for self, so evident in her lyric speakers. 

Soy yo misma la que quiero verme representada para 
conocerme, para reconocerme. iPero como me llamo? 
c A  quien me parezco? £De quien me distingo? Con la 
pluma en la mano inicio una busqueda que ha tenido sus 
treguas en la medida en que ha tenido sus hallazgos, 
pero que todavia no termina (Castellanos 1973:196). 

The poetry of Rosario Castellanos is not a cosmic one which 

transforms everything it touches into beauty but one which mediates the 

world and conscience. Her experience beccanes objective, ordered. It 

is a process of fixing experienced reality. It takes in the world as 

a whole, and it comprehends the trivial, the minor, the everyday things 

as well as the major pains and anguishes of human life. In her poetry 

Castellanos went through the process of finding herself and, in so 

doing, setting a model for others. In the silences she found her own 

voice: an active, sometimes ordinary voice, but one that is full of 

power. 

She searched for communication and dialogue, a unity among 

people. In the end she was only able to dialogue with death. And if 

at the beginning the symbols of the wind and the tree implied unity, 

they also implied the hope for a positive sense of rootedness and 

integration. The wind.was her inner self, light, airy, and open to 
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the fulfillment of promise; the tree the role of woman rooted and yet 

open to the sky, extending itself upwards. In the end, the wind 

implied something that came and went and traveled alone, leaving not 

even a memory at times. But one of her hopes was fulfilled. Her . 

poetry stands as an authentic memorial to her own public and private 

world vision, a world vision communicated by her in the hope that it 

would help create lucidity and movement toward social change. Her 

poetry was a promise to that other "tu," the "you" addressed in all her 

moments of despair, of irony, of inner dialogue. A promise to reveal 

the final order of the cosmos, the word in the wind: 

La promesa 

Te lo voy a decir todo cuando muramos. 
Te lo voy a contar, palabra por palabra, 
al oido, llorando. 
No sera mi destino el del viento que llega 
solo y desmemoriado (Poesia:189), 
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